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i
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April

Was

Pleasant
In Holland
for its

plained the program which can re-

5 and 6.
Average temperature was

sessions. Rehearsals are scheduled this afternoon at the Civic

Barbara Ambellas, instructor.In this picture the girls are
shown as they practiced Wednesday afternoon at Riverview.
Next week the girls will be occupiedwith dress inspection
when Miss Lavina Cappon will inspect each Dutch costume
to be worn in the Klompen dance to see that it meets all

Center and Monday at Riverview Park, according to Mrs.

(Sentinelphoto)

dancers at Holland High School, this means that they must

get those donee steps "down pat" in the next two practice

regulations.

Kiwanians

All-Day Public Meeting

Guard Seeks

Hear Talk on

Planned by Garden Club

Old Members

Re-Elect

P.T.Cheff

Average minimum was 38.2, com- the Board of Dlrectora were
pared with 40.1 in 1957, 361 in
Rainfall measured 2.27 inches,
compared with 3.07 in 1967, 4.41
in 1956, 1.76 in 1965 and 4.06 in
1954. Precipitationfell on seven
days, compared with 12, in 1957,

Electric Plant

For

ings of the Garden Club will be an

Reunion

1

Children Give

Music Program
At Civic Center

i

P.T. Chef!

48.6

re-

jected.
, Mrs. Kathryn Nystrom Cheff,
P. T. Cheff, John D. Arne*, Ralph
Boalt, Edgar P. Landwehr, George
Spatta,Robert H. Trenkamp.
Over 80 per cent of the outatanding shares were represented at
the meeting, in person or by
proxy. This is the greatest number
of shares representedat any
stockholdersmeeting during the
past several decades.
At the annual meeting of the
directors, following the stockholders meeting, officersof the
company were re-electedas fol

a

newspapermanin

Midland.
The dinner was held on the eve
the 100th anniversary of dhe
ounding of Midland's first newspaper and the 21st anniversary of

the Daily News as

a

daily

publication.

MunicipalJudge Henry Hart
narrated a skit, "This is Phll'a
Life," which depicted the h|ghUghts of Rich’s long newspaper
career and his service to tha
community.
About 20 publishers of other
newspapers in the state attended
the testimonialdinner.
W. A. Butler, publisher of the
Holland Evening Sentinel, pro*
aented a plaque to Rich from the
Michigan Presa Assn, and the
Michigen League of Home Dailiei.
Rich is a past presidentof both

of those organizations.
One of the most importantmeet- have a lovely garden at their home
Rich wu bom at Riverside. HI.,
outside Muskegon called White
any school of a student’s choice
Guy E. Bell, superintendentof all-day public woitshop meeting Harbor.
Oct. 20, 1897, came to Midland
11 in 1956, 9 in 1955 and 15 in 1964.
providing he or she maintains a the Board of Public Works, adwhen he was 19 years old. He
today beginning at 9 a.m. when
Mrs. White will give her audi- Plans are moving steadily ahead There was a trace of snow in
straight A average. This program dressed the Ktwanis Club Monday
joined the Army a short time
Mrs. W. Harold White of Muske- ence the judges view of all sec- for the reunion planned by Hol- April, compared with .9 inch in
could possiblybe carried to a night on the subject,"What the
later and served through World
gon, nationallyaccreditedflower tions of the show, help beginners land's National Guard Co. D on 1957, 2.4 inches in 1956, none in
Ph D. degree.
Municipal Electric Plant Means show judge comes to Holland to avoid common mistakes; point out
War I.
June 6. A day-long program is 1955 an(1 12 1°
The test given the students Wed- to Holland."
Following the war, Rich reassist entrants in getting ready errors stiH made by advanced ex
being formulated and committees
nesday consisted of 150 questions.
Bell, who came to Holland two for the Tulip Time Flower Show
turned to Midland and went to
hibitors and answer question^and
It was the same test given to 10 years ago, told Kiwanians that
are being appointed.
work for the Midland Republican.
at the Holland Armory.
clarify terms.
persons with Ph D. degrees who without ample electricity and low
He bought a partnership in the
The all day meeting will be Persons interestedin exhibit- Later this week a special ad will
were allowed 10 hours. Not one of rates Holland could not be the
weekly newspaper In 1923 and 10
ield at Grace Church parish hall. ing garden material,house plants be run in The Sentinel, a registralows:
them received a perfectscore.
thriving and growing city it is Members and guests are asked to or arrangements in the flower
years later became sole owner of
tion blank aimed at former memP. T. Chetf, • chairman of the the Republican.
Holland’s program will follow the today. He said Holland'smunicibring sandwiches for the noon show are especially invited to atbers who plan to attend ‘the reboard and president; A. W. Klora
Berg foundation setup in the fields pal electric utility is a part of
In 1937, the Republican became
break for lunch. Coffee will be tend this public meeting.
union. Co. D officialsask that
parens, vice president and aales
of science and mathematics, but this growth, and it is the responthe Midland Dally News.
served. The meeting will resume
Mrs. Carl S. Cook, presidentof these blanks be filled out and sent
The Civic Center rang with the
manager; O. A. Vanden Dooren,
plans also call for a seminar in sibility of the Board of Public about 1:30 pun.
Rich also Joined the radio field
the Garden Chib announcedthat in to the Armory, to give some voices of 700 children Wednesday
vice presidentand aecretary; B.
social science in the future, and Works to keep ready energy for
Mrs. White, besides her experi- tickets for the June luncheon at
in 1948 when he acquired station
idea
of
how
many
men
will
be
as
they
joined
to
present
a
"FestiJ. Staal, treasurer.
possiblybranching into such sub- today’s needs, as well as preparence ak a flower show judge has the Spring Lake Country Club will
WMDN.
coming.
The company today released
jects as art and music.
ing for tomorrow.
val of Song." The program, includ
been flower show chairman of the be available at the Thursday meetHunting, fishing and pbotogra*
Former
members
are
asked
to
its
operating
results
for
the
first
Holland is the 26th to start a sciIt was 65 years ago that city Muskegon County Garden Club, a ing.
ing songs, dances and musical
phy are among Rich's favorite
contact old buddieswho have movquarter, ended March 31, 1958
ence and mathematics seminar in fathers purchased a small private
directorof District 4 of the Febobbles.
Garden tours of several mem- ed out of the area and invite them games, was the conclusionof
showing a net lots of $215,848
the United States under the Berg utilityand in due time it became
He has produced 27 movies durderated Garden Clubs of Michigan bers’ gardens were started iKt
music
course
conducted
by
the
Unito
the
reunion.
One
former
memThis compares with the net loss
program. It is possible there may self-supporting, a characteristic it
ing hunting, fishing and sightfor six years and has been instru- week starting at the home of Mrs.
ber, Osborn Vos, has writtemlrom versity of Michigan In cooperationfor the first quarter of 1967 In the
be three or more seminars in has maintained to this day. All mental in getting inany new garseeing tripe and they are shown
R. B. Champion. Also toured were Pomona, Calif.,that he is planning
amount of $415,944.
Michigan by the end of the year plant Improvements have been
den clubs started.
In the Midland area under the
the gardens of Mrs. Heitert Chil- to attend and wants to see a lot of with WHTC.
The release indicated that the
along with such seminars in every accomplished without cost to the
Mrs. Gertrude Douwstra, music
Both Mrs. White and her bus- dress, Mrs. Fred Pickel, Mrs.
sponsorshipof the Dally News.
his
old
buddies.
state. Shapiro has visited thou- people or a bond issue, and today
consultant in the Holland Public operating results for the first quarband are active gardeners and Don Bremer and Mrs. Henry Ketel.
Pictures covering Co. D activiter of this year represented one
sands of communities- and has Holland has a plant with a valuaSchools, was chairman of the festities throughout its 37-year history
spent over 175,000 in promoting tion of 16,648,000and no debt,
val. The program from 10 to 11 of the beet since I960, and that
are coming into the Armory, but
programs for gifted children.Bell said.
a.m., was conducted by Assistant the company historically operates
company commander Capt. RuaseU
Plains call for seminars Monday
Bell said the first unit of the
Prof. Edythe M. Albert, radio at a loss during its first quarter
Kempker said that many more are
nights from 7:30 to 10 p>m. In hospital was built entirely with
teacher from the U of M station operations.
For
needed to fiU out an illustrated
Sales for the first quarter totalHolland the seminars will start electric department funds and
and school of music.
history which will featurethe eveed
$5,732,000, which was $280,000
next Monday or the following week later $60,000 was donated for an
The program opened with the
Ottawa County ProsecutorJames
ning program.
under the direction of Dr. Robert addition. During a 20-year-period
singing of "America, the Beauti- more, or 4.7 per cent greater, W. Bussard today warned Ottawa
Col. Henry Geerds, John Brethan the sales obtained for the
De Haan of Hope College, assist from 1923 to 1942 a total of IV4
County resldentsregalnst high presOpening dinner dance, the first mer, Heinie Siegers,Martin Jap- ful," "Come to the Fair" and "I
ed by local leaders In business, pro- million dollars was turned over to
Would Be True." Other numbers, first quarter of 1967.
sure
salesmen who have been
social
event
on
the
calendar
of
the
inga
and
Don
Rypma
have
been
Since operations of the comthe city. To date the BPW has
fessional and education fields.
presented by students from the
working the county lately for a
Macatawa Bay Yacht Club will be appointed to a committee to com- first through eighth grades of tycal pany are of a seasonalnature, die
Each studentwill select individ- turned over $3,127,000 to relieve
water soffenerconcern.
ual projects which will require the tax load in the city.
held Saturday, June 21 at the pUe a history .of the local guard area schools and from Berrien company releasedits earningsfor
Two complaints,Bussard said,
from its inception in 1921 to 1940.
the
12
months
ended
March
31,
Bell pointed to the need for
work and research throughoutthe
MBYC Clubhouse,it was announced A second committee, composed Springs, included "Dona Nobis
have
been received by his office
week. Shapiro cited one example starting now to extend electrical
Pacem,"#an early Latin canon; 1958, showing net earnings of regardingduress and high pressure
at a meeting of the board of direc- of C.W.O. O. J. Van Anrooy, Capt.
$701,890, or one dollar per share.
in which a student tried an experi- service to meet needs in the future.
"Vereneli," a Swiss folk song;
being used to obtain signatures on
tors Friday at the home of Com- Nevin Van Anrooy and Maj. WUment on nutritioninvolving 600 He said by using the 11,500 kw.
"The Evening Star," by Robert This compares with net income of a water softenercontract by an
white rats. After feeding break- interconnectionwith Consumers
modore Beach Giil in Grand Ra- liam Sikkel, is putting together the Schumann; ’’Hiking Song," an $384,706, or 43 cents per share on
out-of-county concern.
history of Co. D during World War
fast cereals only to the’ rats, most Power, Holland can forestall addi
pids.
English folk song; "Calling Me the outstandingshares for the 12
In one case, an elderly couple
II.
months
ended
March
31, 1957.
of them were dead after 20 to 25 tional needed equipment until July
A spring stockholders meeting Capt. Russell Kempker, 1st Lt. Back Home," by May Sarson;
with no money t& pay signed a
1963.
But
to
have
the
equipment
days.
"Puffabilly Song," an English folk
contract, the prosecutor said, after
will take place on Friday June 20. Con Boeve and Maj. William SikEach project selected will be on then requiresaction now, and Bell
song; "Had a Little Rooster;’’ "At
being led to believe the men repkel
are
compiUng
thejiistory
of
the
said
the
board
has
spent
many
MBYC
will
be
partially
open
a senior college level, and the stuthe Gates of Heaved," a Mexican
resentedthe state government.
Saturday and Sunday, June 14 and local guard in the years foUowing folk song.
dent will get all the help he or hours in draftinga program of
High pressure salesmanship,un15 for small boat tune-up races. World War II.
she needs. Shapirosaid the student financingthat is sound and feasiThe other numbers Included "I
less fraud i$ involved,is no basis
Small boat races start on June 28.
must work hard or get out of the ble.
Heard It in the Valley" by Charles
The Spring general meeting of for prosecution,Bussard said, but
He said since the new charter
In addition to the large numprogram. He also pointedout that
Eugene Te Hennepe
Leonard; "Sourwood Mountain," a
the CatholicWomen's Club of St. he offeredtwo words of advice.
ber of boats to be here for tthe reit is no disgrace to drop out of has been in effect with the board
southern mountain song: "Swing
First, don’t buy unless you realFrancis de Sales parish was held
turning over 50 per cent of its
gatta weekend July Fourth, it has
the program.
Low, Sweet Chariot," a Negro spirly
need or want an item. SecondMonday
evening'
in
the
school
earnings,
only
$464,000
has
been
set
been announcedthat the Queen’s
Shapiro said that the selection of
itual: and "Jenny Jenkins," an
cafeteria. Mrs. Joseph Fabiano ly, deal only with reputablelocal
Cup race which originates in MilLinda and Paul Lucas for the class aside for improvements along with
sult in four-yearscholarships to

<

sary as

degrees or 1.6 degrees aboye normal. Average temperaturewas 48.5
in 1957, 45.5 . in 1966, 54.2 in 1955
and 50.5 In 1954.
The maximum was 77, compared with 78 In 1957, 80 in 1956, 76
in 1955 and 81 in 1954. Minimum
was 25, comparedwith 22 in 1957,
26 in 1956, 31 in 1965 and 16 in 1954.
Average maximum was 58.9, com- At the annual meeting Tuesday
pared with 58.6 in 1957, 55.8 in of the HoUand Furnace Co. stock1956, 66.1 in 1955 and 60.5 in 1954. holders, the following members of

1956, 42.2 in 1955 and 401 in 1964.

-Philip

He was honored at a testimonial
dinner marking his 40th anniver-

Stockholders

EVERY YEAR IN MAY — Today is th* first of May, with
Tulip Time less than two weeks away. To the 300 Klompen

Mich.

T. Rich, editor and publisher of
the Midland Daily News, was
honored Wednesdaynight by more
than 200 townspeople and Michigan newspapermen.

pleasant weather, Hs

W

day to form Holland’sfirst class

Linda and Paul Lucas, Thomas
Marsilje, Judy Martin, Norma
Meyer, Joyce Michmerhuixen,
Ladd Neuman, Robert Parks, Russell Prins, Barbara Renick,
Charles Riters, Kenneth Votkers
and David Vander Yacht.
On Wednesday night these students and their parents met with
Jacob W. Shapiro, coordinatorof
the Joe Berg foundation,who ex-

warm

lack of rain and its lack of storms
tornado warnings. The rain on
Easter day which brought .91 inch
was the only rain until April 19.
Several showers at the end of the
month boosted the precipitation to
2.27 inches which was .74 inch below normal. The only thunder of
the month was recorded on April

High School were chosen Wednesfor gifted children under the
Joseph Berg foundation of Chicago.
These students were chosen following a nigged 2tt-hour examination in ChristianHigh School.
Students selected for the first
seminar are from the sophomore
and junior classes of the two
schools. They are John Beebe,
Robert Bouwman, Paul Bremer,
Jack Berks, Dale Dykema, Brian
Dykstra, Beverly Hemmeke, Kenneth Hoek, David Hollenbach,Forrest Homkes, Nancy Klopfenstein,
Diane LaBoueff, Nancy Lamer,

MIDLAND,

April was remarkable in Holland

Twenty-six students of Holland
High School and Holland Christian

Warn Against

Yacht Club Set

Opening
Dinner Dance

High Pressure

Women's Club
Planning Dance

11

Student Accepts

is the first brother-and-sister team regular

system improvements Danforth

Apply for

Postmaster

Award

waukee will end

at

Macatawa that
Eleven Holland residents have

American folk ssng.
Children from the Holland Pub-

presided.

dealers.

The Rt. Rev. Msgr Arthur J.
weekend.
in all the seminars he has or- necessary.On projecting a 20-year
lic Schools participated
in an
Eugene Kenneth Te Hennepe,
Le Roux, V. F., gave a preview
program, loans would be necessary
Officers of MBYC besides Com- filed applications for postmaster at
ganized.
American square dancj, a German
Kuite, 16,
of plans for the Cana Conferento accomplish an expansion pro- son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Te modore GUI include Vice Com- Holland, Mich., it was learned tofolk dance, a Hungarian folk dance
ces to be held later this spring.
gram if .the 50-50 split continues.
Hennepe of Baldwin, Wu., a sen- modore Wayne Barkwell, Grand day from Washington, D. C.
and the Klompen dance. There
Applicants,listed alphabetically,
Committees and dates wiU be anat
Bell cited production costs and ior at Hope College, has been of- Rapids and Macatawa; Rear Comwas also a Swedish singinggame
Set
national averages,pointing out that
modore
Howard
Hamm,
Kala- are Melvin Brandt, Alvin Dirkse, and a Swiss pantomime game on nounced later.
fered three top-rankingscholarHolland pays 2.098 cents per kilomazoo and Macatawa; Bernard Albert Eggers, Alton V. Kooyers, the program. The closing number Mr. and Mrs. James Napier Dennis Wayne Kuite, 16-year-old
Safety
were appointed chairmen, with son of Mr. and Mrs. Gabriel Kuite,
watt hour, compared with a nation- ships for graduate study.
Donnelly,’ secretary Holland; Edward Prins, Kepneth E. Scripv
of the festival was "Sing Your
He was offered a Regent’sSchol- George Payne, treasurer,Grand ma, Alden J. Stoner, Walter A.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Beedon as died quietly early Wednesday at
al average of 2.56 cents.
Way Home.”
A car safety checkup campaign
Vander Haar, William H. Vande
co-chairmen, 0/ the seventh an- his home, 346 North Division Ave.
arship from the University of Rapids.
On behalf of radio station WHTC
Is being planned by the Ottawa
Mrs. Leonard Verdier will act Water, George Van Dyke and Ben- and manager Sandy Meek, Bernie nual dance to be held in the He had been 111 for the past year.
Michigan
and
a
Knapp
Scholarship
County Sheriff’s department acAmerican Legion Memorial Club- Dennis was a member of the
as social chairman for the sea- jamin R. Van Slooten.
Van’t Hul acceptedan award
from the Universityof Wisconsin,
cording to Leonard Ver Schure,
April
22
was
the
deadline
for
filhouse Saturday, June 21. Merril Junior Class of Holland High
son. Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren
from the Universityof Michigan
both full-expense scholarships,
Ottawa County Safety Director.
Human and his orchestrawill School. He played on the tenni*
wUl be in charge of bridge lunch ing applications. Screening of apf6r the local station’s part in the
which he declined in order to acVer Schure said plans are to
team during his sophomore year
furnish the music.
eons. A complete list of committee plicants will be in the form of
year-long Festivalof Song broad
cept a Danforth Fellowshipwhich
have a limited number of service
Mrs. Gilbert Bussies, Jr., will and had served as manager of the
chairmen and their groups wUl be interviews, not written exams, to
Holland State Park at Ottawa
casts of musical instructionfor
will be used at Harvard Universtations and garages conduct a
determine qualificationson the
be chairman of the entertainment second team in basketballduring
announced by the Commodore.
Beach will undergo its annual face
school children.
sity. The Danforth Fellowshipcovvoluntary safety check for one or
basis
of administrativeexperience
committee. Mr. and Mrs. Frank the 1956-57 season. He was a memlifting Saturday with the park
ers educationalexpenses until a
two weeks prior to the operation of
and
to some extent civic activities.
Klann wiU be in charge of tick- ber of the H Club and also was
staff, members of the Tulip City
Ph.D. degree is granted.
vehicle safety check lanes throughIt is expected that recommendaets, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hebert, a member of Becchwood Reformed
Two Zeeland Men
Rod and Gun Club and Troop 44
2
Te Hennepe is planning a carout the county.
tion of a person or persons will be
chairman of the refreshments Church.
An organizational meeting, open Scouts of Maplewood Reformed eer in college teachingin the field Injured in Collision
Surviving are the parents; one
made in two or three months to
committee; Mrs. Kenneth Hall,
Church doing the work.
Sale
of philosophy.He is a member of
to the public,will be held May
prizes; Mrs. John Hudzik, decora- brother,Ronald J. Kuite of HolTwo
Zeeland
men
were
Injured U. S. Rep. Gerald R. Ford, Jr.
This is the seventh year the local the German, Philosophy, and
10 at 12:30 p.m. at Van Raalte’s
Military service and political afTwo new stamps went on sale tions; Mrs. Roy Wymore, publi- land; one sister, Barbara Lynn,
sportsman club has taken on the Men’s Glee Clubs at Hope, and Wednesday at 4:25 p.m. in a twoRestaurant In Zeeland.Support for
filiationalso will receive considerWednesday at HoUand post office. city; Wilbur Cobb, master of at home; the maternal grandfacleaning project. Lewis Kadwell is sings in the Chapel Choir. He is car collision at the intersection of
the campaign is being sought from
aQon. ’ < ‘
ther, Herman Van Langevelde of
One is a 25-cent Paul Revere ceremonies.
project chairman and A1 Riemersa member of the International Re- M-21 and US-31.
schools, veterans and fraternal
Scripsma, one of the 11 appli- regular postage stamp of the libJohn
Covell
from
the
Serra Holland.
ma is in charge of the work groups lations Club, and was Presidentof
organizations, . churches, business
Harold Dams, 38, of 337 East cants, has been serving as acting
erty series. It is green and bears Club of Grand Rapids was guest
* Club members and Scouts are
the Y.M.C.A. He is a member of
groups and others.
speaker. He spoke on furniture Mrs. Kate Diephouse
postmaster since March 1.
the Gilbert Stuart portrait of Paul
asked to report to the worieshop&t Blue Key, the honor society for Washington Ave., driver of one of
Revere. The small size stamp and interior decoration,illustra- Of Fruitport Succumbs
the paric entrance at 8 a.m. (rain senior men, and was listed - in the cars, received facial lacerating bis talk with color slides,
comes 100 to the sheet.
or shine) for work assignments. Who’s Who Among Students in tions and injuries to his left wrist
Day-Old-Baby Dies
showing examples of furniture
‘ The second is a three-cent James
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Clare Broad, park manager, and American Colleges and Universi- and chest. The driver of the other
In Local Hospital
Monroe commemorativestamp in periods.
Mrs. Kate Diepenhouse, 72, of
his seven-mancrew and the gun ties. He belongs to Delta Phi Al- car, Allyn J. Huger, 20, of 368tt
North State St., received bruises on
connectionwith the 200th anniver- Hostesses for the eevning were Fruitportdied Wednesday at the
Graveside services were held club members will place picnic pha, nationalGerman Fraternity,
sary of the birth of the fifth pres- members of Our Lady of Perpe- home of her son, Harold, followtables throughout the park, open and was one of 14 Hope seniors his left knee and right elbow. Both
Three Ottawa County seniors,
at 10:30 Wednesday in Pilgrim
tual Help Study Club.
men
were
treated
at
HoUand
ident. This horizontal stamp is
ing a two year illness. She was
Including William Claifc Bakker of
Home Cemetery for David John up the pavilion, store the shutters, to receive Faculty Honors.
Hospital and released.
purple
and
bears
the
GUbert
born in Spring Lake.
sweep
the walks, paint pavement
Holland ChristianHigh School,
Brinks, one-day-oldson of Mr. and
Ottawa. County deputies said
Stuart portrait of President Mon Hope Receives Grant
Surviving are one d a u g h t er,'
stripes for parking and paint and
have been awarded entrance scholMrs. George J. Brinks of 127 132nd
Fix Grand Haven Pier
Dams, headed east on M-21, made
toe. It comes in sheets of 70.
Mrs. H. Hayden Young of Grand
varnish the tables.
From Steel Foundation
arshipsby Michigan State UniverAve. who died Thursdaymorning
HAVEN, Mich.
a left turn in front of Pluger,
Haven; two sons, Donald of WalkScouts will rake the beach, pick
sity for the academic year 1958in Holland Hospital.
Hope College is one of 665 of erville an Harold; nine grandchilup
debris and. glass and paint Fishermen have been barred from headed west on M-21. Dams was 59, according to a news release Dr. Frissel Newest
Surviving besides the parents
the nation’s privately-supported dren; two great grandchildren;
stakes for identifying camp mark Grdnd Haven's north pier whUe ticketed by deputies for interfering from th^University’*T)epartment
are a brother, Kirk, and a lister,
School Candidate
liberal arts colleges, science and four sisters and two brothers.
ers. State equipment for levelling repairs are underway. A 500-foot with through traffic.Deputies said of Information service. Bakker is
Karen; the maternal grandmothsection of the pier has been both Dams’ 1964 model and
engineering institutes,public and
the beach will also be in' use.
the
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Petitions
are
being
circulated
er, Mrs. Leo Hardy of Holland
private universities and medical ToastmastersClub
Broad
said the water has been blocked off for the construction Huger's 1952 mode* were damaged Bakker, 296 -West 23rd St.
for Dr. Harry Frissel, of 167 West
and the paternal grandparents,
schools receivingfunds from the
turned on and with the completion work which is scheduled for com- in excess of their value.
Also
receiving
scholarships
are
27th
St.,
as
a
member
of
the
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brinks of
Has Regular Meeting
of the cleanup the park will be pletion in November.
Max Kenson De Jooge, sop of Mi1, Board of Education at the regular $2 milliongrant from the United
Holland.
States
Steel
Foundation,
Inc.
ready for fulltime operation
Crews Busy Clearing
and Mrs. Kenneth De Jooge, 113 school election June 9.
The regular bi-weekly meeting
The Rev. Harland Steele officiatHope, as a member of the MichiTulip Time.
Car, Panel Truck Collide
South Centennial,-Zeeland,and
Dr. Frissel, who Is with the
of the Holland Toastmasters Club
New Power Plant Site
ed at the services. Arrangements
Lunch wiH be served at noon by
A panel truck driven by ClarThomas Otto LeMieux of Cooper s- physics department at Hope Col- gan CollegesFoundation,will re- was held Monday evening in the
were by Dykstra Funeral Home.
ceive funds accordingto a formula
the Women's auxiliaryof the ence W. Lair. 34, of 1759 104th
Two 16-man construcitoncrews ville.
lege, is seeking a three-year term
Warm Friend Tavern. M. G.
set up by Ae state Foundation for
sportsmen's club. The ftoUami Ave, and a car driven by James today art busy clearing brush and
The scholarshipscover tuition at to fill a vacancy caused by the
Point.* was toastmaster for the
Seek Owners of Bikes
Chamber of Commerce and a few B. Nichols,34. of 615 Speer St, trees from the proposed site of Michigan State for one year and resignation of Dr. Lester J. distribution of the grant
meeting.
Holland police reportedthat local merchants are providingthe Saugatuck, collided Wednesday at the ConsumersPower Plant to be are renewable for a total of four Kuyper who is leavingfor a year
W. A. Hinkle -was table toolcsthey have two nearly new boys’ food, Broad said.
Fire Kills Chickens
10:15 a.m. at the Intersection of erected at Port Sheldon.
master add gave each
years provided the student main- of graduate study abroad.
bicycles at'lhe police station, waitKadwell requestedaU club mem- M-21 and Byron Rd. Ottawa CounOne crew started work Tuesday, tains a high scholastic average Other candidatesto date for the
the group a subject
ing for the owners to claim them, bers to attend the workbee. He ty deputies,investigating the ac- according to Chris Fendt, part- and meets requirementsof the all- two four-year tenns are Incum- ui^tera^d origin kmi^VooO were to speak one
bide is a Roadmaster. one is pointed out that one of the func- cident,estimated
esUr
the damage to owner of the Port Sheldon Con- university scholarshipcommittee. bent James A. Hallan, Jack recently hitched chickens SaturFive
red. The tions of the local group Is conser- Larr’s 1967 panel truck at $900 struction Co., which has the landday and damaged the buildingin K. E.
A total of 167 high school sen- Plewes and Mrs. Lois Ellert.
, them b, tdenti- vation of natural resources such and the damage to Nichols’ 1960 clearing contract,and the other iors was awarded entrance scholMrs. Frank Working is another which they were boused on the R. L
as state parts.
crew started Itoday.
Pioneer Poultry Farm near her* for
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New Chapter Formed

High School Students Adopt

Holland Nips

Youth Code for All Teenagers

Benton Harbor

Final revisions have been made
on the Holland Youth Code by the
committee of students from Holland High School and Holland
ChristianHigh School, and their
adult advisors. Hie code is now
ready for distribution to all students of both high schools.
The completed code follows:

zens for the benefit of all. There-

In

fore, Holland youth are reminded

of the following:
1.

Smoking and drinking of

that

we can assume the

show

of adulthood.

onds In the next two events and
then copped the 810-yardrelay to
defeat Benton Harbor. 58-51 on a
cold, windy track that held down
top performances and fast times.
Carl Woltman,* speedy sophomore, who was Holland’s high
point man with 10 points, started
the rally with a first place in the
220. He was followed home by
Scott Brouwer of Holland.

Endorsed by the Student Council

Dave Maria, who was

I. Family Relationships: We be- of HoUand ChristianHigh School,
lieve in the family as the strongest April 17, 1968.

1

1

Persons

Seek Building

general.

A.

DATING

Permits

Here

Parents and youth should discuss and agree upon the number
Applicationsfor 11 buildingperof dates per week and plans regarding time and place of dates. mits totaling 97,000 were filed last
2. Parents should know whom week with City Building Inspector
their son or daughter is dating at William Layman in City Hall Apleast by name, preferablyby in1.

plloationi follow:

troduction.

' Lena Wandacheer, 110 West 20th
3. Public display of affection is
St., enclose and screen in front
not in good taste.
4. Emotional control in dating is porch, 9300; self, contractor.

High

track team grabbed first and sec-

We

unit of social living. Parents and]
youth are obligatedto work out
their mutual problems with parents accepting the responsibility
regarding their own children in
particular as well as teenagersin

points with throe

•vents to fo,'th« Holland

therefore of Holland High School, April 15,
subscribeto the followingprinci- 1968.
. Endorsed by the Student Council
ples:
bilities

Track Meet

Down by 12

Illegal.

responsi-

Hope

BENTON HARBOR (Special)-

al-

coholic beverages by minors is ili

legal Drinkingand smoking by
teenagersshows lack of judgment
as well as immaturity.
2. Holland youth should drive
within all traffic rules. Cars can
Holland Youth Code
We, the youth of the Holland be a deadly weapon and no one
Area, believethat we should do has the* right to jeopardiseother
all we can to develop and foster people's lives.
S. Reject for public and private
within our community, a spirit that
demonstratesour respectand love property is a responsibility of all
for God. Home and Country. Ap- youth. Defacing of properties,all
proachingmaturity, we believe theft and malicious destructionis
that by our example, we can

at

WROTE, REVISED, AND PUBLISHED - This
group of Holland High School and Holland
ChristianHigh School studentsworked together
in drawing up and revising the Holland Youth
Code, which is now being distributed to all
students of both schools. Front row (left to
right) are Beverly Hemmeke, Marge Witteveen,
Ruth Smith, Jane Schaftenaar, Barb Vander
Werf. Second row, Carol Tuls, Larry Van Til,
Hub Harrington, Dee Hewitt, Barb Duffy,. Joan

Ten Cate. Third row, Paul Bremer, DAve Tanis,
Sally Bluekamp, Ralph Houston, Nancy Cooper,
Paul Weener, Thelma Slenk. Fourth row, Karen
Ekstrand, Ron W i n d e m u 1 e r, Bruce Van
Leuwen, Steve Koleln, Scott Brower, Paul
Brink, Dave Bonnette. Advisors for the group
were Eugene Scholten,Anne Selles, Mrs. Carol
Onthank, Mrs. Andries Steketee,Jay Formsma
and Raymond Hohverda.
1

running,

fourth at the 880-yard mark, put
(Laft to'iight)Prof. Edword J. Welters, Dr. J. Coert Ryloorsdam ond
on a strong kick and won the 880James Evers,
of thejllasslcsClub.
'«, president
P1
yard run for his first victory of
The Hope College ClassicsClub Gammo Rho Chapter heard an adthe season and Jack Alexander of
has become the Gammo Rho Chap- dress by Dr. J. Coert Rylaarsdam,
Holland was second.
Carl Woltman, Rich Woltman, tar of Eta Sigma Phi, the National a member of the Federated TheoJim Van Putten and Brouwer made Honorary Classical Fraternity,ac- logicalFaculty of the University
cording to Prof. Edward J> Wel- of Chicago. Dr. Rylaarsdam,a
up the winning relay team.
ters, chairman of the department 193P graduate of the Hope College,
Holland won three other first
spoke on "The Classical Heritage
places. Gary Gibbons took the of Latin at Hope.
shot; Wes Heidema the 440-yard Dr. Grundy Steiner, professorof and Our Vision of Man."
run and the medley relay with a Classics at Northwestern Univer- Holland studentswho are charteam composed of Russ Prins, Stan sity. conducted the initiation for ter members of the chapter are
Marcus, Carl Woltman and Hubby the local chapter April 18. The Ken Brink, son of Mrs. Eleanor
club, composedof Latin and Greek Brink of 175 East 25th St.; Fred
Harrington.
students, has been in existenceat Kruithof, son of Prof, and Mrs.
Results in order ot finish:
High jump->Parki (BH); Wells Hope for two yean. Prof. Wolters Bastian Kruithofof 546 Pine Ave.;
(BH) and Yarbrough (BH), all and Dr. Henry Voogd, chairman Betty Heidema, daughter of Mr.
of the department of Religionand and Mrs. Gilbert Heidema of 908
tied. Haight 5T.
Woodbridge Ave.; and Milton OrtBroad jump— Nash (BH), Schaap Bible, are the advisors.
After the initiationceremony, the quist of route 4, Holland.
(H) and Marcus (H) tied. Dis'

tance 18’1".
Shot put-Gibbona (H), Visschers
Joan Lynn Van Ry
(H), Garki (BH). Distance 44'%".
necessary.
Ulysses Poppema, 307. West 15th
Poll vault-Sirk (BH), Packard Honored at Party
5. Youth under 15 years of age
St, foundationand basement un(BH),
Dorgelo (H). Height I'e”.
should be discouragedfrom dating
Mrs. Ida Sherman is spending a
A birthdayparty was held Thurs120-yard high hurdle*
Yarexcept for group activities to der bouse, 91.500;Ben Lubbers,
few days with her nephew, Stuart
day for Joan Lynn Van Ry, daughbrough
(BH),
Van
Heukelom
(H),
- •> ,•( .
which boys and girls should come contractor,
Installation of officers highlightter of Mr. and Mrs: Lester Van
Lamoreaux,of New Richmond.
Gibbons (H). Time 17.2.
W. A. Forberg, X East 23rd St.,
and leave individuallyor with
ed the regular meeting of Veter-,
Ry of 832 Harvard Dr., in honor Classroom projects and adivities
Pfc.
Warren
Stehle
has
received
Medley
—
Holland.
Time
2:46.2.
tear
down
garage,
no
charge;
self,
members of their own sex.
of her fifth birthday anniversary.were viewed by more than 275 parans of Foreign Wars" Auxiliary
100-yard daoh-Strickland (BH).
his discharge three months earlier
6. “Going steady” should be dis- contractor. •
Mrs. Van Ry was assisted by Mrs. ents and friends Thursday evening
Thursday evening with Mrs. DougAnthony Rutgers, 162 West 26th
couraged unless the individual feels
than expected from Camp -Pendle- Brouwer (H), Van fcutten (H). William Oonk, Sr., Mrs. William as they attended the annual open
las Harmsen as installing officer.
Time 11.1.
that he or she is mature enough St., construct addition to bedroom,
ton, Calif. Stehle, who enlisted afOonk, Jr., and Mrs. Edmund Oonk. house at E. E. Fell Junior High
Mrs. Clifford Dengler was inMile
Dodson (BH), Herring
to take on the responsibilitiesin- 16 by 20 feet, 91490; Floyd Kempter
graduation
from
high
school
The theme for the decorationsSchool.
stalled as president; Mrs. Peter
(BH), Van Eerdea (H). Time 4.54.
kers, contractor.
volved.
here, plans to further his educawas Mickey Mouse. Games were Classroom demonstrations were
Borchers, senior vice president;
440-yard dash — Heidema (H),
Ethyl Kleinbekeei,29 East 29th
B. PARTIES (Includes aU types
tion next fall. He is the son of
played and prizes were awarded. given by studentswho also assistMrs. Leonard Stiller, junior vice
Smith (BH), Walters (Hi. Time 57.
such as house parties, summer St., change partition,window lightMr. and Mrs. Ludwig Stehle.
The guests were Nancy, Shelley ed teachers and served as guides.
president; Mrs. Earl Kennedy,
180-yard low hurdles — Rogers
tent and trailerparties as well as ing, new link, 91.000; self, contracOf interet to visitors was the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Sears
and
Linda Oonk, Rodney and Philchaplain; Mrs. Paul D a 1 m a n,
(BH), R. Woltman (H), Van
*
informal parties):
have gone to Webster Groves, Mo.,
lip Obbink, Karen and Steven Ver study of housing by the business
treasurer;Mrs. Ben Roos, secreHeukelom (H). Time M.5.
Mrs. Otto H. Brown, 115 East
I. The youth of Holland believe
to assist in the home of their son,
Seek, Mary Lynn De Boer, Bob- trainingclass where studentstake
tary; Mrs. Irene Hamm, conduc220-yard daab-C Woltman (H),
that more planned parties within 16th St, add few pieces of siding
John and wife, during illness of
bie and Laurie Kruithof,Lavoone a typicalfamily with a fixed intress; Mrs. Richard V o 1 k e r s,
Brouwer (H), Strickland (BH).
homes would help solve the prob- and changa window, H00; Oithoff,
come and decide how much can be
their daughter-in-law.
and Billy Van Ry.
guard; Mrs. Alipa Diekema. patriTime 24.7.
lems of leisure time and the lack contractor.
spent for a home, monthly payMrs. Margaret Berch of South
otic instructor; Mrs. James Rog880-yardrun — Maris (H), Alex1 Roy A. Ham, 528 Van Raalte
of recreational facilities. '
ments, cost of construction and leHaven,
who
recently
purchased
the
ers, historian; Mrs. Garold Dain-'
ander (H), Hendy (BH). Time
1 Partiesshould be chaperoned Ave., add kitchenand utilityroom,
gal aspects.
beauty salon, has 'moved to the
ing, Mrs. Robert Beckman, Mrs.
2:15.2.
by responsible adults known to the move garage, 12 by M feet, 91.500;
Parents were told of the funcWoman's
Club
second
floor
apart
Nevitl Van Anrooy and Mrs. Ben
880-yard relay — Holland. Time
self, contractor. <
parents of the youth involved.
tions of the citizenshipclasses
ment.
Cupems, color bearers; Mrs. Nell
1:41.2.
Speedway Petroleum, Pine and
3. Guests are expected to abide
which at present are studying voMr. and Mrs. Warren Duell
Klomparens and Mrs. Pearl Ploeg,
by group standards.If guests do River, install 1,000 gallon gas tank,
cations. Each is requiredto select
\^re
Sunday
guests
of
Rev.
and
trustees.
not respectthese standards,those 9700; no contractorlilted.
Janet Ann Walker
three occupationsand make a thorGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Mrs.
Garth
Smith
of
Colon,
form.ongUllow
Cub
Pack
A. gift was presented to the Inwho desire to disrupt should be
A. Boerema, 610 Central Ave.,
Neither team scored an earned ough investigationas to the adstalling officer and Mrs. Kenneth
Mr. and Mrs. Percy T. Walker, erly of Fennville.
dolds Regular Meet
asked or forced to leave.
enclose front porch, 9900; self,
run here Friday afternoon as the vantages and disadvantages of
The Woman's Society of ChrisW. Russell, outgoing president, was of 147 West 16th St., announce the
4. Activities at boy-girl parties contractor.
tian
Service
were
hosts
to
the
A meeting of Cub Scout Pack Grand Haven baseball team . de- each job.
awarded the past president’spin.
should be planned in advance and
John Schotten, 117 East 23rd St.,
engagement of their daughter, societies of the Ganges and MethDisplays appeared in several
3065 of LongfellowSchool was held feated Holland, 4-1 at Green Hill
Mrs. Ted Berkey, Mrs. Volkersand
adhered to by all members of the remodel kitchen, install cupclassrodny includingLatin, EngField.
Janet
Ann,
to
Frank
R.
Jaehnig,
odist
churches
at
a
1:30
dessert
in the school auditorium Thursday
Mrs. Harold Ramaker were preparty.
boards, 9150; self, contractor.
It was the fourth loss in as many lish, social studiesand the home
sented 10 year pins and Mrs. Jean- son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. luncheon last Thursday. The evening with Den 8 giving the open
C. HOURS: Parents have a right
Robert .Hamm. 258 West 22nd
starts
for the Dutch and Grand economicsdepartment
meeting
was
held
at
the
church
*
ette Kole, Mrs. Martin Kole and Jaehnig of 333 West 17th St. Mr.
and a responsibility in knowing 8L, constructcarport, 9200; self,
Of specialinterest were the inMrs. Betty Stanford received 5- Jaehmg is presentlya student at house. Hostesses were Mrs. Ethel Cubmaater Stuart Padnoa an- Haven now has a 3-4 record. .
where their children art going, contractor.
Holland
scored
its lone run in the dustrialart courses where disBrink,
Mrs.
Paul
Schroeder,
Mrs.
Davenport Institute in Grand
nounced that Bobby Kouw was the
year pins.
with whom they are going, and
plays ranged from boats and water
In other business it was an- Rapids. Miss Walker is a Senior Edward Grams and Mrs. Morris top ticket seller in the dty for the third and took a 1-0 lead. Ron Maat
when they can be expected home.
skis to lamps and bottle openers,
Souders.
The
speaker
was
Mrs.
walked,
stole
second
and
came
recent Scout Circus, and Jeff Padnounced that since the last meet- at Holland High School.
Teenagers have the responsibility
Loree Harvey of Kalamazoo,dis- nos was in third place. Necker- home on Dennis Bluekamp’s single. and the homemaking department
ing the auxiliaryhas donated 37
of notifying their parents if emertrict officer of Christian Social chief elides were presented to all
Grand Haven came back in the with its sewing projectsand finAdmitted to Holland Hospital dozen of homemade doughnuts and Local Red Cross Aids
gencies arise. Hours should be
Relations.
fourth
and scored two rurft on ished articles.
scouts selling 10 or more tickets
Friday wen Mrs. Cheater Vanden cookies for the VA hospital at
agreed upon by parents and youth.
A visit to the food laboratory
Attend
Kent
Dinner
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Henckel
of Dale Van Lenta presentedthe pack singlesand two passed balls and
Bosch, 363% West 10th Sir, Mrs. Battle Creek and has put in ZM
In cases of social functions, youth
Port
Huron
were
weekend
visitors charter for 1958.
added
the
final
two
runs
in
the for a cup of coffee and cookies,
Nilea LaPeer,
Wert 14th St.; hours for disasterwork, eight Eleven memben of the Ottawa
baked by the homemaking classes,
should be expected home within
of Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Wuis.
Bear badges were given to Mark fifth on three errors and a single.
Mrs.
URut
Seats,
696 Myrtle hours at the Blood Bank and 34 County Chapter of the American
an hour after the party or funcMr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Grams
Holland
left 10 men on base. In concluded the tour of the building.
Ralth and Bob Nicholson who also
Ave.; Michael D. Blystra, route hours work on the Caacer Fund. Red Cross attendedthe annual dintion is over. It is suggested that
spent the weekend with relatives received a silver arrow. Richard the second inning, with the bases
1; NoU Jurriea, 743 Aster Ave.; Plans also were discussed for the ner of the Kent County Chapter of
the following time limits might be
at Milan. Mrs. Grams remained Boven* Tommy Burke, Tom Thom- loaded, Bill Ver Hulst struck out
Mrs. Edward Woltera, Fennville; Eighth District rally to be held in the American Red Cross on ThursInstall
used as a guide:
to care for her mother-in-lawwho
Hastings
May
4.
as, Billy Meyer, Mika Oonk, Don Jan Nienhuis fanned in the fifth
Dawn Beckman, 1996 West 32nd
day evening at the Central Re- is ill
Teenagers under 16:
in a similarsituation.
Following the installation,memSt.; Keith John Tala, 846 Harvard
formed Church in Grand Rapids. Word was received here of the Volhken, Bob Riemersma, Vkkey Ron Kuyers, Larry Dykstra,
School Nights ........ 10:00 p.m.
Dr,; Joyct Coffey.394 West 20th bers of VFW Post 2144 were invitThose attendingwere Mrs. Gla- recent death of Harry Johnson, 56, McBride, Garry De Weerd and Bluekamp and Jay Freriks had Forty members were present at
Non-school Nights .. 11:00 p.m.
Jeff Speake wart awarded gold arSL;
Mrs. Earl Nienhuis, 66 East ed for a potluck lunch. The next dys Aldrich, executive secretary;
Teenagers 16 and older:
the regular meeting of the Henry
of Wheaton, Hi., following surgery.
ri. Bob Sealman received gold the Holland hits. Kuyers went all
meeting of the auxiliaryis sched34th
St.
,^4
*
Mrs.
Belle
Ketcrum,
chairman
of
School Nights ........ 10:30 pjn.
Johnson
spent
his
youth
in
this and silver arrows and Loren How- the way and allowed seven hits, Walters Post 2144 Veterans of ForDischarged Friday were Paul uled for May 8.
volunteers; Joe Moran, Water safe- area and was a frequent visitor
Non-school Nights .. 12:00 pjn.
eign Wars Thursday evening which
ard got a silver arrow. Marc Beck- fanned four and walked three. BaWojahn,
278 West 15th SL; Mrs.
ty chairman.
Non-school Nights include vahere.
zani,
winning
pitcher, struck out featured installation of new offier bad earned two silver arrows
Henry Israels. 30 East Sixth St.; Rena Boven Hospital ,
Miss Mary Lou Van Dyke, chaircations and holidays.
cers.
Mrs. Simon Rasmussen was ad- and one gold arrow. Mike Ooater seven and walked six.
Mrs. Ray Weaver, 24 East Ninth
man
of
nursing
services;
Mrs.
AlII. Our Country and Individual
A guest at the meeting was the
R H E
mitted to the Douglas hospital last baan and Terry Gibson were gradGuild Has Meeting
St.; Mrs. Alice Du Met. 876 Myrtle
thea Robberts,assistant nursing Friday as a medical patient.
Rights: As citizensof a great
•HoUand ....... 001 000 0 .1 4 4 Eighth District Commander, Phil
uated
to
Boy
Scouts.
Ave.; Mrs. Ehryn Meatman and
Mrs. J. W. Bosman and Nfrs. chairman; Joe Bolte, first aid
democracy, we firmly believe in
Mrs. Theresa Spiesz, who had A Round Table dinner will be Grand Haven ... 000 220 x 4 7 3 Yerxa who spoke briefly concernrespect for individual ritfits and baby, Hamilton; Mrs. John M. Ma- W. J. Olive were co-hostesses chairman;Mrs. Gladys Gordan, been a medical patient in the
Batteries:Kueyrs and Nienhuis, ing the need to increasememberteld May 6 wKh Mrs. Boven as
suga, 271 West 25th St.;1. John Thursday afternoonat the regular canteen chairman; Mrs. Jan
in accepting responsibilities.
ship.
Douglas hospital for two weeks was
Mulder
(6); Bazani and Bottje.
chairman. The baseball season will
Haaajts, 130 East 13th St.; Mrs. monthly meeting of the Rena Bo- Christinsen. nurses aid chairman;
A. GETTING ALONG WITH
The Post announced it had made
able to be moved to the home of begin May 19, and the next pack
Kenneth Hayes, 1234 Beach Dr, ' ven Hospital Guild held at the Mrs. Kathrine Haas, staff aid; W.
OTHERS:
a donation to the Ottawa County
her daughter, Mrs. Wallace Hasty
meeting will be in the form of
Spring Music Festival
Admitted Saturday were Manuel home of Mrs. Bosman. •
R.iV Howell,volunteerworker and of Holland Tuesday to convalesce.
Unit of the American Cancer So1. All youth are encouraged to
picnic.
Kline, 61 Wait 15th St.; Nancy
Conducted at School
At a businessmeeting in charge Mrs. Ann Wanrooy, recognition
participate in activitieswhich are
ciety. The forthcoming state conMr. and Mrs. John Carlson have
Den 1 gave a conservationskit
Baumann, route 2; Dian Jo Wilbur, of Mrs. John Vander Broek Sr., chairman.
provided as opportunities for recsold their home on North Maple
The
Apple
Avenue
School
held its vention was discussed and plans
directed by Mrs. Hinkle. The theme
1440 Parry SL; Michael Wilson, president Mrs. L. W-. Schoon was
reation and meeting other youth.
St. to people from Chicago. Mr.
annual spring music festival Tues- were made to attend the Eighth
1704 Washington; Joe Terpsma, 382 named to represent the Guild on
The most brilliant desert sun- Carlson plans to build another "Keeping America Beautiful"was day evening with all grades from District rally at Hastings on May
2. U is the responsibilityof everyused in the program presented by
Lincoln; Mrs. Frank Fenrich,route the Holland HospitalGuild Board sets are those seen when there are
one to help others gain acceptance
home.
kindergarten through the eighth
the various dens as follows:Den
1, East Saugatuck.
for a three year term. She suc- broken translucentclouds in the
Installed as new officers for the
in activities by being friendly,
Mrs. Julia Barth is (juita ill in 2. Regard for Other People’s Prop- partidpating.
Discharged
Saturday
were
Mrs.
west.
ceeds Mrs. Charles Selby.
courteousand considerate.
her home of pneumonia.
The program includedsongs and 1958-59 year were Harold Barr,
erty;
Den
5,
Seeing
America
First;
Marvin Nienhuis and baby, 238
3. All youth should be respected
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Newfnan of )en 7, Planting Trees; Den 8, rhythm work which had been commander; William Ten Brink,
and accepted ai individualswho West 13rd St.; Mrs,
Wyoming Park were Sunday visi- Let’s Plant Beauty; Den 9, Don’t studied in music classes through senior vice commander; Douglas
i.v.
Harmsen,junior vice commander;
have rights to beliefs and opin- Woltera, Fennville; Dawn Becktors of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Walter.
Be a Litterbug; Den 1, Protect the school year.
man, 1996 West 32nd St.; Nola
ions.
Mrs. Clarence Arndt was taken America From Forest Fires.
At the conclusionof the musical Forrest Barber, quartermaster;
Jurries, 743 Aster Ave.; Mrs. WilDonald Japinga, adjutant; Ben
4. Gossip can be very destructo the Holland hospital Tuesday
The attendance award' was won program, two films, "Johnny
liam De Wilde and baby, 196 East
tive and is always disrespectful.
where she will undergo surgery.
Appleaeed”
and
"The
Pioneer Cuperus, post advocate; Bernard
by Deo 8 and the closing waa givSmolen, chaplain; Paul Formolo,
B. STUDIES: As potentialvot- 24th St.; Mrs. Martin W. Veldhuis,
Mrs. James Smeed, Mrs. Wil- en by Den 3.
School" were shown.
60 East 14th St; Mrs. Garland Coers in a democracy, youth should
liam Stennecke and Mrs. Ida SherMrs. Mildred Vanden Bosch, surgeon; Bob Beckman, service
man entertainedthe Past Noble
use the opporfunities schools af- field and baby, 82 East 39th SL;
music instructor, arranged the pro- officer; George Lievense, legislaford to think critically and gain Frank Mattison,150 West 15th St.;
Grands Club Wednesday evening Zeeland Kiwanis Club
gram which was presented in the tive officer. Watson Lundie was inin the Smeed home. Following Observes Birthday
informationto their best advan- Leonard Vander Sluis, 475 Washgymnasium in the new addition to stalling-officer.
Following the business, members
tage. Emphasisand recognition of ington Ave.; Charles Gustafson,
the business meeting conducted by
the ichool.
Zeeland Kiwanlans celebrated
met with the VFW Auxiliaryfor
the president,Mrs. Frank Reag,
good scholarship encouragesall route 1; Mrs. Floyd Lawson and
baby, 402 Fifth Ave.; Mrs. Richyouth to do their best.
games were played.Refreshments their seventh anniversary Tuesday Laplander* milk half-wildrein- a potluck lunch.
were served, during the social evening with a banquet at Van deer and keep the milk all winter The next regular meeting will be
C. SPORTSMANSHIP: In that ard E. Taylor,route 3; Mrs. Earl
Nienhuis.66 East 34th SL; Joyce
Raalte’sRestaurant in Zeeland.
held May 8. .
hour.
athletics afford an excellent opporin frozen chunks.
Mrs. Claude Hutchinaonspent J. De Vries gave the invocation
tunity for physical development, Coffey, 494 West 20th St.; Lora
from -Friday until Wednesday at and communitysinging was directcharacter building and showing Valentine.333 Howard Ave.
Admitted Sunday were Beno PatEast Saugatuck with her parents, ed by Howard Van Egmond, Kicommunity spirit, the youth of
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Dis Sr. wanian of Holland, accompanied
Holland are encouraged to partic- toor, 138 East 17th St.; Mre.
Mr. Van Dis, who is 86 years old, by Mrs. Lnella Karay.
ipate in organized sports, attend Ralaefa Silva, 155 Burke Ave.;
HoUand’s Kiwanis group was Inbas been very ill but is improving.
athletic events, and take an active Kent Hopkins. 188 East 27th SL;
Mrs. Bertha Van Zomeren. 46 East
troduced by President L. Walter;
interest in their teams.
Grand /Rapids .South’s group was
1. Attending athletic events as 13th St.; Mrs. ElizabethOlsen, 128
Shower Compliments
ill
introducedby PresidentG. Vander
well as actually participating are Spruce Ave.; George L ampin,
Miss Norma Jalving
route 2, Hamilton.
Meulen and South Kent’i by Presiprivileges which must be protected
Discharged Sunday were Mrs
dent R. Van Hoven.
by upholding the honor of the
miscellartfeous
shower
Musical numbers were presented
schools no matter where games Peter Dykman, 704 Lakewood
held Thursday Availing tor
by a trio, Mrs. Gladys Karsten,
are played or which’s c h ool s, Blvd.; Mrs. Grover Bmeriek, 514
Norma Jalvingat the home df Mrs.
Mrs. MUdred Wiersma and Mrs.
teams, or individuals are partki Pine Crest Dr.; Mrs. Gerald HookAndrew Jalving. Assisting the hos
er, 516 West 21st St.; Mrs. Paul
Karay, accompanied by Mra. Daisy
pating.
less was Mrs. Larry Franken of
Meengs.
2. By acceptingrules of “fair E. Schrotenboefand baby. 694 RiGrand Rapids.
Perfect attendance awards were
play”, spectatorsas well as the ley Ave.; Mrs. Jesus Centeno and
Invited guests were the Mesgiven to H. Hoekema, two years;
athletes can show good sportsman- baby. 176 West Ninth St.; Judith
dames Bert Jacobs, Lewis Jacobs,
De Free, 715 Myrtle Ave.; Dean
J. Hoogland, four yaars; W. Botoeis* aa
ship.
Jacob Jacobs, Walter Jacobs,
J.
Wilbur.
M40
Parry
St.;
Mrs
ma, four yaars; J. Walters, six
3. Competition ends with the
George Jacobs, Leon Jacobs, Bob
years; A. Luurtsema, six
conclusionof the game. No words Ethelyn Huntley,92, East 18th St.;
Jacobs, Dennis Lankeet, Thurman
and Tony Last, 13 yean.
or actions after the game will Nina Streur, route •*, Mrs. Nellie
Springer and William Ross.
H. Petars, Galesburg,III; Johnnie
A program of Magic waa given
change the results, v
Also present were the Misses
by Mr. DeVries. W. Bonnema and
4. Athletesshould remember Perry, route 1, Hamilton.
Donna Wenkela, Verna Grottnhuis,
his committee wore in charge of
that they have an obligation to be
Marlene Folkert, Shirley Diepenarrangements.
examples of good sportsmanship Man Pays Fine
>
_|fhorst, Betty Van Omen, Frances
j
III. Respect for Authority:Adc
GRAND RAVEN (Special)
Riemersma, Barbara Kroese and
I
nowledging that authority comes Arthur K. Moier. route 8, Spring
Little Damage in Blaze
Phyllis Welch.
Mr. ond Mrs. Robert Felon
from God, we respect the author Lake, paid fins and coats of 929.80
Holland dty firemen Friday at
The honored guest opened her
ity of parents,teachers and civi when arraigned Saturday before
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Felon of and 80 years old, respectively.
giftc under a yeHow and white um- 9:10 p.m. answared a call a 619
powers, who in jurn should regart Justice Eva Workman on a charge
NEW MICROSCOPE — Mary Nora Guajarida (left) and Irene brella decorated with streamers State St. where damages from the route 5, Holland, martced their The couple has three children,
the authorityas a sacred trust. of negligentlysetting woods and
and flowers.The' buffet table fea- Maze were estimatedot 93.96.That 59th wedding anniversary Satur- John, Edward and Richard Felon, a*
Vosquez are shown with Russell Welch and Mrs. Alice Pluim as
all of HoUand; five grandchildren
A. The Divine Laws of God must grasslandsafire endangering prop*
tured a sprinkling can with yellow figure,firemen said, represented
they view the new miacroscope which was presented by the
day. Mrs. Pelon, the former Una and 10 great grandchUdren.
be respected particularly as they erty of other* in Crockery town- Parent-Teachers’ Association of Lincoln Elementary school for
the
value
oi
a
small
rug
thrown
and white flowers and candles.A
apply to the religious feelings of ship April 19. The arrest was by
over a fiareup of grease on an Naber, waa born in Holland town- Mr. and Mrs. Felon are members
tpo course lunch was served.
use in elementary scienceclasses. Money earned through the fun
Peloo wm born in of Niekeit Christian Rafonned
others.
Conaarvatioo OfficerHarold Bow;
night project put on by the parents provided the funds for the
ing will ba married oi electric Mm. AI waa undar <
Miss Jalving
Church.
B. Laws are mada by our crt-fdkch.
' (Cliff Owen photo) May 23 to Gordo^-Schrotenboer.
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18 Bands Will

Compete
In

45 Bands Will March
hi Saturdays Big

Time Parade

Eighteen visiting ban^s will participate

in

the big Tulip Timf

band review this year the last day
of

Tulip Time

May

17,

and 45 bandfr

bands will march in the big Parade of Bands which follows the
band review, it was announced today by Harold Karsten who has
handled arrangements for band reviews and other Tulip Time attractions for many years.
For many visitors,the Saturday
afternoon band review is one of
the greatest spectaclesof the entire four-day festival, one which
attracts huge crowds to Riverview
Park where visiting bands compete in marchingmaneuvers and
novelties.

The climax is the big massed
band formation in which the 18

Candlelight

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Monday were Mrs. Vera Reagan,
580 Crescent Dr.; Mrs. John De

Rites

Mark

Installation

Chippewa
Feted

at

District

Scouters

Appreciation Dinner

Vries. 272 West 16th St.; Mrs. John

Review

Tulip

Hospital Notes

POST OFFICE EXPANDS-Local

Post Office

employes are already busy in the newly-completed parts of the new addition. The wall
at the rear will eventually be knocked out
to form one large room when the portion on

Robert Den Herder of Zeeland, sents problems that were not true
Sixty-five members and guests
Bokhove, 241 West 19th St.; Mrs.
Robert Rescorla and Chester a few years ago. Man is becoming
Arnold Datema, route 2, Hamilton; attended the formal installationof
a servant to machines and persons
Smith of Holland received"Oscar"
Joe Zoet, route S; Mrs. Raymond Holland Emblem Club officers last
must have escapes from the tenawards as the highlight of the an- sion of living.
Holwerda, 79 West 19th St.; Mrs.
Friday night at trie EDcs Lodge.
Willis Zwagerman, Jr., 149 Highnual Chippewa District Apprecia- Some of these escapes are recThe auspicious candlelightcere- tion dinner Tuesday night attendland Ave.; Mrs. Jack Witteveen,
reational, sense of humor, tolermony was presided over by the ed by 325 persons in the Civic
1512 Ottawa Beach Rd.; Mrs.
ance and vacation, Wickett spid.
retiringpresident,Mrs. Florence
Center.
Dessa Hoodema. 589 Lugers Rd.
In developing the point, Wickett
Hall.
Den Herder, vice charman of brought out the fad that leaderDischarged Monday were Mrs.
Visitorswere from the respecLloyd Klaasen and baby, 488 East
the Chippewa District; Rescorla, ship responsibility was high, that
tive clubs, Benton Harbor, St
district commissioner and Smith, taking a vacation in the right way
24th St.; Tony Nichols.245 W RivJoseph, South Haven and the assistantdistrict commissioner in
er Ave.; Mrs. Allen Fischer arid
was essential and that a sense of
Dowagiac Antterettes. The instal- charge of Boy Scout round tables,
baby, 263 Beech St.; Mrs. Harvey
humor and tolerance were still
ling president was Mrs. Oscar
J. Buter and baby, 319 West 31st
received their awards from Miner the high virtues of life.
Carlson, Past Supreme President
Meindertsmaof the Council Ex- Members of the Order of the
St.; Mrs. Leon J. Meyers, 593 East
from Akron, Ohio and installing
Eighth St.; Keith Tula, 846 HarecutiveBoard.
Arrow were In charge of the openvard Ave.; John A. Brown, 3304 Marshall was Mrs. John Durco, Don Caauwe received the Scout- ing ceremony, the pledge of alleSupreme Trustee from Ashtabula,
142nd Ave.; Marvin L. Zalsman,
era Key and R. Byrne, Carl Miller, giance and the closing ceremony.
Ohio. Bluffton, Ind., also was reDonald Van Lente, Ernest Penna, Group leaderswere recognizedby
Hamilton.
presented.All members and guests
Hospital births list a daughter,
LawrenceZuidema and O. S. Cook Rescorla,Ivan De Neff and Meinwere
attractively gowned for the
Linda Lou, born Friday to Mr. and
were presented the Scouters dertsma.
Mrs. Allan Fisher, 263 Beech St.; formal occasion.
Award. Receiving Den Mother's Lawrence A. Wade, distrid chair•Also present were Past Exalted
a daughter, Heidi Lynn, horn Friawards were Mrs. Jane Van Dis, man, gave greetingsto the group
day to Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Prince, Ruler Robert Hall and present Mrs. Verlah Bieler, Mrs. Janet Jack Van’t Groenewout, distrid exExalted
Ruler of Holland Elks
219 West 19th St.; a son, Robert
Winter and Mrs. Elenore Hopkins ecutive, gave a report on the ChipFred Stokes who spoke, emphasizJ., born Friday to Mr. and Mrs.
while Mrs. Geraldine Austin,Mrs. pewa District. Membership during
Jack De Vries, 14264 James St. ing the charitablework done by Helen Page and Mrs. Anna Ruth 1167 totaled 1381, a gain of 88 and
added and the lobby Ts being remodeled, with
A son, Michael Lee, born Sat- the Emblem Club. Mrs. Oscar Todd will receive awards In the the adult leadership was 472, a
the completion date set for August 15. Shown
urday to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Carlson,Supreme District Deputy, fall. The presentationswere made gain of 12.
above in the picture are, left to right, Ben
Klaasen, 488 East 24th St.; a Mrs. Marie Botsis and Mrs. Abbie by Lester Douma, banquet chair- Units attendingthe dinner were
Beauregard, the new president,
Smolen, John DeVries, Postmaster Ken Scripdaughter, Ann Mary, born Saturman.
from Holland,Pine Creek, Hamil-*
sma, Clifford Hopkins, James P. Smith, Alton
day to Mr. and Mrs. William spoke briefly.
Earl Vanden Bosch was present- ton, West Olive, Ganges, Zeeland,
Taking the oath of office for the
Hinga, 171 West 26th St.; a daughed with a 20-year service pin by Saugatuck,Douglas and Waukazoo.
Kooyers, George Viening and John Caauwe.
coming year were Mrs. Beaure? Win Schallert, Deputy Scout Execter,
Brenda
Kay,
bom
Saturday
to
Elmore Van Lente, accompanied
(Sentinel photo)
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Oudemolen, gard president;Mrs. Hall, junior utive of the Grand Valley Council by Mr*. Earl Vanden Bosch led
past president;Mrs. Joyce Wads53 East Seventh St.
in Grand Rapids.
group singing and the invocation
Zeeland Netters Win
A daughter, Vicky Ann, born worth, vice-president;Mrs. Lila Howard W. Wickett,directorof was given by the Rev. C. WalIn Non-League Match
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Wheaton financial secretary;Mrs. secondary schools in Grand Rap- voord.
Marie Botsis, proxy for Ethel
GODWIN - Zeeland High’s ten- Clarkson, 810 Myrtle Ave.; a Picard, treasure; Mrs. Dorothy ids, spoke to the group on "Bal- Members of the banqud comdaughter,
Shirley
Jean,
born
Sunance in Behavior." He was intro- mittee were William Hinkle, Da
nis team defeated Godwin
Dowry, proxy for Janet Raffen- duced by James Townsend,mas- Neff, Harvey Buter, John Kole,
Heights, 3-2 here Monday after day to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Harmsen, 74 East 31st St.; a daughter, aud, recording secretary; Mrs. ter of ceremonies.
Meindertsma,Rescorla and the'
noon in a non-league match.
Dorothy Fox, corresponding sec- Wickett said that behavior pre- Den Mother's Aid.
Dave Van Peursem (Z) def. Nancy Lynn, born Sunday to Mr.

the far side is finished. New docks have been
bands involving1,340 persons this
year unite to play three selections
under the direction of the three
judges. This year judges are Everett D. Kisinger of the University
of Illinois,former Holland high
band director;Ernest Caneva of
Lockport,' 111., and Lawrence Fogelberg of Bradley University in
Peoria, 111. The lattertwo previousMembers of the Girls’ Athletic
ly have brought their bands to Hol- Association of Holland High School,
retary.
Ron Hale (G), 6-3, 6-1 and Wayne and Mrs. Robert Hobeck, 1190
land for special presentationsat who have accumulatedsufficient
Mrs. Heddi Reagan, Mrs. EsLakeview
Dr.
Tanis (Z) def. Ben Endin (G), 6-4,
the Saturday Evening Varieties, points in various sports to merit
A
daughter, Diana Lynn, born telle Wenzel and Mrs. Gertrude Holland High Golfers
6-3
in
singles.
also staged in Riverview Park.
awards, were honored at the anConklin, first, second and third
Drop Match to Whitehall
In doubles, Stan Vugteveen and Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Derek
High school bands performing at nual GAA awards banquet held
year trustees,respectively;Mrs.
Keith
Hubbell
(Z)
def.
Terry
the band review this year are the Tuesday evening in Cumerford's
Cathy Dykstra and Mrs. Flora WHITEHALL (Special)- HolHenderson and Roy Williams (G),
Napoleon band, Saranac band, Restaurant.
Kouw, first and second assistant land High's golf team lost a
9-7, 7-5; Burt Isler and Sandy
Bellevue band, Brooklyn band,
Another highlight of tiie banquet,
marshalls, respectively;Mrs. Ih- match to Whitehallhere Monday,
Sasso (G) def. Craig Hubbell and
Vandercook Lake band of Jackson, served to 110 girfs 'and guests, was
rma Knapp, chaplain;Mrs. Angie 340-881as each of the Whitehall
B. J. Berghorst (Z), 6-2, 6-3 and
Ida band, Jonesville band, Quincy the announcementof the outcome
Bouwens, organist; Mrs. t Robert golfers fired in the 80’s.
The
Holland
Exchange
Club
was
Ken Vander Bout and Ted Bittner
band, fielding band, Mt. Pleasant in the election of officersheld
Bouman,
press correspondent;
Mrs.
Tom Eastman led Holland with Gifti for the Cancer Crusade Ifl
(G) def. Gilbert Moaritz and addressed Monday by Ted HewiU,
band, Zeeland band, Hudsonville some time ago. Elected to serve
Virginia Buis, proxy, Mrs. June an 89. Norm Hoeksema had a 93, Ottawa county to date total $10, •
Trust
Officer
of
the
Michigan
NaLoren Meengs (Z), 7-5, 6-3. The
band, Ludington band, Dowagiac as presidentfor the coming year
Botsis, historian; Mrs. Mary Jack Karsten,99 and Jerry Rice, 139.67, according to Ottawa CounChix host league-leading,’ Sparta tional Bank of Grand Rapids. He
band, St. Johns band, Charlotte is Sarah Jane Bonnette.She. will
was
introducedto the club by Ex- Hardenberg, first guard; Mrs. Mar- 100. Whitehall scorers were: Ed ty Craaa<JeChairman Harvey BuWednesday.
The
Spartans
lead
band, Owosso band, Royal Oak be assisted by CharlotteButler as
change Club member Vernon Ten gueriteCulver, second guard and Shalifoe, 82, Jerry Me Goran, 87, ter.
Zeeland by one point.
Dondero band.
vice president;Sharon Van EerMrs. Eunice De Vries, marshall. Harry Barrett,83 and O’Connell,
The house-to-housecanvass in
Cate.
The Rae-Vens, a drill team of den, secretary,and, Dorothy MorAfter the ceremony those present 88.
throughout the county last ThursMr. Hewitt called the members
Pontiac, will present a special rison, treasurer.
retired to the lounge and amidst
day yielded $6,891.82. Money re;
attention to the fact that disposing
performancebetween the band
Managers elected for the various
Orientaldecor of ming trees and
ceived in the mail to date totals
of propertyis not an inherent right
competitionand the massed band. grades are 12th grade, Barbara
$2,565.35 and memorial gifts total
but is a right establishedby law Japanese lanterns, were seated at
The Rae-Vens also appeared at the Duffey, Mary Ann Seif, Mary Ann
$688.50 for tha grand total of $10,and the willingof property goes tables adorned with fane and paraband review last year.
Kuipers and Mary Ann Cook; 11th
189.67.
back
as far as Biblical times. It sols, oriental fruit slices, figurines
Karsten will presentawards and grade, Marlene Dykstra, Mary
and fortune cookies. A supper of
in
The house-tohouse canvass In
however
is a right that only peoratings while the massed bands are Rottschaefer,Joan Disbrow and
chop suey, arranged by co-chairHolland area under the direction of
ples
in a free country enjoy.
in formation.
Kathy Me Bride; 10th grade, Salmen Mrs. Joan Long and Mrs. Bou- With building and remodellAg Mrs. Jay W. Formsma yielded $5,In order to draw up a will the
Holland Christian’strack team
Position of bands in the parade is ly Steketee, Mary Van Zanden,
man, was served with Mrs. Angie activitiesstill in progress,the Hol- 391:82. The canvass in Zeeland
got it’s season off to a .delayed person must be an adult, of legal
to some degree determinedby Janet Withers and Ruth Vanden
Bouwens and Mrs. Janet Raffen- land Post Office has already brought $850 and In Coopersville
age,
be
mentally
sound
and
the
start
Monday
afternoon
on
the
Miss Mory Ann Derks
their places in the massed band, Brink.
aud assisting.
22nd Street track by downing document must be signed by two
moved into part of its new building $660.
and Karsten has conferred with
Mrs. Barbara Ambellas, adviser,
Table prizes were won by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Derks, BaldButer expressed heartfelt appreHudsonville
Unity
Christian,
69-40. witnesses.It is also best to have
Parade Marshal Paul Van Valken- who presentedthe awards to close winsville, N. Y., announce the enKnaap, Mrs. Culver and Robert and set up operations.
ciation for the efforts Of all volunThe track was wet and rainy, ac- good legal advice so that the will
burgh and Float Chairman Wilbur to 100 girls, said that girls are
The new dock la also in opera- teers, radio stations and newspaHaU of HoUand, Mrs. Freda Riegagementof their daughter,Mary
Cobb in lining up the 45 bands for given points in the various sports Ann, to Terry Coster,son of Mr. counting for some slow times on shall be drawn up properly, Hewitt mer of South Haven and Frank
tion,
with seven loading doors pers for their cooperationin the
said.
the big parade.
and are presented awards, includ- and ‘Mrs. Bernard Coster of 123 both teams. •
Sawatzki of Benton Harbor.
The
reasons
for
making
a
will
where
formerly there were just crusade, »
The
Hollanders
experienced
some
Karsten said 12 bands were ing a numeral for 400 points; a West 31st St.
The county quota is $13,250.Final
difficulty this season in trying to are that it is the only way of makfotlr. Holland Postmaster Ken
turned down for the Saturday par- chevron for 1,000 points; a GAA
A fall wedding is being planned. procure a qualified coach, and it ing sure that the propertygoes the
results are expected early next
Scripsmasaid the new -docks and
ade and a few were turned down letter for 1,500 and the highest
week.
was very much in doubt up until way you want it to go; property
the extra space will result in
for the band review. April 10 was awards a pin, for 2,000 points.
may
be
left
to
someone
or
some
two
weeks
ago
if
the
Maroons
greater efficiency and speed for
the deadline for the parade and
Spedal guests at the banquet
would field a team this season. organizationoutside of the family;
local residents.
March 19 for the band review. All were Supt. and Mrs. Walter W.
However, the locals were able to in larger estates it may minimize
Visitors to the Post Office have
late requests had to be declined, Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Moran
obtain the services of Ron Suit- the amount taken out by Federal
Karsten said.
and Mr. and Mrs. Sid Woudstra.
Bobby Kouw of Cub Pack, 3055, also noticed that the lobby is torn
huis, who formerly competed in taxes; and one can take advantage
For
Plans also are progressing for The GAA is strictly a voluntary
and Mike Johnson, Troop 18 won up. Remodeling there will include
the cinder sport at Christianand of the trust. A trust means that
moving
the
notions
counter
from
the Tulip Time Varieties Saturday organizationand holds all its acthe Cub and Scout divisionsfor
An orientation meeting was held
attended Hope College. Bulthuis the property is so left that the innight and Karsten has lined up tivities after school hours. The
top ticket salesman for the Boy the west to the east end, a new at Longfellowschool Monday evehas
been
working
out
with
about come from it may be received over
several acts of diversified talent. more than 100 girls who participaScout circus and received Boy office at the west end and provi- ning for the sixth graders and
25 boys daily, although most of a period of years. In no case can
The Royal Oak Dondero High ted in the Basketball Pep Club
Scout overnightertents, Paul sion for a lobby open 24 hours a their parents CarrollNorlin,printhem are underclassmen. He re- the wife be excluded by the will.
School band will perform at this this past year were all members
Winchester, ticket chairman, said day for deposit of mail and the cipal of Jefferson School,reviewed
ports plenty of desire, however,
Mr. Hewitt and Mr. Ten Cate
convenience of persons with lock
event.
of the High School GAA.
today.
the seventh grade program for
and bolstered by the remaining both called attention to the fact
Duane Joostberensof Pack 3033 boxes.
those entering Jeffersonschool
core of vets, hopes for a good that the Bar Associationhas anThe
whole
project
is
scheduled
was recipient of a Cub SCout
next fall. Mrs. William Arendshorst
season.
nounced that May Day will be
camera for the second award and for completionAug. 15. All opera- vie president of the Longfellow
In whipping Unity, the Dutch observed as Law Day and it is
tions
will
then
be
under
one
roof,
Scouts Larry Sdhaftenaarof Troop
P-T group presidedduring the
piled up nine firsts and four hoped that U will be observed as
22, and Gerold Millar,Troop 18, with the rural carriers back from meeting.
seconds to cop the decision. Wayne being in direct contrast to the May
won Scout 1Y« pound head axe for their temporary office in the for- The Rev. Elton Eenigenburg
De Jonge, with first in both the Day celebrationsof the Communmer Nash garage on Central Ave.
second spot.
had charge of opening devotions.
100 yard dash and 220 and a leg ists in which the State is glorified.
Jeff Padnos, Pack 3055 and
Mrs. Russell Woldring's sixth
in the winning 880 yard relay
PresidentMel Van Tatenhove Wayne Veneklasen,Troop 21, took Grand Haven Legion Post
grade sang "The Lord Is My Shepteam led all scorers with 11V4 announcedthat the next meeting
third and received electric lan- To Host Fifth District
herd." An original play, "Perfect
points.He was followed closely would be the annual Tulip Time
GRAND RAPIDS (Special) —I Olson socked a home run that
terns while fourth place recipiPlanning Pays," written by Mrs.
by Terry Elzinga, a winner in the Interclubdinner.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Ernest Penna, was given by her
After sweeping
doubleheader rolled into deep center in Frankents were Michael Stillwell,Pack
shot put, and two seconds. Another
Miss Ardith pay Gebben
from Calvin College here Tues- lin Field and scored three runs.
3056 and Stephen Tucker, 3003, and Grand Haven American Legion
fifth and sixth graders.The amusboy who picked up points for the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Gebben,
day, 8-1 and 8-3, the Hope ColCalvin pulled a squeeze play
Faculty Members Attend
Richard Bossardet,Troop 6, Rich- Post No. 28 will be hosts to the
ing play portraysa typical Holland
Dutch was Paul Deur, who cop260
West
15th
St.,
announce
the
annual
joint
dinner
meeting
of
the
lege baseball team prepared to- in the fourth and, tied the score.
ard Kingshott, Troop 30 and Jack
School Workshops
family and the problems and conped both hurdle events.
day for its showdown Saturday Wynja, who was safe on an error engagement of their daughter,ArBergsma, Post 2007, receivedcom- §th District American Legion and
fusion that result during Tulip
Results in order of finish:
dith
Fay,
to
John
Alan
Farndale
Auxiliary
Associations
tonight
at
and advanced to third on a single
with Albion.
Margaret Van Vyven and Vern passes.
Time.
120 yd. high hurdles
Deur
The Dutch now have a 6-2 and a hit batter, scored on Mul- «f Holland, son of the late Mr.
Pocket flashlightswere awaraded the Grand Haven Clubhouse.
The children and their parents
(HO; Baker (U) Wagenveld(HO J. Schipper of the Holland Puband Mrs. George William FarnDinner
will
be
served
at
6:39
MIAA fecord and can take over der's squeeze bunt.
lic Schoolsparticipated in the sec- to Cubs Jack Kleinheksel,Pack
were served refreshments from a
time - 19:9.
the leadershipin the league race
Hope sewed up the game with dale of London, England.
ond annual workshop on "Com- 3048;. Ronnie Lampen, Pack 3033; p.m.. followed by a memorial serv- decorated tea table. Mrs. Oscar
Medley relay — won by Unity
with a pair of wins over the tough three, more runs in the fifth.
munity Schools" this past week in Roger Siam, Pack 3030; Mike ice for deceased members. Gold Raith arranged the April umbrelTime
3:00.
Essenberg singled and Thomson
Britons.
Doan. 3042; Jack Kuiper, 3030; Star Mothers also will be honored. la with yellow and white roses.
100 yd. dash — De Young (HO; Flint. The workshopis sponsored
Christian Service Guild
Later the Legion and Auxiliary
Coach Russ De Vette received was safe on an error and scored
Langerak (U); Vander Slot (U); by the Departmentof Public In- William Pehea, 3028; Duane VanMrs. Loren Howard and Mrs. Dick
good hittingand strong pitching on Beernink's double. When the Hears Review of Book
denberg,
3006;
Gary
Derksen, will meet separatelyfor business
struction.
Nicholsonpoured. Mrs. Roy Klomtime — 11.2.
Tuesday in whipping the Knights. left fielder kicked the ball, BeerVarious schools in Michigan were 3043; Gerald Bieler, 3028, Louis sessions. Eugene Heugel of Spar- parens assisted the children. These
Mile run — Windemuller (HO;
At
a
meeting
Monday
evening
Bob Andre, with the help of four nink kept going and crossed beinvited to participate. Holland was Knooihuizen, 3042. Mike Oonk, ta, 5th District Committeeman and mothers are Camp Fire leaders for
members of the Christian -Service Aukema (U>; Tubergan (HO;
Mrs. Clare Wagner of Hudsonville,
runs batted in by Gary Bylsma, fore the relay throw.
represented at the first workshop 3055.
time
5:39.
sixth grade girls.
won the opener and Bruce Holf- In the sixth, Dick Morgan sin- Guild of Christ MemorialReform- 440 yard dash — Weener (HO; held last year. Mr. Schipper was Scout flashlightwinners were 5th DistrictAuxiliary President
The social committeeconsisted
ed
Church
heard
Mrs.
Robert
De
man, who struck out 12 and push- gled, Jerry Boeve and Essenberg
invited to make a return visit un- Scott Van Hekken, Troop 43; Don will preside at these meetings.
of Mrs. Richard Parker, chairman,
Bruyn
review the book, "Nectar Kuiper (U); Lubbers (HO; time
singled
with
Morgan
scoring
on
Special
guests
for
the
evening
ed his strike out mark to 33 in
der sponsorshipof the Department Miller, 7; Danny Boss. 42; Richard
- 57.7.
Mrs. Jack Smith and Mrs. Raith.
three games, took the nightcap. Essenberg’s hit and Boeve com- in a Sieve" by Kamela Markandya.
of Public Instruction. He appeared Martin, 42; Dave Bouwman, 22; include Giles Reeve, Department
180
yd.
low
hurdles
—
Deur
ing home on a double steal that The book portrays the life of
Commander
of
the
American
LeAndre fanned seven.
(HO; Wagenveld(HO; Baker with a panel of speakers on the Jim Atman. 6; David Looman, 56;
Hope tallied a run in the first was aided by a wild throw into the lower class of Indian people.
of
topic "Vhiat the Flint Experience John Seidelman, 5017 and J i m gion, William J. Clarahan, immeMusic was provided by a dou- (U); time - 25.1.
diate past DepartmentCommandInning as Darrell Beernink walk- center field.
has Meant to my Community Dur- Bouwman, 7.
220
yard
dash
—
De
Young
(HO;
er and Mrs. Pearl Drake, Departed, stole second and scored on
Olson and Essenberg each had ble quartetcomposed of Mrs. Lesis
Elzinga (HO; Valk (HO; time ing the Past Year".
Bylsma's single. In the second two hits in the nightcap and ter Van Ry. Mrs. Hollis Nienhuis,
ment President of the American A Holland police searen for the
Flint’s program under sponsor- Holland Archers Invited
24.2.
Ed Bredeweg led off with a triple Thomson, Beernink, Morgan and Mrs. Henry Plakke, Jr., and Mrs.
Legion Auxiliary.
man who left a small black bag
880 yard run - Meurer (HO; ship of the "Mott Foundation"
To Compete in Carp Shoot
and scored on a paysed ball.
Boeve all had one safety. Kraai George Ter Haar of Calvary Recontainingfour pistols at the
Meidema
(U);
Huizenga,
(U); provides the opportunity to citiFour runs were added in the and Brummel each had two hits formed Church; and Mrs. Ed AdBarbara Jean Bakery, 445 Washzens of using ail facilitiesof the
time — 2:15.
Holland archers are invited to Two Holland
ler,
Mrs.
Ernest
Post,
Jr.,
Mrs.
third. - Beernink, Art Olson and for the Knights and Catte, who
ington Ave., Monday about noon
880 yard relay — Won by Hol- schools, (teachers and physical attend a bow and arrow carp shoot, On Advisory Group
Bylsma singled with Olson'sdrive was thrown out at the plate, had Keith Routing and Mrs. Russ De
has been called off.
land Christian(Wagenveld, Schrip- plant) every day and evening. The Saturday, May 10 at 7:30 a.m. at
scoring Beernink and Bylsma’s hit the longest drive, a triple to right Vette of Christ Memorial Reformed
Mrs.
Henry
Steffens,president The case was solved by alert
sema,
De
Young,
Weener);
time school is the center of community the village park in Douglas on the
Church. Mrs. Burton Borr was acsending home Olson. Bylsma scor- field.
life in the various parts of the Kalamazoo River.
of the Library Board, and Librari- workers in the composing room of
1:44.2. ’
companist.
ed later on Bredeweg’s grounder. Line score:
Pole vault — Aukema (U); five city. Of particularinterest is the
The
shoot
is sponsored by the an Hazel Hayes have been ap- The Sentinel.
Jack Faber, who had walked
R H E Mrs. Marie Saunders was pro- tied for second; height — 7’6’’.
Pat Halley, 299 West 12th St.,
"spirit" and enthusiasm of the citi- Pottawatami Bowmen of Kalama- pointed to an advisory committee
earlier, scored after the catch
114 002 b— 8 9 3 gram chairman and Mrs. Fred
High jump — Bouwman (HC); zens and the school people in work- zoo with the cooperation of the of the Michigan State Library in the man who left the guns at the
of Vera Essenberg’s long fly.
Calvin ........ 110 200 0-4 8 6 Winter led devotions.After the
Wedeven (HO; five tied for third; ing out programsfor 'civic better- Saugatuck * Douglas Chamber of connection with its study for a bakery, didn’t know where he had
The final two runs scored in Batteries:B. Andre and Essen- business meeting, a social hour
ment together.
height - 5’2”.
Commerce and the Douglas Village statewideplan for library develop- lost them. He entered a classified
the sixth. Bob Thomson and berg; De May, Schultz (3) and was held. A gift was presentedto
ment. Mrs. Hayes attended the ad at The Sentinel, seeking their
Shot put — Elzinga (HO; Koop
board.
Wynja.
Mrs.
Edwin
Mulder,
wife
of
the
Beernink each singled and scorfirst meeting Monday in Lansing. return and offering a reward.
(U); De Vries (U); dist. 38’’5W” MiscellaneousShower
Registration
begins
at
6
a.m.
ed on Bylsma’s single to left.
R H E pastor. Refreshmentswere serv- Broad Jump — Langerak (U)|
Workmen read the ad and then
The next meeting will be held June
May
10
in
Douglas,
State
fishing
Singles by Vanden Berg and Catte Calvin ........ 200 100 0-3 7 4 ed by Mrs. John De Jong, Mrs.
Elzinga (HC); Wedeven (HC); Honors Bride-Elect
licenses are required for all par- 4. There are 20 librariansand rememberedthe news story on the
in the first inning scored Calvin’s Hope .......... 003 032 x-8 8 1 Ed Kruid, Mrs. Wayne Jacobusse
trusteeson the advisory commit- guns. Telephone calls to Halley
dist. - 16’7Vi”.
Miss Anelene Pul was guest of ticipants and a limited number of
first run.- Mulder homered in the
Batteries:Hoffman and Essen- and Mrs. Neil Northouse.The closand the police took care of the rest.
licenses
will
be
available
at
the
ing prayer was given by Mrs.
honor at a miscellaneous shower
second and Schultz, relief pitcher, berg; Tfiune and Wynja. •
site.
Only
those
fish
which
are
tak-'
Afflicted Children Funds
Joseph Leys.
Friday evening at the home of
homered with a man on in the
en with a bow and arrow are elifoiytb,for the other two Knight Zeeland Nine Drops 10-4
Cut Off in Allegan County Mrs. Jerry Hulst, route 5, Holland.
Maytlmt It Tulip
Gifts were presented to the bride- gible for prizes.
runs. Schultz led Calvin with two
Group Discusses Plans
decision
to
Grand
Haven
in
HoUand,Mkhifan, May 14.17 lac.
ALLEGAN
(Special)-The
Michelect
and
the
hostess
served
rehits.

Holland High

GAA Stages

Annual Awards Banquet
Engaged
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Exceed
$10,000 in

Addresses Club

Cancer Drive

Gifts
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Use
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Get Awards
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Orientation Held
6th Graders

Hope Nine Wins

Two From Calvin

-
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*

Owner
Guns

Lost
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Women

Hope

(

tee.

^

Timt

igan Crippled Children’sCoramisZEBU AND (Special) Grand For Rebekah Meeting
Haven’s baseball team defeated At a regular meeting of Erutha sior has notified Allegan County
Zeeland here Tuesday, 10^ as they Rebekah lodge Friday evening, authorities that there will be no
took advantage of seven stolen plans for the next meeting to be additional funds availablefor the
bases and eight hits.
held May 9 were discussed.At afflicted childrens program until
The winners scored three runs that time a drawing of names of after July 1, 1958.
in the firsf inning off Max De those who* will attend the Rebekah Allegan County Judge of Probate
Jonge, who was bothered with a Camp at Big Star Lake this sum- Harold F. Weston said funds are
ters and they scored on singles by sore back. Zeeland made seven hits mer will take place.
still availablefor children1 nthe
De May and Klosterman. Hoffman and now has a 2-3 overall recMiss Bina Nead presided at the crippled category and it is not exstruck out the side in the first ord. Bob Brower and Ron Van business meeting and lunch was pected that these will be exhaustHaltsma also pitched for Zeeland. served by the April committee.
and second innings.
ed.
Line score:
Hope tallied three runs in the
Weston said this condition, which
Announcementwas made of the
third. With Thomson, who singRH E hobo breakfastto be held Thurs- exists in nearly all counties in the
. H ......... 312 103^-10 8 1 day at 9:30 a.m. at the home of ’state, will throw a great burden
led. and Beernink, who was safe
an a fielder’s choke, on
, 101 000 1— 4 T I Mrs. Jack
upon physician#and hospitals.

Bylsma had

three hits, Beer-

nink two and Thomson, John
Vander Berg, Olsen and Bredeweg each had one. John De Mey
was the losing pitcher.
Calvin scored two runs in the
first inning of the second game
as Hoffman hit the first two bat-

,

iThmimi

freshments.
Invited guests were the Mesdames Benjamin Van Dis, Jennie
Hutchison, Casey Van Dis, Bert
Van Dis, Jr., Lambert Van Dis,
Mavis Van Dis, Wallace De Zwaan,
Bert Van Dis, Sr;, Roger Bush.
Henry Volkers, Benjamin Hulst,
Harold B. Hulst, Melvin Hulst, Herman Schierbeek,Henry Pul, Preston Meeusen and Junior Avink, and
the Misses Karyl Acterhof, Lois
De Waard, Catherine Pul. Lillian
Van Dis and VirginiaHulst.
Miss Pul will be married May
23 to Jay Allen Hulst

ers
Crack Down on Speedt

Ottawa County

deputiej
(ties and

Hudsonvillepolice, working with
county radar unit, Friday
stopped some 40 motorists
within a few hours for excessive
speed along M-21. The Ottawa
County Sheriff ^Depa^tmentwarns
that with the warmer weather and
increasedtravel, there will be increased emphasis on speed control
throughout the county with more
extensiveuse of the radar unit

Holland
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Ged Reveals His Law
Exodus 19:3-6; 20:1-4
By C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrighted outlines

'T

tian Education,National Council of

1957 may be in store as the two
schools vie for the coveted cup.

the Churches of Christ in the
U.S.A. and used by permission.)

followlog three sports and lead the

Each school now has II

land. One reason is that there

points

MIAA. The rest of the points come
from the four spring sports which
are completed May 17 with a Field
Day at Kalamazoo.
Hope took 14 points for first in
basketball while the Hornets
matched it with 14 in crosscountry. Hope got 11 for tying

There is much lawlessnessin our

Published every
h u s d a y by The

All-Sports

Hope and Kalamazoo Colleges
are tied in the MIAA ill-sports
trophy race and a duel timilar to

produced by the Divisionof Chris-

The Home of the
Holland City Newt

1958

Hope, Kazoo

Lemn

to

1,

is

i-

{Sentinel Printing Co. much disrespectfor law and for
'Office 54 - 56 West
Eighth Street. Holland, God the author of the divine law.
Michigan.
This lesson directsour minds to
Entered as second class matter
at the post office at Holland, a timely subject.
RECEIVES MEDAL — ‘Martin E. Barth, aecfai&n apprentice,
Mich., under the Act of Congress,
I. God's Moral Law is binding
March 3, 1879.
USN, received the American Spirit Honor Medal April'
„ Albion for second in football while
fl ______
12 during
recruitgraduation at the Nava! Training Center, Great Lakes!
upon all people. At Mt. Sinai God
the Hornets picked up six in the
W. A. BUTLER
Dl. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Barth of route, 2, Three
Editor and Publisher
gave the Ten Commandmentsto
grid sport. The Dutch made six in
Rivers, and husband of the former Miss #anice L Karsten of 185
cross-countryand Kalamazoo, 11
Telephone—News Items EX 2-2314 Moses. These commandments are
Cambridge Ave., HoUand. Cmdr. N. A. Smith, Executive Officer for tying with Calvin in basketAdvertising-Subscriptions EX 2-2311 also called the Moral Law or the
of the Service School Conlmand, made the presentation.The
ball.
The publisher shall not be liable Decalogue. God in a miraculous
medal is awarded to those, who during recruit training, display
Hillsdale is third with 29 points.
for any error or errors In printing manner freed Israel from the bondany advertising unless a proof of age of slavery.God planned that
outstanding qualities of leadership,honor, initiative,loyaltyand
They picked up a first in football, STUDENTS PUNT MOUNTAIN ASH
In
ducted appropriate devotions. The short
such advertisement shall have been
high example of comrades in arms best expressing the American
tied for fourth in basketball and
obtained by advertiser and returned the Israelites should be organized
,obs«nronct of Arbor Day, students at Van
program
closed with the salute to the flag
spirit.
by him in time for corrections with into a nation and therefore he
took fourth in cross-country.AlRaalte School Friday participated in the
and the pledge of allegiance. Holding the
•uch errors or correctionsnoted
bion is fourth with 26 while Calvin,
plainly thereon; and In such case if gave them laws-ceremonial, civil
planting of a rtiountainash sapling on the
tree upright are Bill VanBeek and Gary
any error so noted Is not corrected and moral. We are interestedin
riage in the Twelfth Avenue Chris- which doesn’tcompete in football,
school'sfront lawn. Tho Rev. Henry Roxendal
Hopkins while Glenn VanRhee of Van's
publishers liability shall not exceed
is
fifth
with
21.
Alma
has
19;
the
Moral
Law
which
we
believe
tian Reformed Church of Jenison,
•uch a proportion of the entire
of Bethel Reformed Church, at, right, conGardens shovels dirt around the base.
•pace occupied by the error bears is of divine origin and therefore
Last Friday evening Dale Adrian, seven and Olivet, two.
Louis
Schut
who
attends
the
Reto the whole space occupied by binding upon all people as long
(Sentinel photo)
Kalamazoo
won
the
cup
last
seaSchreur,son of Mr. and Mrs*Arie
such advertisement.
formed Bible Institute of Grand Schreur returned home having son edging out Hope, 80-77. It was
as this world lasts.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Rapid; and is also a member of completedhis term in the ser- the first time the Hornets had won
One year, 13.00; six months, Not all people today believethat
the all-sports trophy since 1938.
13.00; three months, 11.00; single the Ten Commandments were giv- the RBf choir returned Friday vice in the array.
copy, 10c. Subscrh»tk>na payable In en by God. Some teach that manAlbion won it in 1965 and 1956
Supper guests at the home of
morning
from
the 10 day choir
advance and will be promptly
kind through experience learned tour. They sang in churches in Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hop were and Hope took it in 1953 and 1954. At the morning worship strvice
d!*continued if not renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor that these ten rules were helpful Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Colorado Mr. and Mrs. Edward Schoiten Hope and Kalamazoo split in in Second Reformed Church Dr.
by reporting promptly any Irreguin promoting order in society and and New Mexico. Mrs. Schut and children,Jack and Susie of baseball.Points are based on the Henry Bast, guest minister
larity In delivery. Write or Phone
therefore they should be accepted accompanied.
Grandville,Mr. and Mrs. Wendell league final standings and each preached the sermon, "The PerEX 2-2311.
and that there is no devine authMr. and Mrs. David Veldman Leathead and children of Bauer team plays the other s double- ils of Indifference," and t^e choir
ority behind them. We Christians who have spent the winter in and Mr., and Mrs. Gerrit Morrcq. header.
WHO WILL BURY WHOM?
In the other three sports, the sang the anthems, "0 Be Joyial"
Mrs. Jake Hop spent few days
Months ago Nikita Krushchev differ.God gave these laws to Is- Phoenix. Ariz. have returned here
rael because he wanted that na- with their trailer home last Thurs- last week with her children,Mr. points are taken from the final — Glarum, and "Welcome, Welboasted to a group of Americans
tion to be a nation under his law. day.
and Mrs. William Kok and sons. dual meet records and the place come, Dear Redeemer”—Franck.
that *we” (that is, the Commufinished in the conference field At the evening service, Jack
In these commandments God sets
Eight members of the Beavernists) "will bury you", (that is forth his will for mankind.They dam Guild No. 8 attended the anday events.
Fairey of Lodi, N. J., special stuKalamazoowill receivethe edge dent at Western, bad charge of the
the capitalists).The other day he come from a holy and just God. nual meeting of aU the Guilds
in tennis but track is a tossup be- servicesand preached the sermon,
repeated the boast, this time in And this God seeks man’s well- which was held in the Zeeland City
tween Hope and Kalamazoo,with Saved from a Living Death." The
being.
Hall on Monday night, April 21.
less Woody terms, however. He
Albion the favorite while Hope has choir sang the anthem, ‘V Sing
We also believethat these com- The annual Spring Banquet of the
replaced the word “bury’’ with mandments are for all time — they
defeated the Hornets in golf.
Girl’s League for Servicewas held
To Thee" — Luvaas.
"re-educate." Then he added: "Of are not relative but absolute. Some
Points are awarded on a basis
Leading 7-5 after two inningsof
The sacrament of baptism will
at the Second Reformed church of
course we will beat the capital- people say that a moral law may
Zeeland last Tuesday evening. A play, Holland High’s baseball of 14 for first, 12 for second; 10 be observed in Second Reformed
ists. But that does not mean kill- be binding for some but not for
dinner was served by the ladies team suddenly saw the bottom fall for third, eight for fourth, six for Church on Sunday, May 11, which
ing anybody."
fifth; four for six, two for seventh
others, and that they are benefi- of the church. 'Hie speaker, Miss
is also Mother’s Day.
That last reassurance was of cial at one time but they can be Margaret De Velder from Hong out as Muskegon Heights scored and zero ‘for eighth.
Members of the Priscilla and
course only for the purpose of disregarded at another time. God
Kong showed interesting slides of eight runs in the third and startAquila Societyof Second Reformed
lulling the fears of those nervous does not change and his will is
the work there, by her father the ed a run spree which resultedin Parents Honor Safety
Church will meet in the church
people in the world of capitalivn ever the same and hence bis laws
Dr. Walter De Velder. The pro- a 22-10 victoryat Riverview Park
parlors tonightat 8 for the April
Who ire half of two minds-the regarding morals are not subject gram consisted of the invocation Tuesday.
Patrol at Harrington
meeting. Rev. Harold Englund will
fellow travelers.Khrushchevde- to change. There are some absoby Mu. John Smallegan,• toast- The Tigers, coached by Del Eighth grade parents of Harring- speak to the group on the timely
pends on them to help him; he lute standards to observe. Some
mistress,Mrs. Leonard De Boer, Firme, who took over when Okie
theme of "A Christian Looks at
ton School honored the Safety Padoes not want to scare them into Christians think that they are no
group singingled by Arloa Elfers, Johnson stepped down this spring
Communism."
trol
with
a
party
Friday
night
in
in attitude of self-defense.
longer under the l*w but under pianist, Miss Ruth Ellen De Witt, after 31 years of coaching baseOn Thursday,May 1, the Wothe
gym.
Khrushchev'sboast has a grace.
PLANT TREES-Cub Scouts of Pack 3010, sponsored by Calvary
June Veldheer was in charge of ball, scored five runs in the first,
men’s Missionary Society will meet
Fathers
handled
group
games
for
strangeecho of anotherboast that
We are not saved by the keep- devotion.Roll Call was by Judy eight in the third, four in the fourth, which prizes were awarded.The in Fellowship Hall at 2:30 p.m. Reformed Church in Holland Heights, carried out the theme .of
was made within the memory of ing of the law but by God’s grace. Dalman and installations of new four in the sixth and one in the
"Keeping America Beautiful" by planting 300 trees recently.
for a program on Reformed
following fathers were in charge
These trees now border the Van Raalte Rural School No. 2 playmost men now living. That boast However the law of God is the
officers by Mrs. John Flaherty.A seventh.
Church work in the Sudan.
of the games: Gordon Van Putten,
ground located on 12th St. at Calvin Ave. The theme "Keeping
was made by a man whose arro- Christian’sguide to a life that double duet and Miss Elaine GebHolland, led by Jan Nienhuis who
The K. Y. B. Auxiliary of SecMarvin
Ten
Brink,
Adrian
KraAmerica Beautiful”was brought out at the recent Scout Circus
gance wu exactly like that of the pleases God and leads to happy
had two hits and two runs-battedben suppliedthe special music.
ond Reformed Church will meet
mer
and James Walters.
'
and is another of the worthy projects endorsed by Cub Scouts
presentRussian leader. His name, and holy living. Christ told us that
Miss Judy Vereeke was in charge in, scored two in the first, five
on Friday May 2 at 2:30 p.m. at
you may remember, was Adolf it is not enough to keep the laws of the ChristianEndeavor meet- in the second, one in the third Lunch was served by Mrs. Ver- the home of Mrs. Jean Goozen on and leaders.Picture shows Dwight Willits, father of one of the
non Avery, assistedby the MesCubs, surrounded by Pack members.
Hitler, who had once been an of God outwardly but we must al- ing held Sunday afternoon.
and two in the fourth.
East Central Avenue.
Austrian house painter, Just as so observe them in our thought The members of the Reformed The Dutch made 10 errors and dames Marvin Ten Brink, Kenneth
Walton-Lewsy,
director of the
Kerbs, Clare Van Wieren, Oscar
Khrushchevonce was a Russian life.
Church are invitedto attend the the Tigers, nine. Hubbler led Mus- Hallquist and John Kingsbott.
London EmbankmentMissibn, artillery trainingat Fort Chaffee, Fahocha Class Stages
farm hand. Hitler did not use quite
D. God's laws are basic. We di- 75th anniversary at the celebra- kegon Heights with three hits.
The Safety Patrol, under the which Miss Dorothy Bee now Ark
Meri's Night Dinner
the terms employed by Khrush- vide the Decalogue into two ta- tion of the South Blendon Reformed Following Nienhuis were Jay
serves (Miss Bee spent last winSp. 3rd, Gordon J. Martinie,son
chev, but his speeches came to bles. The first table consistingof Church there this evening, the pas- Freriks, Ron Kuyers and Paul El- direction of Kenneth Van Wieren, ter with the Engkmds) will show
Members of the Fahocha Sunhas been in operation for about
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Martinie,
about the same thing.
four commandments tells us about tor, Rev. Harold Lenters will •enbaas, all with doubles and Larry
a film on this fascinatingwork
Many people in the free world our duty to God and the second bring greetings from the local Dykstra, Dennis Bluekamp and two and a half yean. Boys and The time is 7:30 p.m. in Second route 1, Zeeland, qualified* as a day School Class of First Methogirls from the fifth,sixth, seventh
believed him, not only in America table, consisting of six command- church.
Bob Stoel ^ith singles.
firzt class tank gunner during re- dist Church held their annual
and eighth grades are chosen for Reformed Church and all who are
but in England, France, and in ments tells us about our duty toThe Hope College Women's The winners, who now have a patrol and playground duty.
interestedmay attend.
cent Seventh Army tank training Men’s Night Dinner Monday eveother countries. He added a touch wards man. In the prelude God League business meeting was held 6-0 record, made 12 hits off five
At
the morning worship service
tests held at Grafenwohr,Ger- ning in the social room. DevoThe captain is David Van Putten;
that Khrushchevhas as yet not tells us about himself: "I am the in the chapel of the church last Holland pitches.Holland plays a
in First Reformed Church Rev.
the
lieutenants are Pat Haight and
many. Specialist Martinie,a tank tions consisted of a Parable to
emphasized: He boasted that the Lord, thy God, which have Monday evening.
doubleheaderat Benton Harbor
John den Ouden, pastor, preached
driver with the 11th Armored Cav- Mothers and Fathers by Mrs. Roy
"new order" he was instituting brought thee out of Egypt, out of Mr. and Mrs. John Ponstein of Saturday and the Holland reserves Tom Schippa.
the sermon, "Boldness in the Day
airy Regiment's Co. C, entered j Moeller.
would "last a thousand years."
the house of bondage." ' God the Grand Rapids and Mr. and Mrs. entertain FennvilleFriday at Rivof Judgment" and the anthem
It actually lasted from 1933 to Deliverer is the Lawgiver. First Allie Koeman spent Friday evening erview Park.
Miss Marjorie Weller
sung was, "King All Glorious’’— G.
i^EuroiiinJMarir6l®7d arriVed'’ Decorationsin the SPrine Uieme
IMS. In the processHitler did bury we are directed to the Lawgiver with Mr. and Mrs. Bert Zoet.
Line score:
Vail Mrs. A. Vande Was was the
were arranged by Mrs. A1 De
Honored at Shower
Pvt. Marvin A. Le Poire, son
millions of those who had the and then to his laws. In the first
R H E
Mrs. Bert Walcott and Mrs.
soloist.
Groot, Mrs. Robert Monetza and
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Le
Poire,
gimption to doitot his boast. But at commandmentthe sovereignty of Kenneth Engelsman and sons, Muskegon Hts. 506 404 1 10 8 10
Miss Marjorie Weller was hon- At the evening service his serMrs. Victor Van Oosterhout.
the same time he buried even God is proclaimed. In the second Randy and Jimmy, and Mrs. Mel- Holland ..... 251 200 0 22 12 9 ored with a miscellaneousshower mon topic was, "The Danger of the route 2, Zeeland, qualified as a
Mrs. Ivan Edwards introduced
second
class
tank
gunner
during
more millions of the "Herrenvolk" commandment the worship of im- vin Walcott and son, Douglas,from Batteries: Kuyers. N. Freriks Friday evening at the home of Mrs. Busy Life" and the anthem sung
the
"Gospel Ambassadors" from
whose self-appointedleader he ages is forbidden.In it God de- Drenthe spent Friday afternoon (4), Ten Brink (6), Ely (6), De Ray Barkel. The hostess was as- was, "Grieve Not the Holy Spirit recent Seventh Army tank training
Maplewood Reformed Church,
tests
held
at
Grafenwohr,
Gerwas. Finallyhe even buried him- mands a spiritual worship.Taking with Mrs. Harold Bohl.
Jonge (6) and Mulder, Elenbaas sisted by Mrs. Don Barkel and of God," soloist, Mrs. Henry Pyle.
Louis Mulder, the Misses Sena
self, and his paramour.
God’s name in vain, done much The special music Sunday eve- (5). Murry, Christenson (4) and Miss Betty Westenbroek.
The offertory hymn was sung by many. Le Poire is a tank driver and Henrietta Veldman and Mr.
in
Co.
H
of
the
2nd
Armored
CavIt is not at all likely that capi and in many ways, is forbidden in ning was furnished by a ladies' Hubbler.
Games were played and prizes a women's quartet, composed of
and Mrs. Fred Smith, who pretaliam will remain word for word the third commandment.
trio from the church composedof
won by Mrs. E. Barkel, Mrs. Julius Mrs. Ann Kramer, Mrs. A. Mulder, alry Regiment, arrived in Europe sented a variety of musical seleclast
February.
He
entered
the
and play by play what it is today.
The longest and moot beautiful Mrs. Norman Hop, Mrs. Harold June Bride-Elect
Wolters, Mrs. E. Frank, Mrs. J. Mrs. C. Van Haitsma and Mrs.
tions and a chalk talk.
army in July 1957 and completed
Looking back, the people of a hun- of all the commandments is the Lenters and Mrs. A1 Bowman.
Welter and Miss Judy Barkel.Dup- M. Baron
Refreshemntswere served by
Feted
at
Shower
basic
training
at
Fort
George
G.
dred years hence will almost cer fourth - about the Sabbath day They sang “Come to the Savior"
At the last meeting of the Conlicate prizes were presented to the
Mrs. Dock Roweand her commitMeade, Md.
tainly be able to see that the capi- which was observed before the and "WonderfulPeace."
sistory of First Reformed Church,
tee, the Mesdames Herbert CoMiss Nance Dekker, who will be guest of honor
Alden G. Walters, route 1, Zeetalism of the last half of the twen- Decalogue was given. One wonders
Rev. Harold Lenters sermon subit was decided that beginningSunInvited
guests
were
the
Mesburn, William “Noyd. A1 Brandt,
a
June bride, was guest of honor
land will begin six months of actieth century was materially dif why so many working people de- jects last Sunday were "The Kingday, May 4, the evening service
James Townsend, William Orr
at a miscellaneolusshower Thurs- dames Gerrit Bellman, Julius Woltive duty training at Fort Leonard
ferent from that of the nineteenth prive working people, of rest on dom as the Rule of God in the
day evening at the home of Mrs. ters, Milton Barkel, Harold Veld- will begin at 7 rather than at 7:30 Wood, Mo., on April 20, it was an- and D. Van Oosterhout.
century.The graph indicating this that holy day. TTie fifth command- Heart" and "Wait and See." In
Joe Schippers,48. West 17th St. hoff , Ed Barkel, John Barkel/ Jr., pm. This schedule will continue nounced by Major General Theois already considerably
on its way. ment summons children to obey the morning service the choir sang
John Robinson, Jack Weller, Nick until the middle of Septemberat
Gifts were presented and refreshTerry Lee Drooger Has
But in a similarway the graph their parents and in the sixth re- "HarboredIn Jesus."
Ver Hey, Ernest Frank, and the which time the matter will again dore S. Riggs, Commanding Genments served.
eral, VI U. S. Army Corps. Walt- Party on 7th Birthday
indicatingthat Communism is in spect for life is enjoined and in
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Kok and sons
The guest list included the Mes- Misses Judy Barkel and Amy be considered by the Consistory. ers is a member of tjje 3205 Pubthe process of changing is also an the seventh adultery and all man- of Grand Rapids were Sunday visitThe Zeeland Classlsused clothdames
H. Maatman and Joyce, P. Beltman.
Mrs. Jack Drooger entertained
lic Information Field Service Deaugury of that system’s future. ner of unclean living are forbid- ors with their parents, Mr. and
Miss
Weller
will become the ing drive, to gather used clothing
Vroon, R. Homkes, H. Kragt, H.
tachment, Army Reserve,Grand Monday afternoon from 4 to 6
One of these days Nikita Khrush- den. In the eighth commandment Mrs. Jake Hop.
bride of Laveroe Barkel in June for needy people of the world, beCook, Eildred Nienhuis,H. Vander
at her home on 120th St. in honor
chev will lie moulderingin the theft is prohibited and in the ninth
gan April 28, and continues until Rapids. He will receivebasic comMr. and Mrs. Jerry Zoet and Heuvel, Carrie Slighter,J. Dekgrave with Stalin and Lenin and bearing false witness is forbidden childrenof Jenison spent Sunday
May 9. On that day the clothing bat training at Fort Leonard Wood, of her son, Terry Lee, who was
ker, L. Schippers,B. Van Wieren, Costume Exchange Sets
and will complete his militaryob- seven years old.
Trotsky and the others.He may and in the last commandment cov- afternoon with their parents, Mr.
will be picked up and transplantElmer
Nienhuis,B. Vanden Brink,
Games were played with prizes
not see the end of that curve, but etousnessis declared contrary to and Mrs. Bert Zoet.
Monday Deadline Date
ed to a receiving and disbursingligation by serving with the Grand
Charles Harvey, H. M. Dekker, A.
Rapids
Army
reserve unit after his going to Mark Van Rhee, Patty
others will.
center at Nappanee,Ind.
God's will.
All the catechism classesof the
Alsterda and Carolyn, C. Dalman
Dutch costumes will be accepted The morning worship service in return, under the provisions of the Dams and Calvin Van Tatenhove.
Tbe chances are that neither sysGod sets forth his will in the Christian Reformed church were and Marcia, Joe Schippers, A.
Refreshemnts were served by the
at the Costume Exchange at the First Christian Reformed Church Reserve Forces Act of 1956.
tem will bury the other, or even Decalogue. Our inability to keep concluded for the season.
Heerspink and the Misses Marian Civic Center only until next Monhostess assisted by her son,
"Red
River
of
Life"
a
science
re-educate the other. Certainly free God’s laws should drive us to
was conducted by the pastor Rev.
The 28th annual Men’s convention
day at 4:30 pjn. it was announced Anthony E. Rozendal, whose ser- film in color was to be shown to Tommy. Favors were presented
men will not consent to be buried Christ who kept the law for us will be held this week Wednesday and Teresa Heerspink.
to each guest. *
Little Laurie Schippers pulled a today by Mrs. Jerome Hurtgen,
by slaves.
mon topic was, "The Ever Pres- the entire studentbody of Zeeland
perfectly.And after turning to and Thursday at the Grandville
Invited were Terry’s Classdecorated cart containinggifts for presidentof the Newcomers Qub,
High, in the old gym today.
ent
Savior."
In
the
evening
he
Ave.
Christian
Reformed
church.
Christ we should look upon these
the bride-elect.
Pruth
McFarlin
and
his pianist mates of the first grade at Waverwho
are
sponsoring
the
exchange.
preached on "Putting Ourselves in
laws as divine directives meant for The theme for this year is "MeetGrand Haven Golfers
were the featured attraction at the ly school including Patty Dams,
About 250 costumes have been the Place of Others.!’
ing Today’s Challenge to Evanour good.
Score Win Over Dutch
assembly
program last Thursday Barbara Steinfort, Vince Meiste,
accepted
at
the
Civic
Center
at
this
The mass motber-d a u g h t e r
gelize.’’ The Inspirationmeeting Chix Nine Wins
in
Zeeland
High school.Mr. Mc- Calvin Van Tatenhove, Kenny
ZEELAND (Special)- Zeeland .time.
will be held tonightat the Founleague meeting of the HollandGRAND HAVEN (Special) Robert Leslie Heads
Farlin sang many songs which in- Strabbing, Randy Jonker. Mark
Hours
for
the
transactions
are
tain St. Baptist church with Rev. High's baseball .team defeated
Zeeland Young Women’s League
Grand Haven High’s golf team defcluded "The Lord’s Prayer," Van Rhee, Richy Ten Brink and
Jefferson PTA
John Schuuring as speaker. All Sparta Monday 1-0 at the Zeeland Monday through Thursday from will be*held on Monday evening,
eated Holland,346-366 Friday in a
Tommy and Douglas Drooger.
1:30
to
4:30
p.m.
and
on
Friday
Athletic
Field.
Byron
Moore
doublMay 5, in the Bethel ChristianRe- "You’ll Never Walk Alone," "Lady
match played at the Spring Lake Robert Leslie was electedpresi- men of the church are invited to
of
Spain,"
"Dry
bones,"
"The
attend.
ed in the sixth and scored on two from .1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
formed Church of Zeeland at 8
Country Club.
dent of the Thomas Jefferson
Mrs. George Bishop is chairman p.m. Mrs. Toxapeus, a converted Woman is Fickle," "Shadrac, Hope Golfers Win
Dave Robertson of Grand Haven School PTA at the annual election This week Thursday evening straight Sparta errors. Zeeland
ALMA (Special)— Hope Colof the project this year, assisted catholicfrom Muskegon, will Meshach, and Abendego," and the
was medalist with a 77. Bruce April 22. Other new officersare Joel Biaukamp and Miss Angelina pitcher Merle Berens struck out
"Big Brown Bear.” His accom- lege’s golf team now has a 3-0
by members of the ckib.
Vander
Klok
will be united in mar- 14.
speak
on
"Why
I Became a ProtCleveland and Don Miller had 88's, Mrs. Jay . Formsma, vice presipanist also played several songs MIAA record following a triangular
estant.’’
Richard Baldwin, 96 and Tom Rud- dent; Mrs. Hartger Winter, secrewhich included numbers from win here Thursday. Hope defeated
The
following
catechumens
of
der, 101 to round out the Grand tary, and Simon Piersma, treasBeethoven and Chopin.
Alma, 10tt-4tt and Calvin, 12-3 and
Rev. Rozendal’s classes in First
Haven scoring.
urer.
Alma defeated Calvin,
Christian
Church,
Tom Eastman ted Holland with A potiuck supper opened the
Dick Ayling of Alma was medalist
Holland Man Denied
Grades
8
and
up
were
always
presan 87. Norm Hoeksema had a 93, meeting. The program consisted of
in a match played'inheavy winds.
ent: Harvard Arendsen, Carol De Restoration of License
Jack Kirsten, 98, Rick Smith, 109 a presentation by the foregin lanWent, Shirley Shoemaker,Barton
and Ladd Neuman, 120.
guage daises, with the seventh
Volkers, Carol De Roster, Darwin GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
grade Spanish class conductingdeVanden Bosch, Carla Lokera,Elton The following men appeared before
votions. Mias Mary Reimink, fourth
Joe fAoran Addresses
Machiele, Joyce Seinen, Adajean E. Nixon, a representativeof the
grade teacher, explainedbeginning
Noon Optimist Club
Vanden Bosch, Mary Dozeman, Se«Ury of State’s office, in the
German and Mrs. Ray KlomparKenneth Karsten, Louise Schoiten, Ottawa County Court House this
Joe Moran spoke to the HoUand ens presentedgrades fifth through
Laverne Shoemaker.Absent once morotog, to request restoration of
Noon Optimist Club Monday. Mr. seventh.
were: James Casemier, Robert their driver'slicenses: •
Moran is Recreation Director of A report revealedthat fun night
START HEALINB'
Louis E. Bice. Bristol Hotel, HolMachiele, Julie Schaa*’ Marilyn
CUM TOM SKIN
the City of HoUand. He told of the yielded $396.45.
Seinen, Bernice Steenwyk,Arlin land, who had been arrestedtwice
various programs the city and|
Vanden Bosch, Sharon Van Rhee, in 1955 for drunk driving, had his
schools have planned for sum- Blame Cigarettefor Fire
Huber Langemaat,Wayne Boerig- request denied.Melvin R. Hints of
mer recreation.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ter, Kenneth De Vries, James Kar- route 1, Cooperovilte, who had his
Mr. Moran showed coloredmov- The Spring Lake Village Fire DeiCAN
sten, Janice Nykamp, Janice Van- licensesuspended for 30 days for
ie slides of the summer play partment was called at 3 a.m. Fri
I HIM IN VHK SUN
den Bosch, Carl Borgman, Beth being habitually negligent* bad his
» llli hi
mtffw tf miIi vtth
schools,sport schools, swimming, day t« the home of Barney
Lokers, Verna Volkers, Laverne request approved.
tf» Mv
and ceramic classes. The large de- DeGraaf, 216 River St., Spring
Haak, Marcia Helder, Lorraine Orlando S. Riemold, Warm
mand for recreation is creatinga Lake. Firemen said the fire was TRANSPORT STUDENTS - The Station Wagon contribute are asked to bring the items to Raterink, Esther Seinen, Kenneth Friend Tavern, HoUand, who had
shortage of faculties and demand caused by a cigarette dropped in
Wierda. Marcia Seinen, Judith failed his vision test, failed to ap*
shown above is one of the 12 supplied by the
Prospect Park ChristianReformed Church this
for new tycARips such os a swim- an overstuffed chair. DeGraff said
ChristianFoundation for HandicappedChildren
week. The Foundationalso is planninga rag Vander Hulst and Marilyn Arend- pear.
ming pool
he was awakened by smoke and
sen.
for the purpose of transportingretarded children
drive Including worn work clothes, coats,
President Webb Van Dokkom- took his wife and two children out of this area to and from the Children'sRetreat
A generation is generally conPvt. Terry L. Van Haitsma, son
bedding etc. These articles can be brought to
opened the meeting and Verne of the house. Firemen estimated at Cutlervilk.The Foundation is planning a
Ninth Street Christian Reformed Church, 10th of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Van Halts- sidered to be about thirty-three
program chairman, intro- damage at $1,500 and said the loss rummage sale at 441 South DivisionSt. in Grand
toa, route 3, Zeeland, recently years, or about one-third of a.cenSt. entrance,from May 12 to May 17.'
the guest speaker.
was covered by insurance.
taix completed eight weeks of advam
Rapids on May 6 and iyiA persons wishing to
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Worden Wins
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Last year Worden woo first la
the State Peace Contest. His oration at that time was tape recorded for a board of judges and he
was awarded first place in the national contest last year. Early last
fall, Worden played lead in the
in
Palette and Masque play, Aldous
»
Huxley’s "The Giocanda Smile,”
Funeral servicei were bald
on Hope campus.
Worden delivered bis speech be- Friday for Mias Marie Barium,
fore the' Holland Rotary Club 62, missionary sent out from the
April 17 at which time Dr. Schrier local Immanuel Church, who died
also spoke on adventures behind unexpectedly Wednesday morning
the scenes at speech contests. Last at 11:46 in Westira Hospital in
Spday, Worden gave his speech Toronto following a five months
at the Hope Church School for
The Rev. W. Herbert Scott, pasChristianLiving.
tor of the local church, just 20
minutes after he had purchased his
plana ticket to go to sea her, re-

Miss

Barham,

Hope Baseball Team

Missionary,

First in

Top

Dies

U.S. Contest
First Timt Hopt Takes
Top National Speech

Honors Since 1916
George Worden, junior at Hope
College, took first place in the Interstate Oratorical Association con-

Splits

Doubleheader With Kazoo

Canada
. .

KALAMAZOO (Special) Holland Girl Injures

Hop#

College’s baseball team split with

-

Kalamazoo College here Saturday
losing the first, 5-3 and winning
the second game, 2-1 in extra inHollandpolice Saturday continued
nings at WoodworthField.
tbeir investigation of an accident
Thursday at 11:35 a.m. in. which Hie split gives Hope a 4-2 MIAA
mark and the loss was the HorSelf Running Into

a

littleHollanjl girl

Car

was

injured

when she ran into the side of a
car.

Judy Corrado, 6, daughter of Mr.

aad Mrs. Joseph A. Corrado, 196
West llth St., was treated by a
local doctor for an injury to her
left leg and released.

North Holland

test Friday night at. Michigan
State Universityin East Lansing.
ceived word of her death in
His title was "The Publican.” The last spring toeeting of the Canada.
Fifteen states were represented. North Holland Home Economics Ibr beloved missionary who
It was the first- time a Hope Club was held at the home of Mrs. senrad as Immanuel Church's mis-

nets first in four league games.
Five runs in the fifth inning after Hope was leading, J4, gave
Kalamazoo the first game win
Jack Kempker, Hope hurler, allowed only one hit in the first four
inningsbut tired in the fifth and
the Hornets got to him. Working
Ms first pitching assignment of the
season, Kempker gave up a dingle

Police Mid Judy ran into the side
of a car driven by Mrs. Gladys
.....
- _____
_
Hoffman. 41, of 113 East' Central
in the second.
* Collegeentrant had won first place Anne Van Til last Monday night. sionary for many years, spent 20
New South Blendon Reformed Church locoted Northeast of Zeeland.
Ave., Zeeland, in the parking lot
Bob Miles led off the fifth with
in the nationalContest since Dr. Mrs. .Dorothy Sierama, the presi- yean in the Chekiang province,
Mhind WashingtonSquare. Mrs.
a single to center and took second
William Schrier came to Holland dent conducted the meeting. The China. When Communism began to
Hoffman told police she had seen
on an infield out. Catcher Vern
in 1939 to head the speech depart- lesion on "How to Prepare the overrun Chins in 1948, Mao Tze
Judy and another girl running toEasenbergdropped Vild’s popfly
ment. George Steininger won first Cheaper Cuts of Meat" was pre- Tung, Communist leader, invited
ward her car, so she stopped the
and Thomson walked to load the
place for Hope back in 1916 and sented by the two leaden, Mn. the missionaries to remain and concar aad blew her born, but Judy
bases. Payson then doubled to
two others, Simon Heemstra and Julia Elzinga and Mn. H. Koop. tinue their work. By the fall of
was unable to stop in time.
right center to score Miles and
A. Ji Muste, won top spots around During the businesssession it was 1949 that invitationbad changed to
South Blendon ReformedChurch
Vild and pitcher Bob Bale doubled
the turn of the century. Guy Ven- decided to have the annual family a boycott and about two years
which had its beginning in 1876
to the same place to score Thomder Jagt won third place back in picnic in June. Election of officers later 600 missionariesof the China
when worship servicei were held
son and Payson.
for the coming year followedwith
1952.
Inland mission w«re evacuated.
, Don Andre replaced Kempker
Worden, whose home is in Cad- Mn. Edna Tinckink for secretary She then spent some time in the in homes, barns, the school and
later in a store, obaerved Us
and Bill Liggett grounded to him
illac, spoke before seven judges and treasurer,Mn. Marie Nien- Philippines.
75th anniversary last week.
but the Hope pitcherfumbled th*
and received four firsts, one sec- huis for flowers and Mn. Julia
Miss Barham who was sent home
To mark the diamond jubilee two
ball and Bale scored the fifth run.
The Wawanka Camp Fire group
ond, one third and one fifth for Elzinga and Mn. A. Brouwer for
Mich. - Allespecial services have been arranga low point total of 14. His closest leaden. Refreshments were served
met on April 7. We made Camp gan County supervisorshave ask Hope en<|ed the inning on a double
ed with former pastors in charge.
.
competitor was Wayne Hensley of by the hostess.
Fire outfits for our dolls. We also ed the state auditor general’sof
On Sunday the Rev. L. J. Borst
Hope scored its lirst run in the
Mr.
and
Mn.
Gail
SchiUeman
of
the University of Oklahoma who
bad election .of officersas fol- fice to check the records of the second. With one out, Jack Faber
of Grand Rapids conducted the
' received 20 points for his speech Hail visited relativeshere Sunt:30 a m. service and the Rev.
lows: President, Mary Etten county drain commissioner for al- tripled to left center and scored
day.
on “KangarooCourt.” Thomas
leged irregularities.
Fred
Ligtenberg
of
Muskegon
was
when Gary Bylsma singled to
Doran of Loras College in Iowa Mr. and Mn. Rodger Bosman of
Rooks; vice president,Esther
However, drain commissioner right. Faber, with one out in the
in
charge
of
the
evening servPort
Huron
visited
their
parents,
took third with his oration on “The
Lampen;
treasurer, Sh a r 1 e n e Dari Jepnings has denied any alice.
fourth, singled and took second on
Mr. and Mn. B. Bosman this week.
House Always Wins."
Prince; eoribe, Mary Alice Van leged discrepancies, charging that
The special program was held
ai> error on a throw to the infield.
Gail Kimes of Oklahoma State He expects to go on service to
the allegations wtra a “political Bylsma singled to score Faber.
at 7:30 p.m.
Tatenbove.
UniversityWon the women's, divi- England in a short time.
featured the Rev. Henry Fikse of
In the fifth .Easenberg walked,
Hie Cheek cha may Camp Fire attack against mj candidacy for
The WillingWorken Missionary
sion; Mrs. Shirley Cree of Manstate representative."
Ontario,
Canada,
as
principal
wu safe at .second when the secchesterCollege in Indiana, second, Society met in the church parlors
group of Van Raalte school went
Jennings is aeeklng the Republi- ond baseman dropped the ball on
speaker, and greetingsfrom pasand Irene Montgomeryof Northern Monday evening.Mn. Gretel Nybowling on March 29. We enjoyed
can nominationfor the seat in the an attempted force play on Bob
tors of surrounding churches.
kamp,
the
president,
conducted
the
State Teachers College of Aberit very much and decided to do it
Original Oiurdi
Legislature now held by Rep. Ben Thomson’s grounder to short. EsAlthough the church was foundmeeting and Mrs. Maxine Hopp led
deen, S. Dak., third.
•very Saturday pm. Janice Sou
E. Lehman (R-Hamiltoo). ,
ed April 17, 1863, it was not until a total membership if 400 souls.
senberg scored on Darrell' Boernin
devotions.
An
article
on
SpiritFriday’scompetition was the
ter, ecribe.
In a resolution' directing Jenthe
spring
of
1837
that
it received
84th such contest in the men's ual life was presented' by Mn.
Last year's contributions amountThe Cheak cha may Camp Fire nings to make an accounting of ink's double down the left field
tta first permanent pastor, the
•
finals. Such famous persons as Marie Brower. Mn. J. Keuning
group of Van Raalte school met bis office'sfinances by May 15, the
Rev. Gerhard De Jooge, who serv- ed to $31,590.
Faber and Bylsmaleach had two
William Jennings Bryan and Rob- discussed the Bible Lesson followed
at Ruth Hopkins',our leader. We
Among the former pastors was
supervisors alleged overpayment
ed until 1890 when he accepted a
ert LaFollette have represented by a solo by Mrs. Betty Slag. Remade earrings for our mothers. of contractprices on work let by hits for Hope in the first game and
call
to VrieslandReformed Church. the laie Rev. J. Vander Beek who
their schools at such contests freshments were served by the
We also played games and prises Jennings; that be paid more than Beernink,T h o m s o n and EssenIn 1956 the church was replaced was pastor of Sixth Reformed
which have been staged continu- Mesdames Lorraine Brouwer and
were given to Marilyn Dorgdo 96 a day to a member of a board berg, one. Kalamazoo had four
by the present structure which was Church In Holland for many
, ously since 1871. In this contest, Harrist Bosch. /
Judy Poauwe, Janice Souter of determination;and with over- hits.
dedicated in March, of that year. years and who also served u pasMart Vander Lind won his own
Mn. Chris Sas and Mn. WiUis
winners receive medals.
Janice Souter, scribe.
drawing the county drain fund.
The new church in addition to the tor of Ebenezer ReformedChurch
Miss Marie Barham
game in the nightcap as he slid
Friday’s victory was the culmin- Bosch of Holland were visitors in
On AprH 10, the We Lu A Camp
spaciousauditorium,includes indi- east of Holland.
home in the eighth inning to break
ation* of a series of victories for KalamazooWednesday.
because of ill health, spoke at the
Fire Girls of Beechwood school
up a
game.
The Ladies’ Missionary and Aid local church about four weeks ago. vidual class rooms and a modern Others who served at the South met at our leadershome. We had
the local man. Worden first won
kitchen with necessary facilities. Blendon church were the Rev.
Vander Lind groundedto third
the local contest for Hope College Society met in the church base- She planned to return to the misour bead ceremony and each got
and was safe when the third baseand then won the state contest at ment Thursday night. The presi- sion field as soon as she had re- The present pastor, the Rev. William Pool from 1890 toT89l; some beads. Mrs. Crimp, our leadGradus A. Aaiberts, is the 12th the Rev. J. W. Foot from 1894 to
man throw wild and Vander Lind
YpsilantiMarch 7. Last Thursday dent, Mrs. Keuning presided.The covered from her illness..
er, treated with cookies. On April
pastor who has served the church. 1896; The Rev. D. Scholten from
took second. Following two outs,
he representedHope in the region- Bible Leeson was given by Mrs.
15, we went to the Camp Fire
Miss Barium formerly worked
Olson lined a single to center and
al contest for 15 contestants in Keuning. After the business ses- with the primitive, unreached He carte in 1954. Organizationsin 1896 to 1908; the Rev.'P. Siegers office to check our books. AfterGRAND HAVEN (Special)
which nine were eliminated,Wor- sion the meeting was turned over tribes in the mountains and jungles the church consist of the Sunday from 1909 to 1913; The Rev. F. M. wards, we watched the Klompen A landscaped,tree-ikied mall will Vander Lind came home, sliding
under the catcher.
den ending up as top man in his to a group of women from the who bad no written language. She School with Justin Wabeke as su- Wiersma from 1913 to 1921; the Dancers practice.Pattie Vander
be tried on two blocka of downHope’s first run came in the
Harlem Reformed Church who took a course which helped her re- perintendentof the Senior Depart- Rev. D. D. Ellerbroekfrom 1923 Yacht, scribe.
group.
town Washington Street, June 12- fourth. Olson was safe when a
Although not a part of state or presented a playlet “Tvts Mas- duce the language to writing, giv- ment and Mrs. G. A. Aaibertswho to 1926; Rev. Vander Beek from
The
Cbesk cha may Camp Fire 21 and will be closed to traffic for
grounder went through the shortinterstate competition,Worden ters." Refreshments were served ing the people a grammar and is superintendent'of the Junior 1926 to 1929; Rev. Borst from 1930 group of Van Raalte school met
the 10 days.
stop's leg and advanced to second
competedat the Phi Kappa Delta by Mrs. Ray Kootstra and Mn. eventuallyprepared the ScripturesDepartment, Ladies' Aid and Mis- to 1935; the Rev. Fikse from 1936 at Mrs. H. Hoedema's home where
The idea is to circulate traffic on Kempker's single.A missed
sion Society, Light Bearers, Mary to 1947 and the Rev. Ligtenberg
Provincial Convention in Charles- George Kleis.
for them to read in their own
we had our ceremonial and we around the downtownbusinesssecMartha Circle, Senior Christian En- from 1949-1964.
pickoff play 'sent Olson to third
ton W. Va., April 9-11, giving his
tongue.
received our beads. Lunch was tion in accordance with the City
deavor, Junior ChristianEndeavSouth Blendon ReformedChurch
and when -the centerfielderhoboration three times before differ- Damage Minor in Collision
Miss Barham who when in Holserved by Mrs. Hoedema.Pictures Planning Commission's long-range
or, Men's Society and Choir.
an<j tajuug t0p spot
is located at the corner of 48th
bled overthrow, the Hope captain
wore shown by Mrs. Souter of our plan for downtown development.
Cars driven by Wayne L. Strong, land spent much time with Mr.
The church now has 120 fam- Ave. and Port Sheldon Rd., northcame on home..
each time.
19, of 487 136th Ave., and Joseph and Mrs. Henry Weyenberg,was
program that we gave for our Conceived by Bob VerHoef, dty
ilies with a membershipof 260 and east of Zeeland.
i •
Kalamazoo run, scored. in the
mothers and also, pictures of our planning consultant,the experiDam veld, 75, of 645 136th Ave., author of several books which have
slumber party. Janke Souter, ment met with success in Spring fifth. Ugget singled and scored
collided at 2 p.m. Sunday on 136th been published by the Chine Inland
on a long single by Yohdes to
scribe.
Ave. just north of James St. Ot- Mission.
Draft Board Aidts
field, Oft.
right, after two were out.
On April 11 the Chesk cha may
tawa County deputies estimated Dr. Scott took pert in funeral
It was pointed out that while
Cited for Service
Kempker, Olson. Blysraa and
service*
for
Miss
Barham.
Surthe damage at $50 each to Strong’s
Camp Fire group met at the home dosing Washington from Third to
Faber had the Hope hits in the secof
our
leader,
Ruth
Hopkine.
We
1953 model car and Damveid’s vivors include a brother who re- Set
First
Sts.
could
eliminate
63
parkGRAND HAVEN (Special)
ond game. The Hornets also had
sides in Vancover, Canada.
opened with the Lord’s Prayer; ing spaces, additionalones could
1961 model car.
four safeties.
Mighty Kalamazoo,MIAA con- Certificates of appreciationwere
tfctti we decided on some activity be picked up on a temporary referencetennis champions since the awarded Friday to personnel of the
Coach Russ De Vette could not
we were going to do. On April 12, arrangement of parking on Second
local
Selective
Service
Board
in
mid '30’s continued to hold their
use his fop two pitchers. Bob Anwe went on a hike to the hills of St., between Columbusand FrankCOMFORTABLE
dominance over Hope College here recognitionof outstanding public
dre was left home because of illMacatawa. We made our lunch, lin, so the section would still have
service
to
the
nation,
according
to
Friday with a 7-4 victory at the
ness and Bruce Hoffman was bothIn
D. H. S. Rymtr, chairman of lo- found wild lowers, and later, went 525 parking places on public and ered by a stiff arm.
AUTOMATIC HEATING
13th St. courts.
bowling.
Janice
Souter,
scribe.
,
private lots and atreets.
Linescores:
Ladd Newman, son of Mr. and A couple of former Holland High cal board No. 74.
The A O WA KI YA Camp Fire When the mall is opened for foot
Awards were presented to Drs.
net stars, sophomoreBill, Japinga
.
Mrs. Elgene Newman, 72 West 16th
group of Lakewood school met on traffic, thera will be vehiclebarand freshman Les Overway, turned Ernest H. Beernink, Charles E.
Hope .......... 010 110 6-3 7 2
April 15. Roll was called and dues ricades 'placed at Third, Second
St., placed first, and Paul Rowgo,
AHMjTHfjNo
in victories for the Hornets. Jap- Long and Ralph <J. Ten Have of
Kalamazoo .. 000 060 x-5 4 2
were paid. Mn. Hoving went over and First Sts. on Washington to
son of the Rev. and Mrs. Paul Row- inga, playingNo. 2 singles, defeat- Grand Haven; Drs. C. E. Boone
Batteries: Kempker, D. Andre
•Mur
with us how and what we were re-route traffic.
go, 283 West 14th St., was awarded ed Dwayne Teusink, 6-1, 6-0 and and Gerrit J. Kemme of Zeeland;
(5) and Easenberg; Bale and GibDrs. H. G. De Vries, E. E. Van- going to do at the Grand Council Merchants have been asked to zen.
Arronge thot ipectoi txjsisecond place in the Optimist Zone Overway in the No. 4 spot, turned
Fire. We went up stairs with a considerplacing 100 boxed trees—
nesj oppointment ot The
back Jim Engbers, 2-6. 6-2, 6-2. derberg and O. vander Velde ef
2 Oratoricalcontest televisedat
leader. Itore we repeated the 50 to a Mock, 25 on either side of
Bier Kelder. Air-conditioned
John Jekes (H) was def. by Les Holland,and Dr. John J. Miller of
Kalamazoo .. 000 010 00-1 4 4
noon Sunday from Grand Rapids. Dodson (K), 6-3, 6-2 in the No. 1 Marne, all medical advisorsserv- Trail Seekers Desire and meaning the street.Other plans call for pip- Hope ........ 000 100 01-2 4 2
with only notionolly Adverof our charm. We also wrote the ing in spedal music, a possible
tised beverages. Open for
Six studentsparticipatedin the singles match. Marshall Elzinga ing 15 years; and to Walter VenBatteries:Vander Lind and Esrequirements and honors in our supervised children’splayground
your conveniencefrom noon
contest, speaking on the subject, (H) was def. by Bob Yuell (K), der Haar of Holland, adviser to
senberg, Hayes (8); Cutler and
until midnight.
memory books. Mary Groenev&t, area, apecial street displays, store Gibson, Vild (3).
A Salute to Our Generation." 6-2, 6-2 in No. 3 and Rowland Van registrantsfrom 15 yean.
scribe.
Heating • Air Conditioning Newman was awarded the winning Es was def. by Roger Miracle (K),
hours and spedal Mies values by
On
April 16, the Okl hi Camp participating merchants.
trophy.Both winners are Holland 6-4, 6-1 in No. S.
Eaves Troughing
FormoM is about 100 miles from
Bridal Shower Held
Fire Girls of St. Francis school
If the experiment is successful,
High School studentsand each reDodson and Yuell defeatedJeltes
the Chinese mainland.
met with our leader, Mrs. Boeley. it will probably be continuedlongFor Jeon Weerstra
Phone EX 6-7716 & ED 5-8353 ceived a certificateof participation and Teusink, 64, 6-3 in No. 1
We decided since it was such a er, Jack Reichardt, chairman of
from Optimists International.
doubles and Japinga and Overway Miss Jean Weerstra was feted
Newman will compete with five stopped Elzinga and Engbers, 64, at a surprise bridal shower Thurs- nice day, we would walk to Kol- the event said.
len Pork. After we arrived, we
boys from five other sones at the 3-6, 6-1.
day evening at the home of Mrs.
annual district Optimist convenRobert Strabbing, 514 CentralAvt. played games and had a lot of fun Mrs. Clara Jenkinson
Suzanne Fetters, scribe.
Invited gueets were the Mestion scheduled for Saturday, May
Mrs. Seinen Succumbs
Dies in Chicago at 74
dames Simon Piersma, Preston
24, at 1:15 p.m. in HoUand Civic
of home and
In
Kalamazoo
Hospital
Center.Rowgo has been appointed
Brunsell,Ted Van Huis, Gerald Burglors Take Fishing
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Scrappy says:
as an alternate.
Mrs. Cornelius Seinen, 63, wife Appledorn, William Goodyko and Equipment From Store
Mrs. Clara. Jenkinson,74, of 1717
Winner of the districtcontest will of the late George Seinen died Harris Banger, and Miss Marcia
Waverly Road, Grand Haven, died
"Only a fool will drink and drive"
participate in the, final oratorical Friday morning at Borgess Hos- Goodyke and Miss Gertrude FairFishermen apparentlygetting at the Cook County Hospital in Chi.
contest at the Optimist Interna- pital, Kalamazoo after a lingering banks.
ready for the Saturday opening of cago, Thursday after a brief ill
Games were played and du trout season sometime Thursday ness. She was born in Chicago,
tional convention U> be held in ittness.She formerly lived in Zeeplicate prizes awarded. The boo night or early Friday morning came to Grand Haven one year ago
Dallas, Tex. June 16-20. The win- land.
ners in the final contest will be
Survivingare three sisters,Mrs. ored guest received a gift from broke into SneUer’s Hardware. to make her home with her daughawarded college scholarshipsAgnes H. Kooi, Mrs. Frances the group. A two-courselunch was 112th Ave. and M-21, to steal three ter, Mrs. John Stille.
always buying
materials
as follows: First, $1,000; 2nd, |750, Zwarts, Miss Mable Kloostentfanserved from a buffet table dec spinning reels, a spinningrod and
She was a membei of the St. JoTOUR HOSTS!
and 3rd, $500* Etch contestantat and a brother, Henry Kloosterman, orated with an umbrella, stream- reel, 18 nightcrawlerharnessesand seph’s Catholic Church, Mundelein,
the Optimist International conven- all of Kalamazoo; two sisters-in-ers and forsythia.
12 spinning baits.
111. She is survived by the daugh
PAUL AND I DMA VAN RAALTI
120 Rbrer Ave.
HoNeed. Mich. tion will receive a gold wrist watch. law, Mrs. Harry D. Maatman of
Miss Weerstra will become the
Ottawa County deputies, iovesti ter and one aon, Joseph Munch
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE
HoUand and Mrs. Henry Seinen of bride of Uoyd Vugteveen May 14 gating the burglary, said the burg- of Mundelein, nine grandchildren
at
Maplewood
Reformed
Church
ZIKLAND
lars
tried
again
Friday
evening,
and
three
great
grandchildren.
Grand Rapids.
Mn. Mary Regtlin Dies
but that time were unsuccessfulin
CLOSID SUNDAYS
At Home at Age of 91
gaining entrance.
The Pamirs of Central Asia is
The burglarsgained entrance called the “roof of the world."
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Thuraday night by forcing the door
Mrs. Mary Regelin, 91, of 414 Monon the coal chute, deputies Mid.
roe Ave., Grand Havan, died at
Friday night several windows were
her home Thursday night after an
broken in the attempt to get in.
Ulness of several years. She came
to Grand Haven 68 years ago from
Chicago and was the eldest member of SI Paul’s Evangelical and
ReformedChurch.
She Is survived by one son, John,
of Grand Haven; one daughter,
1 W. 5th
Mn. HenriettaDe Haas of Grand
Haven; 16 grandchildren,40 great
grandchildren and two great,
great, grandchildren.
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75th Anniversary Observed
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HOLUND

WATER

Funeral Services Set
For Mrs. Fred Sandy
Mn. Fred Sandy, II, ef

What
599

West

Friday

following a

short illness.She was born in Holland township,where she lived ail
her life. Mn. Sandy was a member of the»CentralPart Reformed
and the Ladies Adult Bible
'
Survivingare her husband, three
daughters. Mn. E R. WoUert of
Benton Harbor, Mn. Theodore
Knoll and Mrs. Chester Steketee
of HoUand; five aooi, Henry.
Clyde, NeU aad Leon of HoUand,
Rev. Laverae of Fort

Clast.

is

mart

discouraging

than a pool that looks, or a
woter fall that is dry, or a
sprinkler that requires more
woter than is available,or a
Ihower hoed thot trickles?
Par a proper, pure water

32nd St., died unexpectedlyat her

home

YOU

MAY BE PAYING UP TO
40 TOO MUCH FOR
YOUR AUTO INSURANCE

sapgly call the

.

.

.

today.

177 Celleae Ave.

HAMILTON
Mfg.

4

Supply Co.

FA BOX
PHOMI IX

111

M494

train a ora

.

.

r

BEN VAN LENTE, Agent

SUCCESSFUL FISHERMEN -

Paul Sterenberg, 19, IS Cherry
St., (left) took a couple of his friends, Norm Boeve, 19, 955 Lincoln Ave., (center) and Jim Rottschafer,18, route 4, (right) trout
fishing for the first time Saturday and the trio had themselves
quite a catch. The trio caught these rainbow tnArt In about a half
hour between 5:30 and 6 a.m. Saturday on the Platte River, near
Honor, Mich., about 150 miles north of Holland. The five trout
were between three and tour and a half pounds. Sterenberg has
been fishing in this area for several years. They used salmon
eggs for bait
(Stntind photo)

That’e a stiff price to pay for not knowing that State
Farm Mutual
. the careful driver insurancecompany
. chargee for lees than meet other companies. Yet
our policyholdersenjoy the finest full-timeooast-tocoast claim ss^rice.
How much con you save with State Farm? Your
nearby State Farm agent can tell you quickly. Call
him
«

ON M-11

mmM

St.

Fheee EX 4-91S3

CHESTER L. BAUMAN, Agent
1)1 K. JSrii

Phone IX 6-1294

STATE FARM MUTUAL
AUTOMOtoL* INSURANCE COMPANY
HOMB OPPIOli SLOOMINOTON, ILUNOie
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Orange Nassau Order Honbrs Queen Juliana

1

PADDLE TO VICTORY— Maplewood Church
Explorer Scouts, Post 2044, receivedthe
coveted paddle for its Grand Valley Council
Explorer Canoe race Saturday, covering 34
miles from Grandville to Spring Lake. The
local team led all the way. Here, Cary Shoemaker (left), of Lowell, the crew leader of
Speaker'stable guests at dinner meeting

in

Durfee Hall.

(Penno Sas photo)
Among the guests seated at the
informal, anecdotal talk, for her birthdayWednesday.
Originallya group of 100 was speaker'stable were Dr. and Mrs.
“Tricks Against Old Age," by Dr.
Paul de Kruif. bacteriologist and expected,but the list grew to 120. John A. Dykstra of Grand Rapids,
noted author, highlighted the fourth Dinner music was provided by two Prof, and Mrs. M. G. Ruttep of
annual dinner meeting of the Order Hope Collegemusic students, Hew- Utrecht, Netherlands,Dr. and Mrs.
of Orange Nassau, honoring Ht Johnston at the pi^no and William Spoelhof,Grand Rapids;
Queen Julianaof The Netherlands Richard Martin on the violin.One Consul and Mrs. John Steketee of
of the Klompen dancers exhibition Grand Rapids, Consul and Mrs. W.
Saturday evening.
The dinner was held in the Ter- group also performedthe well • W. von Weiler of Detroit, Dr. de
Kruif, Dr. and Mrs. Lubbers, Mr.
race Dining Room of Durfee Hall known Tulip Time dance.
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, president and Mrs. Wichers and Henry Stefon the Hope College campus. Dr.
de Kruifs talk was spiced with hu- of Hope College,served as toast- fens, representingMayor Robert
master and introducedthe speak- Visscher.
morous anecdotes.
Mayors of Grand Rapids, East
Distinguishedguests from other er. Willard Wichers and Dr. Lubcities,holders of decorations in the bers were in charge of arrange- Grand Rapids and Zeeland and
Order, joined Holland members ments for the event. An invitation the presidents of several coland guests in signinga specially- was extended to the group to hold
leges and other educatorswere indesigned birthday card for the the dinner in Grand Rapids next
cluded in the guest list.
Queen, to be sjnt to her in time year.

An

to

Geqrge Heidema JA

kneelina, (left to

right) are Allen Bos, Jerry

Van Wieren, Carl

Van Ingen and Jack Ten Cate. Explorer Post
2006 of the First Reformed Church also
competed in the race. A total of 22 canoes
took part in the race and atl the crews
camped at Johnson Park

paddle to Bruce Masselink, Post 2044 senior

night.

,

patrol leader, as the trophy, Other Maplewood

in.

(Tom yan

Grandville Friday
Oosterhout photo)

X

Unity Stops

Annual 34-Mile Canoe Race
by

Wed

Explorersstanding are Don Lam, Darrel Stoat

and Phil Mulder while

last year's winning team, presents the winning

Won

MjssCole

Maroons, 6-0

Maplewood Explorers

Maplewood Reformed Church, canoes, battled it out but MaplePost 2044, led all the way Satur- wood held the lead and increased
day from Grandville to Spring the distanceconsiderablyprior to

On One-Hitter

Georg# Joy Heidemo
(Holland Illustrativephoto)

HUDSONVILLE (Special)w Hol- A double ring ceremonysolem- men. Seatingthe gvests were Petland Christian’s baseball team ab- nized Sunday, April 13 in the New er Veen, Ronald Kunkel, David
Lake on the Grand River to win the finish.
Weller and John Van Nuil.
the annual Grand Valley Council Allen Bos and Phil Mulder start- sorbed its second straight shutout Apostolic Church united in marMrs. Edwin Redder, organist,
defeat
and
their
third
loss
of
the
Explorer Canoe race.
ed for the winners and paddled
riage Miss Shirley Ann . Cole,,
played appropriatewedding music
The Chippewa District entry, from Johnson Park to Grand Val- season here, Friday afternoonby daughter o( Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
and accompaniedthe choir who
which was one of the last three ley, a distanceof 10 miles. Jerry bowing to the potent Unity Chris- Cole, 4317 Thorndyke, Grand Rapsang “HeavenlyFather Bless Us
canoes to finish in the 1957 race, Van Wieren and Carl Van Ingen tian club, 6-0. Earlier this week, ids, and George Jay Heidema, son
Now" as the bride approached the
held leads of from 15 feet to one- took over and paddled to Eastman- the Dutch lost a no hit, no run of Mr. and Mrs. John Heidema, 802
altar. Miss Betty Heidema, cousin
quarter mile during the 34-mile ville, a distance of about seven game to Fennville,1-0.
Paw Paw Dr.‘
of the groom, sang the "Lord’s
high school auditorium. Norma race.
miles.
Only a single by Jim Kool, MarA white rose bowl arrangementPrayer."
Houtman, concertmistressfor the
The race was divided into four Bruce Masselink and Jade Ten oon third sacker, saved the Dutch decorated the altar, flanked by
For the occasion the bride’s
orchestra, will play the second shifts. At the fourth relay point, Cate went the next seven miles
from going through another game palms and bouquets of gladioli and mother wore a dusty rose lace
movement Andante of the Men- Maplewood experienceda spill and from Eastmanville to 120th Ave., without a safety. This time the
chrysanthemums.• Pews were dress over taffeta with matching
delssohnConcerto with the orches- almost lost the lead.
and Lam and Staat took the final pitcher who silenced the Dutch marked with large white bows and
accessoriesand a corsage of pink
tra.
Don Lam and Darrel Staat, who relay. Bob Oosterbaanand Don bats was Gary Gommen, ace of foliage.
roses and carnations. •
The
overture
to
“Oklahoma!"
Bands of both Holland High and division II rating is defined as "A
took over at 120th Ave., and pad- Caauwe are the Maplewood lead- the Unity staff. On Monday, GemAs the bride approached the alThe groom’s mother was attired
will be a highlight of the program. died the final 10 miles, got into the ers.
men had pitcheda similar one bit- tar for the ceremony performed in a dress of imported beige cuHolland Christian High Schools performance of distinction,marred
The band will play the overture to canoe too fast and tipped it over.
only by minor discrepancies."
Cary Shoemakerof Lowell, crew ter to edge the Zeeland Chix, to. by the Rev. Carl Strang of Chica*^ pioni silk with sofe green accesstook top ratings, at the state fesE. E. Fell Junior High School "Porgy and Bess" by George Hie" succeededin uprightingit leader of the 1957 winner, presentAlthough the Dutch had runners go she was wearing a gown of Im- ories. Her corsage was fashioned
tival in East Lansing Saturday.
Orchestra won a division I rating Gershwin as well as a new mod- and had baled out the water just ed the paddle trophy to Masselink, on almost every inning and had ported Chantillylace with sweetof yellow roses around a small orHolland High band was one of in Class A competition. The Junior em work, "Divertimento" by Per- as the second canoe arrived.
senior patrol leader of the Maple- one reach third in the sixth, they heart neckline, long tapered chid.
15 catered in the AA class, and High orchestraleft Holland by bus sichetti.The Holland High Trura
For the next half mile the two wood Post.
never did threaten seriously. Jim sleeves and a basque waist that The newlyweds greeted 330 guests
only three won first division rat- at 5:45 a.m. in order to arrive pet Trio also will be featured.
Hulst, regular Dutch first sacker, fell into a bouffant skirt of nylon at a receptionheld at Civic Cening. Others were Muskegon and at the MSU campus in time to
made his first start on the mound tulle ruffles over slipper satin and ter. At the puneb bowls were Miss
Benton Harbor.
play at 8:55 a.m. Carleton Kelch
for the Dutch and hurled creditable ending in. a brush train. A pleat- Shirley Weyschede,Bob HofmeyNewcomers Club Holds
The 80-pieceHolland Christian was the director.
ball, giving up four hits while fan' ed nylon tulle cap trimmed with er, Miss Lois Heidema and George
band competed in class A although In all, five busloads of Holland Dessert-CardParty
ning 12 batters.Gemmen struck seed pearls held the waist length Krugel in charge of the gift room
its enrollmentfor athleticsis class public school musicians performout 11 Holland batters.
veil of French illusion.She carried were Mrs. Raymond Sartini and
Small May baskets filled with’
B. It is only the second year that ed in Lansing Saturday with 160
Wildness cost the Dutch a cou- two white orchids and a white Miss Junis Kunkel. Serving as
flowers decoratedthe tables in
Christian is in class A competition studentsmaking the trip. The E.
the Tulip Room of the
The Resthaven Guild met at Reformed Church provided the ple of runs in the first inning. Bible with white satin streamers master and mistressof ceremonies
and the band did not compete E. Fell Junior High band was eliwere Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Donze.
Friend Tavern Saturday evening Hamilton ReformedChurch Friday program at Resthaven during the With one out, Hulst hit two bat- tied with tiny white daisies.
last year, 'it qualifiedto enter gible to compete at the state level
ters, before Gemmen smacked a
The bride's honor attendantwas Several other friends of the bride
when
50 members and guests of evening with about 90 persons at- month of April.
state competitionby receiving a by winning top rating at the disMrs. F. E. Walters is the birth- home run over the right fielder’s her sister, Mrs. MerUn Hoffman and-v groom assisted about the
the Newcomers Club met for
tending. Mrs. Fred Billett welfirst division rating in the district trict festival. However, the Junior
dessert-cardparty.
comed the guests and made ar- day chairman who reported the head to score three runs. A walk, whose waltz length gown of circle •rooms.
festival in Grand Haven six weeks High band and orchestraalternate
Following a honeymoon to WashApril Birthday party was given by a single and two errors sent two pattern white nylon net over aqua
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Candee rangements for the meeting.
ago.
each year in entering at the state
more runners across in the third taffeta featured a matchingcum- ington D. C. the couple now rethe
Beaverdam
Christian
Rewere
chairmen
for the event asDevotions were given by Miss
Division I is defined as “The level. Raymond Roth directs the
merbund and sash. Her headdress side at 213 Calvin ^\ve. For
sisted by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fannie Bultmaa, who also gave a formed Church. Mrs. Simon Elhart inning, giving the Unity club a
best conceivableperformance and Junior High band.
Wurmstedt, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert piano solo during the offertory. invited the Guild to First Re- margin. They scored their final was a small matching aqua hat of travelingthe bride changed to a
worthy of recognitionas a first
The ChristianHigh band, under
tweed suit with navy accessories
Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene The theme of devotions was "Com- formed Church in Zeeland for the marker in the / fifth frame on a nylon pet and her bouquet was.
place winner.
the direction of Henry P. Vander
and an orchid corsage.The bride
Kovarik. Guests were Mr. and munion and Fellowship With God May meeting. Miss Lois Bailey re- walk, a single,an error and an colonial cascade arrangement(
This is the first year Holland Linde, played "New Colonial
yellow feathered carnations and wbo received her education at
Mrs. William Kays and Joseph As a Preparation for Christian ported for Miss Lida Rogers, his- outfield fly.
High has competed as an AA band. March," Hall; "Sea Portrait," LaUnity was guilty of one error roses.
KellogsvilleHigh School ts emtorian.
Service.”
Schools of 1,100 enrollment and Gassey, and "Tocotta for Band," Dillahunt.
while
Coach
Elmer
Ribben’s
outGowns
fashioned
like
the
matron
ployed by the Union Bank of Grand
Mrs.
De
Vries
introduced
all
the
Prizes were awarded to Sirs.
The program for the evening was
above are now in this classifica- Erickson.Judges were Clifford Lilfit made three errors.
of honor’s were worn by the brides- Rapids. Thfc groom attended Holpast
presidents
of
the
Guild,
Mrs.
Herbert
Cook;
Jerome
Hurtgen,
a missionary play "Grandma
tion. Many bands receivinglower lya and Larry Teal of the Univermaids, Miss Betty Donze and Miss land High School and is employed
Edward Van Eck, Mrs. William Line Score:
ratings than Holland have enroll- sity of Michigan, John Paynter of bridge; Mrs. Herbert Childress Berg’s Sacrifice." In the cast were'
E Bonnie Cole, niece of the bride. by Heidema Bros.. Inc.
De
Roo,
and
Mrs.
Dogger.
and
Roy
De
Bolt,
pinochle;
Mrs.
Mrs. Bernard Voorhor*, Mrs.
ments of 2,000 to 3,000 students. Northwestern Universityand Stan1 3 They wore yellow and lavender, The groom’s parents entertained
Kays and Robert Long, canasta; Harvey Koop, Mrs. Ivan Johnson, The buffet refreshmenttable fea- Holl. Chr. . 000 000 0 The Holland High Orchestrawon ley Finn of MSU.
1 respectively,
and carried colonial at a rehearsal dinner at Cumertured a floral centerpiece. Mrs. Unity Chr. 302 010 x Joseph
Yerina,
traveling
prize.
Mrs.
Howard
Edihg,
Mrs.
Kenneth
a second division rating, also in Arthur C. Hills, director of both
Batteries:
Hulst
and
Sterken; bouquets of feathered carnations ford's Restaurant.The bride also
Henry
Strabbing
and
Mrs.
Henry
President Jerome Hurtgen an- Lohman, Mrs. Laverne Van Dyke,
the AA classification.Four judges band and orchestra at Holwas honored at showers given by
and roses.
Van Doornik poured. In charge Gemmen and Amoys.
assigned to the event split in their land High, has announceda vic- nounced the details of the next Mrs. Russell Wolfe, Mr.,. Marvin
The groom's attendantswere his Mrs. Jane Hoffman; Mrs. John
were
Mrs.
Henry
Kempkers,
Mrs.
evening
event
for
Newcomers
Club.
Lugtehight,directedby Mrs. Jundecision,two awarding division I tory concert for Holland music
brother, Wesley. Heidema, who Heidema: Mrs. Gilbert Heidema,
and two awarding division II. A loven for Thursday, May 8, in the It will be an outdoor party on has Miskotten. Assistants were Larry Sal, Mrs. Gilbert Lugten, 'Kitchen Karavan1 to Be
served as best man.'and Gilbert Mrs. Ray Sartini,Mrs. Herbert
Mrs.
Howard
Eding.
June 14 at The Mooring. The reg- Mrs. Donald Rienatra, Mrs. Ben
Held By School Circle
Heidema. his cousin, and Raymond Kunkel; Miss Betty Donze and Miss
ular monthly luncheon Will be held Ter Haar, Mrs. Paul Slotman. A
at the Warm Friend Tavern on trio, Mrs. Milton Boerigter,Mrs.
A “Kitchen Karavan" will be S&rtini who assisted as grooms- Hilda Rietveld.
Dessert Luncheon Held
May 21.
held May 1 from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Bert Brink, Mrs. Donald Koops
C. Yntema presiding. After the roll
sponsored by the Faith Christian
accompaniedby Mrs. Harlan By Past Matrons Club
call reports of the various comReformed
Church
Christian School
Jurries
kang.
Richard H. Nienhuis
The past Matrons Gub of Holmittees were given, and the anAccordion solos between the acts
Circle.
land
Chapter 429. OES, met The following kitchens will be A party was held at the home nual electionwas held with the
Succumbs
at Age 72
were
given
by
Mrs.
Donald
LohFive persons from one family 44, also of Skokie, were not inThursday at the home' of Mrs. toured: The Mesdames William of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Schipper following being elected: Mrs. L.
man.
were injuredSunday at 2:30 p.m. jured. Allegan County Sheriff WaltRichard H. Nienhuis, 72, of Kalain honor of the 10th birthday of Bensinger,vice president; Mrs. M.
Mrs. Morris De Vries, president, Emily Beattie for a dessertlunch- Beckman, John Volkers, John
in a two-car collision at the inter- er Runkel said Mrs. Ayres is be- mazoo, died Thursday at Borgess
their daughter, Patricia, on Satur- Ver Plank, recording secretary;
Bosch,
George
Tinholt,
Henry
Rottsectionof US-31 and the US-31 by- ing held at the county jail on a Hospital, Kalamazoo. He was born conducted the business meeting. eon.
day, April 19. Games were played MrS: R. Van Dorp, corresponding
After a short business meeting schaeffer, George Having, Hans
pass, south of Holland.
charge of felonious driving. Bond in Holland and had lived in Kala- Mrs. Ella Kiemel gave the secand prizes awarded to Gail Hub- secretary and Mrs. Jack Oonk,
Suzenaar,
Vern
Schipper
and
Gorretary’s report. Mrs. Earnest conducted by the president,Mrs.
Treated at Holland Hospital were was set at $500.
mazoo for 50 years.
bell. Norma De Jongie and Bever- Treasurer.Mrs. G. Kemme is the
Vanden Berg reported a balance Harold Veldbeer,the remainder of don Steur. Refreshmentswill be
the driver of one of the cars. ClarAllegan County deputies said
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
ly Roelofs. A two course lunch League president. Two amendence Welsh, 44, of Benton Harbor, Welsh was driving north on US-31 Margaret Vandenbergof Kalama- of $9,633.12. The rummage sale the afternoon was spent socially seAed at the church.
was served. The invited guests ments were read for consideration
In charge of arrangements are
his wife and three children. All and Mrs. Ayres was headed south- zoo; three grandchildren,one profit was $710.81 Offering for the by writing get-well letters to Mrs.
were Isla Top. Betty Wierda, Bet- which will be vote<j on at a later
Mrs.
James
Timmerman,
general
Herman
Vanden
Brink
and
Mrs.
evening
was
$51.25.
Mrs.
Anthony
were releasedto the care of their west on the bypass. According to brother, Bert Nienhuis of Overisel,
ty and Barbara De Jonge, Linda date. Mrs. Robert Den Herder
chairman, Mrs. Jay Tinholt, ticket
own physicianfollowing treatment. the deputies. Mrs. Ayres failed to and several nephews and nieces. Dogger, project committee chair- Emerson Leddick.
Komejan, Gayle Yerkey, Beverly showed a film on Cancer. Mrs. V.
chairman
and
Mrs.
Harold
VolkeThe
next
meeting
will
be.
held
man,
gave
a
report
on
the
sale.
Welsh was treatedfor a bruised yield the right of way at the inRoelofs, Cathy Van Armon, Pat Poest introducedBob Mills, presiMrs. William Brouwer, chairman May 22 at the borne of Mrs. Otto ma, publicity chairman. They are
leg. His 13-year-old daughter, tersection, striking the Welsh car
Blanton, Mary Zandee, Janice dent of the Ottawa County Cancer
Two Cars Collide
assisted
by
Mrs.
Schrotenboer
and
Weianer
with
Mrs.
Jud
Hohl
and
of
the
entertainment
and
service
Peggy Rae, was treated for a brok- in the side.
Zeprip, Betty Winters. Eileen Bar- Society who gave a talk on canCars driven by Gordon L. Hoek, committee, reported that Calvary Mrs. Nellie Walters assisting.
Mrs.
* • '
en left leg, back injuries and The Welsh car spun 200 feet off
on, Marianne Dekker, Bonnie Lou cer, pointing out that there are
20, of route 2, Holland, and John
bruises. Sue Ann, 11, was treated into the field, turning three-quarHicks, Harriet Hof, Gail Hubbell, three different phases to their
Bronson, 53, of 585 West 23rd St,
for severe head lacerations, with ters of the way over and ending
Jackie Huxhold, Kristie Meppelink, work: 1. Research both national
collided Saturday at 12:40 p.m. at
some 50 stitches taken. David, 4. up on its side. Deputiessaid Peggy
Verna Roberts, Johana Jakubiac, and local with 50 per cent of the
the intersection of 120th Ave. and
sustained facial lacerationsand Rae was thrown from the car and
Joyce
Miyamoto, Pamela Schipper funds collected being used locally;
Lakewood Blvd. Ottawa County
had several teeth knocked out. pinned underneath until witnesses
and the guest of honor.
2. Education by use of film and
deputies, investigating the accident,
Mrs. Doris Mae Welsh. 37 re- lifted the car off her.
A birthday party ftas held in literature; 3. Service directlyto
estimated the damage to Hoek’s
ceived back injuries and bruises.
Deputiessaid Welsh’s 1956 model
Coopersville last Week at the hom»: the patient and a dressing pro1947 model car at $25 and the
The driver of the other car, Mrs. car was damaged in excess of its
of Mrs. Volhuis In honor of ner gram with medical expenses up to
damage to Bronson’s1952 model at
Jane C. Ayres. 5i2, of Skokie,111., value and estimated the damage
sister Mrs. Jeanette Ossewaarde, $10.00 pe^ month to each patient,
$50.
and her passenger, Orlo Huntoon, to Mrs. Ayres’ 1957 model at $300.
a former resident of Zpeland. Her transportation
when necessary and
daughter and family, Mr. and Mrs. medical -equipment. \
Harold Holleman of Zeeland and
Mrs. J. G. Van Hoven attended
a granddaughter, a daughter of the final program of the lesson

Holland Bands Get
Ratings at

MSU

Top

Festival

Missionary Play Given
At Resthaven Guild

Meet

Warm

W

R H

0
6 4

Five

Members

of

One Family

Zeeland

Injured in Two-Car Collision

Selles.

Rev. and Mrs. Henry BovertRlrk, of the Piano Teachers Forum of
from Glen Rock,, New Jersey,also Grand Rapids of whicl^sheis a
attended.
member. .They presented t£e disMr. and Mrs. Jason Bouma of tinguished Hungarianpianist Dr.
Manistee were recent visitors at Pela h(pgy. in a lecturerecital at
the home of his parents,Mr. and the Women’s 'City Club on Friday.
Mrs. John Bouma.
Dfc Nagy who is professor of Piano
Miss
Connie Miller spent the at Indiana University discussed
.

spring vacation with her parents, and played the music of Hungary’s
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Miller, Law- great composers Frahz Liszt and
rence Avenue, and returned to the Bela Bartok. He was professorof
University of Missouri last week. of piano at the Liszt Academy in
The members ot ; the Zeeland Budapest from 1037 to 1943 preGarden Gub met last Saturday af- vious to the coming to America in
ternoon for a dinner at Vap 1948.
Raalte’srestaurant
• -f: >
The Senior Commercial Club
Drenthe guild number 6 ef the member* of Zeeland High motored
Women’s Hospital Service League to Holland last Friday and visited
netted a pnrfit of $00 for the bene- Meyer Music House. On Wednesfit of Zeeland Community Hospital day, April 23, a representative
of
at a noon luncheon which guild Baker Furniture Co., spoke to the
members prepared and served to group on accounting.
the meeting of the West Central The Senior Home Economics
District of Hospital' Auxiliaries Gub members bad a wiener roast
held last week.
v
* v last Thursday at Ottawa Beach. In
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Schuitema charge of the food were Harriet
celebratedtheir 25th wedding an- Berens and Nelvla Ten Broeke. AfniversaryApril 12, at the home of ter refreshments the group playtheir daughter and son-in-law, Mr. ed' soft ball.
and Mrs. Earl Kalkman, on FairTwo films, were shown by the
view Road.
•
ProjectorsGub to studentsat ZeeThe annual meeting of the Zee- land High last Friday. One film
land Hospital League was held last was on the 4-H Clubs and the other
Monday In the City Han wittf Mrs. wa$w skiing.

v

v

JAYCEES HOLD BANQUET -

TURNS OVER AFTER CRASH -

Onlookers
peer curiously at the battered car in which
five members of one Benton Harbor family
were injured Sunday in a two-car collision at
the intersection of US-31 and the US-31
bypass. The cor had Hipped, three-quarters

of the way over and was lying on Rs side
before witnesses lifted it to free one of the
injured girls, who had been thrown from the
car and was pinned underneath.All five
lospital
injured were released from Holland Hospital
after

treatment.

(Sontinel photo)

State, National
and Internationalrepresentativesof die Junior
Chamber of Commerce met with local Jaycees
last week at a banquet at the American Legion
Memorial Park Gubhouse to elect a new district vice president Elected to take the place
of Holland Gty Auditor John Fonger was John
Lockt, ot Grandville. Pictured above at the

meeting are, (left to right) Jack Plewes, local
Chamber of Commerce president;Fonger, Dick
Meyerton of Kalamazoo, state president;Mrs.
Betty Powell of Lansing, state executive secretary; Gordon Cunningham,presidentof the local
Jaycees; John Horlszny of Lansing, international
director,and John Rose of Lansing, national
director.
(Sentinel photo)
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Maplewood

Pastor to Leave
For Wisconsin

Of Education
School Sept Weller W. Scott
addnsud Rotary dob Thursday

3

Batten fee

Dlitrictf

sutyoct,

"SonM

Refloc-

with emphasis on what has caused

Plus Holland Reiidonti
Alio Voto on That

criticismof schools

Day

and education,whether the

facts

support the crlttdems, and what

Maplewood school district la
Fillmore township wtil Trio Joao
3 whether to
to
dtp, the same data throe stheel
districts la Hriitod township ^ave
scheduled aooexatiooelections.
Won) on the Maplfwoodsled
date wu received by Arthur
Schwarts, chairmao od the Maple*
wood Area CRiseos Committee,
from Robert Mootf emery, director
of electionsfor the lea
Secretary of
State's office in Lanetof.
With this cOnflnaaUonea the
Maplewood eieotion, Holland city
voters will face four issues in the
special June t election whether
to accept Federal, Appk Ave. end
MooteHo school districtsin Hoilend
township and Maplewood school
district in Jlllmore township.Vo*
ten in Holland township will vote
on three issues and those in Fin*
more towiwhip on one Issue.
For instance, voters in Apple
Ave. districtwill vote whether they
want to annex to Holland city and
whether they will release Federal
and Montello Park districts from
the township. Similar issues fate
voters in Federal and Montalle

Many Cases

Don
anni-

together wae held at their home
on Friday evening. Ihoae preeent

tions on Crittctaa of Education.’'

Thrte Other

Authorization

Mr. tad Mis. Henry Vat
celebratedtheir Mth wedding

On Criticisms

1958

Given

to

Form

versary on April M. A family get-

Annexation
Vote June

Vriesland

Speaks

Scott

1,

a do to correct the rituatlon.

amm

The
rioted

aohool superintendent re-

many

phases of education

and pointed out that concern
haq

for

lived, through the

ages and many critkiems which

HONOR GUARD *

Pvt Ran-

dall T. Piers recently was
assigned as an honor guard
with Company A of the 1st
Division’s 18th Infantry at
Fort RJley, Kan. Piers, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Piers, route
2, completed basic training at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. He
expects to be home tor a short
furlough in May.

today existad In
ike fonn hundreds of yean before
critical

Church

in

Processed in

City

were Mr. and Mrs. Xbner Van The Western MichiganPresbyDam ef Poreet Grove, Mr. and tery which held a two day meetMrs. Harry Van Dam ef Holland, ing In Spring Lake this week hu
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Lpa of granted lutorlaatloofor a PresGrand ville, Mr. and Mrs. John byterlsn church in Holland and
Dykstra ef Byron Center, Mrs. Jen- petitions for to new parish are
nie Diepenborst,Mrs. John Vender being prepared to be submitted at
Poppen. Mr. and Mil. Gerald Hen- to annual synod te be held June I
bees, Mr. and Mrs/Mdrria May- at Alma College.
aard of Zealand, and Gary Van An option hu been obtained an
Dam ef Vrieeland.Unable to at- to property of to former Senatend were Mr. end Mra. Ben Sy- tor Earnest Brooks on State St
bersma of Sturgis, Mr. and Mrs. A general missionary pastor will
Dick Elesbeas, and Mr. Jobs Ven- be eatifnedte Holland in to next
der Poppen M Zeeland.
few months. Although shout ISO
The King's Daughters met an adults havs expressed Interest in
Monday evening in the
titnbliridng ths new church, there
Will he no official count ef

mem-

The membership of Mrs. Ray
Veltema (nao Marilyn TT&mar)
has bean transferredto to Bauer
ChristianReformed church.
The Hope College
League will be bald at to Beaver
dam Reformed church on Monday,

ber! until to perish is organized
which might be In to fall.
In other business attendsd by
•bout 70 pastors ind elders from
to Western Michigan Presbytery,
to group adopted a resolution endorsing t bin passed by to State
April*
Legislaturecontrolling to publicaThe Jamaatowa C. 1. sponsored tion and distribution of
a hymn ting on Sunday, April* at literature.
9 p.m. with to Rav. Donald
Brandt oi Ebtoczer as song lead-

Local Court
Several caaet were processed in
iunlcipal Court this week.'

Jerald Lloyd Myaard. 18. route
t, Zeeland, paid fine and costs of
$94.70 on charges of liquor in poe-

and failure to report a
property damage accident.
Joa Garcia,94, ao address lifted,
paid fine and coets of $14.70 on
charges of dkerdtrly-dnuk.
Bernard Roelots, 44. Zeeland,
and Elmar Vanden Bosch, 27, no
NAMED OUIIMAN-Rofiert •ddreu Hated, paid fine tad coets
Terpstra,ton of Mr. and Mrs.
of *1.79 each oa chargee of drinkH. Terpstra,125 Watt ITth St,
log oa highway.
wu named chairman of to
Roger Lee Brower,
GrandSoutheasternRegional Com- vilk, pqfd Am aad costs of *5.*
mtttee tor 1958-59 at the Stuon a disorderly-drunkcharge.
dent Foreign Missions FellowKing David Stubbs, W. Grand
ship biannual missionary conRapids, wu sentencedto serve two
ference held at Lake Louise,
days on a charge of driving while
Toccoa, Oa. April 18 to’ 20.
his license wu suspended.
Terpstra hu served u presiRonald Kiel, 48, route 2, paid
dent of the Bryan chapter at
fine end costs of $19.79 on a disByran University in Dayton,
orderly-drunkcharge.
Term, this past yew. He plans
Ray B. Knoolhuizen,of 717 Coto spend to summer woriring
lumbia Ave., wu found guilty of
with to Pacific Coast Chilcharge of falling to stop for a
dren’s Mission In Vancouver.
stop sign at a noo-jury trial Thursday and paid fine and costs of

*

Christ
In rtudying current criticisms,
The congregationof Ninth Street Scott said there can be no cate;
Christian Reformed Church pre- gorical yes or no answer. He said
here is much evidence to prove
sented e farewellprogram Thurshot the critics havs ovsrgeneralday evening for their pastor,the bed and no one criticism can be
Rev. Marvin J. Vanderwerp, who applied equally in all eobools.
In the United States, public
will be preaching his farewellsereducation is a function of state
mon it the church this Sunday.
government in every state in the
Several
er.
About 500 persons attended the union, and the state legislature is
ChOdroa'
Bible
Hour
Rally
wffl
program in the church auditorium the most important policy making
be held at the Holland Ovk Con- In Justice
to honor Rev. Vanderwerp, pester agent for education in a state,
ALLEGAN
(Special)
Holland
tar on Friday, April * at I pjn.
of the Ninth Street church since and the local board of eduoationis
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wynnr- gtmti persons appeared in to
June, HU. He hss accepted i call the woiiing unit in the state edu- Christian's tennis squad postad its
$9.10.
the
wrt ef Justice Wilbur
WUbur Kouw
Kot
second
straight
win
of
the
season
den
wtro Saturday avoning cauara oourt
at the Delavaa Christian Reformed cation structure,Scott said.
Arthur J Van Dyks, Jr., 91, of
iMt
several days on various
iere,
Friday
afternoon
by
downon
Mn.
Ida
Van
Zoom
sf
H«iChurch in Delavaa, Wis.
In improving situations confront6 Home Ava.,
found not
ng the Allegan netters, 6-1. The laad.
The program included a '‘This ing schools, the speeker listed:
guilty at a non-jury trial Thursday
Dutch now have a
mark tor Mr. ind Mn. Bernard ffidit and Berman Lemmon of Aleodnle In
Is Your life" skit, written by Mrs.
1: Redefine the goels and deof a charge of improper pulling
family of Oakland wan Sunday paid $S fine and $4* coets on
Hero Bratt and narrated by Mrs. cide Just what we want our schools season play.
•way from a parking place.
Ariyn Lanting copped the No. 1 guasti ef Mr. and Mrs. Sybrandt n charge ef sellinfuninspected Miss Barbara Walvoord and
Park districts.
Wilma Bouwman. Music was fur- o accomplish,placing priority on
Jack Kkeves, M, of 176 Fairwhite
birch
treat.
Ike
arrest
singles match by downing Roger Da Hoop and family.
Voters in Holland township,not nished by. the Men's and Woman’s thorn goals ao
Bruce Van Leuweo, Holland High bank* Ave., hu been serving 15 >
so that we makt sure
Mn. Harold Tar Hoar was a by * Marlow ef to Michigan Deincluded in the annoxed districts, Choruses and the Girl’s Choir. ws are firing first attentionto Hendrickson, 6-2, 7-6 while teamSchool students, both woo firsts days on a reckless drivingcharge
mate John Voss was having a* Tuesday caller on Mr. and Mrs. partment of Agriculture.
will vote whether they will release Willis Witteveea represented the the foremost |oal.
Appearingon traffic charges and Bontta Koktn won a third rather than pay (64.70.
easy time with Bud Clawson, 6-1, Minard Mulder and family of Zeathe three areas to Holland city. young people of the church with
t. Define quality and then go afOthers appearing wart Lee Solwere
Jooeph R. Wagner, Jr., West place to the speaking contestheld
6-1
Doug
Windemuller,
Chrisland.
In Fillmore townehip, voters in his selections on the multi chord.
ter first-rateschools. Good enough
omon, ef M7 Scotts Dr., speeding,
Thursday
in
Ionia
for
Region
E
of
The Rev. Harry Buis win have 16th SL, Hoilend, speeding 76 in
the district marked for annexation
Cverett Van Hot gave a short Isn't good enough any more — if tian's freshmanperformer, had a
115; Larry Wayne Boorman, of ITS
similar easy time in the third sin- as aermon-iubjects,next Sunday, fltmlle sone, M-21, state police, the Michigan High School Forensic
will vote whether they wil annex speech on behalf of the men ef
; ever was.
James St., otrelus driving, $20;
Association.
MS;
C.
J.
WhMty,
route
2,
stop
to the city. Those outside the an- the congregation. Hero Bratt, pres1 Encourage creative thinking to gles by stopping Allen White, 6-1, "Living Latten" and "khabod."
Sally Lambert Rotman, of 29 East
Mr. and Mn. Sybrandt De^Hoop sign, M-21 and Paw Paw Dr., state Mias Walvoord who won in orlgl* 16th St., speeding, $12; Elaine Van
nexed area wilt vote whether they ident ef the consistory, conducted sol re financial problems. America 6-2. Christian’sonly defeat came
nal
oratory
spoke
on
"America’i
police
$7;
Fefibert
Walderax,
of
In the fourth singles when to Ma- were Sunday caHen on Mr. and
will release the area.
the program, five farewell rewealthy but until we translate
Lien, of 164 East 92nd St., right
If annexed areas favor annexa* marts and. presented a gift from our faith in education into dollars roons' Ken Walcott bowed to Jim Mrs. Sylvan Wassink of Zeeland, 178 West Eighth St., speeding 85 Refugees," and Van Leuwen who of way and defective brakes, $17
took
part
In
to
extempore
diviin
65,
US-U,
state
police,
$92;
Orand on Mr. Georga Da Hoop at
tion, the vote of the city will be the congregationto Rev. Vender- to provide It, the quality of pri- Beny, 7-5, 6-2.
suspended after'traffic school.
He A. Bishop, Howard Ave., stop sion spoke on "What Should Be the
counted with the vote cast in out* werp.
mary, stoondary and higher edu- The doubles matches were closer the Woodbaven Home.
Leon Dak Johnson, of 274 East
United
States
Polio
Towards
sign,
Gordon
and
120th
State
poas Christian’sBill Goodyke and
Erma Wyngarden spent ao eraside areas of the townships.The
Refreshments were served at a cation will decline,
East Ninth St., excouivt noise,
sum of the votes In seperate social hour in the basement follow- 4. We must start our schools with Beraie Evink took a three setter ning with Mr. and Mn. Martin P. lice, $7; Glenn W. Schroteoboer,of France in to Tunisian - Algerian $7; Barbara Jean Elhart, of 640
943 West 94th St., speeding 75 in Dispute." Miss Kolean's topic in
townships plus the city vote must ing the program.
he best pmsible teachers. This from Jim Jones and Loye Eddy, Wyngarden.
Butternut Dr., speeding,$10; ArM-21, state police, $12; Carol the dramatic reading croup
6-4,
5-7,
M.
Another
three
setter
Mr.
and
Mn.
Donald
Meeuwsen
have a plurality border to carry.
Is partially tied in with money but
nold Wagner, ef 1* West 10th SL,
"Mary,
Queen
of
Scots.*
J.
Adams,
Grand
Rapids,
stop
sign,
went
to
the
Dutch
in
the
second
and family of Zeeland were SunLast day for registering in Fillnot aottrely.Some experimentation
Others in ths county winning careless driving. 182; Louise Brodoubles when Dale Dykema and day guests of Mr. and Mn. Will Gordon St. and railroad, state pomore township for ths Maplewood
i needed.
honors
were B. 7. Berghorat of Un, of 6* Columbia Ave., right of
.
lice,
$7.
Cal
Marines
stopped
Rick
Hunter
Timmer and family.
election is May S.
I. We must increasethe efficienway, (12 suspended after traffic
Zeeland,
second in humorousreadand Jerry Nenna, 6-2, 94, 6-3. In
Charlotte Butler, ofl92 East 26th
Mr. and Mn. Lan Lookerse of
Meanwhile, the Maplewood CHIcy if school management.The orschool;Gerald Prince, route 4, inthe final doitoles, Christian’s soph Zeeland were Tuesday evening SL, paid fine and costs of $14.90 ing and Gloria Vrugginkof Hudlens Committee is draftingplans
finisatioa sf ths instructional proterfering with traffic,(12 sufcpendsonville
who
won
third
in
declamafor carryingon the campaign.
yaa must be made more effec- combination, made up of Vern callerson Mr. and Mn. Merten In to court of Grand ville justice
ed
after traffic school.
of to puoe on a speeding charge tion. Muskegon, Muskegon Heights
Zylman, chairman of the informa- Ooacfa Russ De VOtte of Hope ire. Our best people must be Wodeven and Ken Walters defeated Wabeke and family.
and
East
Grand
Rapids
.high
Mr. and Mn. Vera South. Deb- recently.
tional campaign, says the plans are College,president of the MIAA •ought for mentorship on our Jim Tagg and Carl Peterson,6-3,
schools also bad first place win*
6-8.
bie, and Holly Jo wore Thursday
under way to contact every voter
school boards.
association,Is
oari.
others on Mra. Adrian Brower and
in Maplewood prior to the elec- some informationand he has sent
I. We need to enlist active supSchools representedin
Mrs.
children. They live in Hopkins.
tion.
oat letters to 76 coaches through- port of thousands of people to parire Muskegon Hsighti,
Mr. and Mn. A1 Hop received
From 10 to 16 volunteers ere out the nation to find out their Mpati in some aspect of to
Grand Haves, East Grand
wont that their uncle, Peter ttriik Dies at
working on this phase. George ideu and a possible answer.
school improvementprocess.
Central High and Ottawa
of Grand Rapids had dltd.
Bishop, co-chairman with Zylman,
"As icfaoel people, ws do not
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
The question concerns which
Mrs.
Willard
Hun,
99, of Wau- Grand Rapids; Rudsonvflk,
Mn.
Hazel
Grant
of
Hudeonvilto
has announced a meeting for May rules the schools are going to go oar criticism. If it Is honest and
Twenty-one arte residents were
Nineteen women from to now
was a Thursday afternoon caller kazoo, to former Mildred Vande land, Coopersvifle, Fennville, God- admitted to U. S. citizenship in a
6 for all canvassers at which time along with this football season, comtmctlvs, we welcome it," be
PresbyterianChurch of Holland at1
win Heights and HoQaod.
on Mr. and Mn. Harry Dunning. Water, died unexpectedly of
ceremony before Circuit Judge
literature will be distributed. Pur- either the NCAA or the NA1A oooduded.
tended the Western Michigan Pres*
Ike Holland group wu accomheart
ailment
Saturday
noon
at
Mr. and Mn. Henry Borr of
pose of this campaign Is to have rules. The letters have been sent
Raymond L Smith Tuesday.
byterial Society at Westminster
Zeeland wart recent guests of Mr, her home. Born in Holland in 1918 panied to Ionia by Mks Ruby Cal- Admitted were Leontina Weurfel,
•very Maplewood voter fully in- to colleges with eoroQmente of
Church In Grand Rapids Friday. and Mn. Will Maongi.
she lived in this area all her life. vert, speech teacher.
Fennville
Fennville, Germany; Debora Hekformed of all issues.
around 1,000 or leu.
Hm theme of the meeting was Mr. and Mn. Martin P. Wyngar- The Haans are owners of Haan
mao, 117 East 23rd SL, Holland
With each letter, Da Vette has
"Expect Great Things From God,"
den were Saturday evening guests Motor Saks in Holland. Mrs. Haan MiscellaneousShower
(name changed to Deborah))
snriossd a poet card on which the
with Miss Edith Bookmiller as the
of Mr. and Mn. Harvey Genxink WM.memtertiTrinlty Refolded HonorJ
Netherlands;Arvidi Freimuts,
questions are asked: Art you using
main
speaker.
Ike
dedication
of
Church.
Grand Haven, Latvia; Lina GriNCAA rules?, am you sting NAIA FENNVILLE (Special) - Fenn- delegatesto the Purdue Assembly and family of Holland.
Surviving are the husband; two
Mn. Harold Ter Haar
i
In
Collision suggested rales? sr art you unde- ville High’s baseball team ex- was
Miss Mark Fletcher, who win be bowski, 'Grand Haven, Germany;
conducted
by
Miss
Edith
Cory.
ploded tor 11 runs in the third inThursdaycaller on Mr. and Mrs listen,Mrs. Fred Kraai and Mrs.
June bride, wu guest of honor Catharine Hendrika Van Peeren,
cided?
Officers were totalled by Mrs. Bartel Mulder and family of Hol- Bernard Dokter. both of Holland;
One Holland man was slightly inat e miscellaneous shower Wed- 111 North Shore Dr., Holland,
The NCAA rules call for two ning here Thursday and wallopBruce
Fleming.
four brothers, William H., Bernard, nesday at the home of Mrs. Fred Netherlands; Florence May Sherjured Thursdayat 1:06 p.m. in
land.
points for running and passing an ad Lawrence, 18-2 in the opening
Plans are being made to attend Mr. and Mn. Hubert Heyboer and Charles Vande Water of Holthree-carcollision at the comer of extra point and one point tor
Al-Van League feme for the
Dkkema, 208 Eut Ninth St.
burne, Ostego, Canada.
the synodlealleadershipschool at were Sunday evening gueats of Mr. land and Robert Vande Water of
19th St. and College Ave.
Joeef and Joslna Rledl. Ill East
Gifts were presented and to
kick. A new rule this year also Blackhawks.
Robert Driy, 92, of 308 West caUa for ooa arm blocking.
The winners scored two in the Alma College Aug. 17-23. The Bible and Mn. Martin P. Wyngarden. Cadillac.
Lincoln, Zeeland, Germany; Janis
hostess served refreshments.
study for Presbyterianwomen’s or22nd St., was treated by a local
The guest list includedthe Mu- and Nina Bergs, Grand Haven,
The NAIA rales are similar te first, three in to second, and
doctor for an injury to his right those of to pros and high schools, two in to fourth to complete the ganizations is "Meet Doctor Luke,
dames Henry MuyikensSr., Henry Latvia; Elizabeth and Johannes
Report
Is
arm and released. Driy wu a pea- calling for free substitution, extra •coring while to losers had two by Addison H. Leitch.
Mu’yskens Jr., John Muyakens, Kateiterg, Hudsonville (name
Arrangementsfor local women
< senger in a pickup truck driven by point count owe point, ooof erring n the first Lyle Earl, who trip*
Jack Beal, LaClairePeterson, Dale changed to Joseph), Netherlands;
attendingthe meeting Friday were Best in
Blast
< Alvin Prins, 43, of 376 West 17th
with ooach on sidelineby ooe play- eth, Dan Hammer and Bob
Hamberg, John Ten Cate, Jacob Borta Baumgart, Grand Haven,
made by Mrs. William C. VandeoSt., going east on 13th Si
er during time out and a fumble Barnes cadi had three for four at
Jacobs, John Huizenga, Ted Koot- Germany; Chaja Pac, South Haven
Ottawa and Allegan County depGeorge Zuverink has been rated
Holland police said a car driven may be recovered anywbtrc and he plate and Dave Turner doubled berg. Those present were the Mesker, Ray Barkel, Don Johnson, (name changed to Helen),Poland;
uties
Monday
continued
their
dames
Laverne
Bensinger,
John
to seventh best control pitcher In
by Henry J. Steenblik,18, of 83 advanced.
for the winners.
Walter Wierema, Fred Dkkema, Albert Baumgart, Grand Haven,
Beken, Richard Overway, Jacob the American League by a national investlgition of the blowing up of
West 16th St., headed north on ColGermany,
De Vette will report his findings Gene Lone worked the first three
mailboxesalong country roads. Preston Fletcher, Louis Robbtrt
lege Ave., and the Prins pickup at to league meeting May 11 innings and received credit tor Boersma, Melvin Kail, Eldred Sin- magazine.
Augusts and Verna Lelringers,
and the Misses Marian Kart and
The ratings were baaed on at Deputies said most of the van- Bonnie De Neff, ail of Holland; Grand Haven, Latvia; Hennelore
first collided at the corner. The The MIAA is split between the to win while Laddie Mesyar cock, Andrew Smeenge, Lloyd
dalism
committed Friday
pickup then veered off to collide NAIA^od NCAA, some schools be- pitched to last two. Tomadt and Slagh, Walter Burke, Alfred Kane, toast 900 kminfs pitched in to
Mrs. Don Van Draght and Mrs. Magdalena Wyatt, Alkgan, Gernight, when three mailboxes in
Clarence
Parker,
Earl
Regains,
major
leagues.
Ten
pitchers,
who
Hover
formed
the
Lawrence
batwith a car driven by Rochelle D. long to both, and some to ooe or
James
Scheele of Zeeland; Mrs. many; Fina Vejroata, 16 East 10th
Ottawa County and about
in
Kraai, 17, of 29 West lath St., the other, or don't belong to any tery. Fennville hosts Blooming- Robert Arendsborst, Morris De art active at present, were selectDon Pothoven,Grand Rapids; Mra St., Holland (name changed to
Allegan
County
were
demolished.
dale in a key league game Mon Vries, Laverne Rudolph, Willard ed in each league.
headed west on 13th Si
nationalorganization. Hope Is
Harold Winters, Grand Ha van; Fina Siva Vejrosta),CzechoslovaOttawa County deputiesuid one
Walker, Maynard Darkey and Fnd
Zuverink, starting this
day.
Police, investigatingthe acci- member of to NCAA.
Mrs. Joe Kleevu, Fruitport;Mrs. kia; Jan Harger, route 1, Holland,
mailbox
wu
blasted
at
9909
Lake
had pitched MO innings and walkFennvillemade II hits and five Wise.
dent, estimated the damage to
Harvey Miner, Muskegon; Mrs. Germany.
ed U0 batters tor an average of Shore Dr., a second on Lakewood
errors while Lawrence had three
Prins’ 1954 pickup at $200, the damArt Feyen, Kalamazoo;Mrs. Dick
Seminary Student Leads
Blvd.
at
166th
Ave.,
and
a
third
on
2.89 per nine inoingi. Gerry Staley
hits and sevan errors.
age to Steenblik's 1963 model car
Bowling League Holds
Walters, Mrs. Warren Dkkema Dads of Veterans Hold
of the Chicago White Son !i the South State St. near 16th St., south
at $200 and the damage to Mrs. Discussion at Trinity
and Miss Lois Geeriing.
Banquet, Elects Officers
best reliefer with a 144 mark. He of Zeeland.
Installationof Officers
Kraal's 1950 model car at $50.
Sixth
Reformed
Church,
dlecuMion regarding the beAllegan County deputies reported
The Wednesday afternoon Keg pitched 1,604 inningsThe Dads of Foreign Service
I practices
Fellowship Guild Meets
Robin Roberts of ths PbHadsl- mailboxes blown up in to Drenthe,
Buttles
tors Bowling League held a banHurbert P. Weller Choien tant and Roman
Veterau Poet 132 held installation
Catholic churches
Roman Cs
phia Phillies in the National Oakland and Bentheim areas.
the Fel- quet Wednesday night at Cumerof officers Thursdaynight.
was to feature ef to Trinity
Deputies believe the explosive
1 As Fullbright Scholar
League has the best mart? in either
ford’s Restaurant.
Dies
Those installed were: President,
Ladies’ Aid meeting held Wednes- lowship Guild of Sixth Reformed
league. He hu a 1.81 walk per Used to be either firecrackersor
BLOOMINGTON. Ind. - Herberf day evening in the church lounge. Church was held Tuesday evening PresidentJo Ann Roerink opened game and hu pitched in 2*9 dynamlts caps. Persons whose Marion Buttles,61, died une* William Grabofski; senior vice
P. Weller, an Indiana University There kere about 86 members la to perish house lounge. Devo- to business meeting by reading games.
mailboxes were Mown up told dep- pectedly early Monday at his president, Manley Looman; junior
ur Mrs. two poems about women bowlers.
home, 2251 Lakewood Blvd. He vice president, James Ploeg;
graduate studentfrom Holland, is present
Warren Sptha of to Milwaukee uties some persons drove up in a
Nut year’s slato of officers are:
was a veteran of World War I, treasurer• secretary, Earle Johnone of approximately 900 Ameri- Fenton Strickland,, senior stucar,
put
something
in
the
mailbox
Braves has pitched to most inPresident,Jo Ann Roerink; vice
ting
serving in the Navy. He wu a son; chaplain, Andrew Kamcan students chosen to 'receive dent at Western TheologicalSemnings, 1*8 and hu given op *1 and drove away at high speed. A
t Goiter- president. Carol Van RuKe; secmember of First MethodistChurch. meraad; sergeant-at-arms.John
Fullbright Scholarships for to inary. who upon graduation will
few
seconds
later
the
mailbox
wake for 2.61 wafts per game.
Survivingare the wife, Angelioe; Hoffman; three - year trustee,
1956-69 academic year.
assume charge of the new River bath. Memben responded to rol retary, Millie Cramer; assistant
wourj be blown apart.
secretary,
Millie
Smith;
treasurer,
A report
two daughters, Mrs. William Bak- Leonard De Witt; two • year trusThe grants are awarded tinder ford Heights Reformed Church in
given by Donna Gier and sergeant-at-anns,Group Discusses Plans
er of Holland, Mrs. Carl Jordan tee, Joe Overway;one - year trusprovisionsof the international ex Detroit, told sf to events ef his
Father of Local
Mrs. COrtlyaBchoiten, chairman of Gladys De Vries. Six women were To Organixe New Pack
change program of the Depart life which lad him from being
of Fremont; two grandsons; ooe tee, Lloyd Zimmerman.
awarded gifts by the president tor
Struck by Car, Dies
brother, Clyde Buttles of Zeeland.
ment of State. WeUer, who lives at collision worker in Botfalo, N. V.
The Grand Haven Post 142 had 11
Plans to organize a new Oib
ariootry1 extra services to the league dur111 East 24th St. in Holland,will to the Seminary,
members present for the installaAndrsw Vender Zee, 76, of
ing the seuon.
Scout Pack at Dougbs were tostudy contemporary Chilean drama
tion.
Devotions were tod by Mrs. G. by Fritri SeoMtt, was featured
Grand
Rapids, father of Mrs. Municipal Court News
Awards
then
were
presented
to
cussed
Thursday
evening
fit
a
the
program
ef
to
evening.
Takat either the Universityof Chfle H. Koolker, and Mrs. Rein
Persons appearing before Muni
en Mrs. the women. First place trophies matting ef Saitfeiuckand Douglu Chutes Eilander, 161 West 26th dpal Judge Corneliusvander Meu- Ticketed in Accident
or Catholic Universityin Santiago Visscher,president, conducted the
8L, Holland, wu fateHy injured
for
team
eyent
wu
taken
by
the
Scout
laadsri
and
committeemen.
l
Rober
The recipient holds a bachelor’s -business section. Mn. Spyker'aad
kn Thuraday and Friday were: Mrs. Edna Kieis, 41, of 377 CenIson and Shyners. Shyners also to* first in The groqp, meeting at to home Sunday tight when he wu rtruck
degree from the University Mn. G. V. Bjork wart door hostHenry Meier Nelson,Jr., 96, Lans- tral Ave., wu ticketed by Holland
high team single game and high of Cubmester aad Mip- Eugene by a car u be rotyrned home
Michigan, and Is scheduled to re- esses and Mrs. Miner Stegeoga Mn. John Mokxna. The play
ing, improper left turn and right police for fajlure to yield to right
from
church.
Bkler, reviewedto trameadous
directed by. Mrs. Gordon Veurink. team three game series.
ceive the master’s degree in wu pianist. The
of way, $27; Roger Van Dyke, of of way u to result of an acciVender
Zee,
who
wu
well
known
Ann Dornbos had high tingle success eod rapid growth of to
dal boor
Spanish this June from Indiana. George Gtupker, G. Dahnan, Sr,
14663 Riky, speeding, $12; Rob- dent Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. at
obs and game and Mary Siegers had high present pack. Reports indicated ia Holland,sufferedmultiplefrac- ert L. Sligh, of 1627 South Shore the corner of 20th St. and College
Weller also holds an auistanUhlp J. Groten and J. Goodyke were
tures
end
internal
injuries
He
hart of three gsmt series. CheeriosTeam that scouting could bettu serve
at I.U., teaching an elementary bosteosesfor to social hour.
Dr., red light, $7; Richard ’James Ave. Police said sfie collided with
guild members will be guests at took prize for team to Mow to the youth of to commato by en- rtruck by a car driven by Paul
Spanish course.
Maituia, Grand Rapids, improp- a car driven by Mrs. Florence
R.
Kites,
18,
of
Bailey,
route
1,
the May 27 meeting when the pro- most improvement and Ellen larging Cub Boost detiritiuHare
Hepe College Faculty
u be wu walking across Alpine er passing, $10; Hubert Jknmer Tiesenga, 64, of 28 East 19th SL
took the prize f
bowler
a ecdond peek.
DAR Evening Committee Dames Have Guest Meet gram wil fit a book review by Chrispefi
Ave.
He resided at 29* Alpine son, 23, of I* College Ave., ex- Officers estimated to damage to
to show the most improvement.
The present pack ie speoeored by
cessive noise, $6; Randy Brondyke, Mrs. Kieis’ 1968 model car at $200
Plans June Guest Event
The women then thfeyada social to Saugatuek Congregation-N. W.
of 464 College Ave., speeding,$15; and to damage to Mrs. Tiesenga’s
Ike Hope College Faculty Dames
Surviving
are
thru
sous,
Andrew
al Church and to new Douglu
Lee Solomon,ef M7 Scotts Dr., 1956 model car at $125.
The Ida Sun McLean Evening met Thursday evening at to home
Pack will be sponsoredby to of Paris, Reinder of Grand Rapids
commitee of the ElizabethSchuy of Mrs. Intii J. Lubbers tor thtir
and
Edward
of
Byron
Center;
Douglas Csafegatieaal
Koat Strikes Out 12
lor Hamilton chapterof the Daugh- annual guest meeting. Mrs. John
Rav. C. Floyd Wright atd Orvffio throe daughters, Mn. Adrian
Maytlnift Is Tulip
in Civic To Win Initial Start
ten of the American Revolution Ver Beek and Mrs, William VenHack and Mrs. Peter Hook, both
peed with
met Monday at the home of Mn. der Lugt poured at the attractivehi
Hoik'd, Mkhlfloo#Mn 14-17 he.
of Grand Rapids and Mrs. Ei«
plication lor to sew charter;
'ime May
Jtan Kaat, Zeeland southpaw
Donald Gebraad.
ly appointed tea table.
District- foeot Executive Jacques lander; and two sisters in The
Hoik'd Your Top Toil Mori*
d of such bow pitchingfor Missotia.Mont,
The last regular businessmeet- Guests and members were welVea't Groenewoutand 0. 1 Geek Netherlands.
III THI HSTIVAL
ither dus- in the Pioneer League, woo his
ing of the year wu presidedaver comed and a brief business meetfrom to ChippewaDk
. IN flCTUUS
land cos- first start with a 3-1 victorylast
by Mn. Donald Boes, chairman. ing wu conducted by to presiizatioo and Exteatieo
Investigate Collision
ies.
weekend over Idaho FaOi.
Mrs. Harrison Lee gave the devo- dent, Mrs. Ver Beek.
gpockt
Ottawa County deputies Monday
Kaat struck out 12 hatters in his
i are for
tions. Reports were given by Mn.
A delightful musicalprogram had
continuedtheir investigation of an
Ion of Vic- first try st Class C baseball,alLarry Geuder, and Mn. James been arranged by Miss Emma
U.sY
KdMo«
accident Sunday at 12:05 pjn. at
"The Red lowed five hits and walked four. Cleanup Wtek Over
Hallan.
Reeverts and Mrs. Dale S. De
P'MshedMn 14,1968
City Engineer Laverne Berne re- the intersection of M-21 bypass and
first two Two hRs snd a walk in the first
Mn. William Hakken wu elect- Witt. Miss Reeverts introducedto
Byron
Rd.,
involving
care
driven
minded
Holland
residents
that
Inning
gave
Idaho
Falls
its
lone
numbers
given
by
Mra.
Harry
Frlsevenings
of
the
festival
in
Civic
ed treasurerfor a two year term.
MtH Mo FottivolIdMoa of
Cleanup Week is over and lawn by Mrs. JosephineSdraillng, 55, of
run.
THK SiNTINIL, HOLLAND, MICH.
The evening wu spent planning sel, Miss Barbara Lampen, Mra.
In the ninth inning, with two men raklngs should no longer be de- Grand Rapids,and Harold J. Mast,
Oonrertiblerare needed for the
I money-making projects, and the Morrette Rider, Mr*. Roger Rieton hue, Kaat struck out the last posited at to curt*. The rakiags *, of 12 North Centennial St.,
berg and Miss Jantina HoUemin.
program of next year.
two men and "completely baffled will have to be dispoeedef ia some Zeeland. Deputies estimated the
were Mrs.
#•##•!••••••« oooeaeneenneeeet
__________
It wu decided to have a picnic
the Idaho Falls team throughout, other manner, he sold, because damage to Mrs. Schuiling’s 1956
in June with husbands u gues
Vender
*
2!Vv“d«
*-ked 10
dty tracks will not bf irouod to model car at (200 and to damage
vere aerved by Mrs. Gotta
Md Mn. :«nfteTollp
te Mast’s *66 model car at (n.
pick
them up.
Do
ttl.
Rev. Mervin J,
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Jack Halil
amice table tennla Uag

Jack Hulst
MERIT EXAMINATIONS —

Wins Crown
Jack Hulst won the novice

sing-

les championship in the city-wide
Recreation departmentsponsored
table tennis tournamentTuesday

E. E. Fell Junior High

at

School.

of commendation at the end of the series and
Close to 200
last year Willard Connor was named Merit
Holland High juniors, took a three-hour
preliminarytest for National Scholarship / Scholar. A similartest for Holland Christian
juniors was held Tuesday in Christian High
Exams Tuesday in Civic Center. These are
School. Holland High used Civic Center
the first tests of a Merit series which will
because it was an ideal place with no
continue through the senior year. Holland
interruptionsfor changes of classes.
High School has had as many, as five letters
, (Sentinel photo)

Del Koop and Bob Creceliuswon
the doubles championship.
Hulst defeated Koop in the finals.

3H3;

21-19; 15-21; 1641 and U-18.

Hulst reached the finals by defeating Larry Coney, 21-18; 17-21; 1721; 23-21 and 21-17. Coney had
Hulst 20-16 in the fourth game but
Hulst came back and tied the game
and then went on to win the finals.
Koop entered the finals with a
21-12; 21-10 and 21-8 win over
Gerard Vander Wall. In the doubles, Koop and Crecelius won with
a 21-17, 26-23 and 21-19 win over

Hamilton

Division Winners

Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn Maatman
announced the birth of a daughter,
Paula Joan, on April 20 at HoUand

In

Named

School Essay Contest

At a meeting Monday evening
The Parent-Teachers group of in the Legion Clubrooms, Mrs. J.
the Hamilton School .held their H. Riemersma, Americanism
spring meeting at the schoolhouse, Chairman of the American Legion
opening with an informal visit be- Auxiliary,announcedthe winners
tween parents and teachers of of the Essay Contestentitled "Citithe
track.
Just
ahead
of
the
reactor
can
be
seen
part
of
the
INCHES PAST DEPOT— Spectatorsgasped Tuesday afternoon
their chAdren in the various zenship, an Honored PrivAege"
"mock-up"
on
the
preceding
railroad
car,
the
striped
boards,
as a huge atomic reactor vessel, destined for the Enrico Fermi
rooms. Later at the general as- held in the schools.
which "feel out" the close places before the reactor ^goes
Atomic Power Plant of Laaoona Beach near Monroe, crawled
sembly in the largestclass room,
First place in Senior High DiviDan
Koop
and
Vander
Wall.
through. The train passed through about 3 p.ip-, spent the
cautiously through Holland. At the C and 0 depot, the train
Harold Brink, the president took sion was won by Jan Van Langen
Other
contestants
in the tournanight at Grand Rapids, and is due to reach Detroit tonight.
FENNVILLE - Eighteen-yearwas halted while trainmen checked clearances at the side of
ment were: Dave Kleis, Wayne charge. Devotions were conducted second place by .Clarence Dornbos. old TAa Ramirez of FennvAle wAl
(Sentinel photo)
by Richard Brower and a trio of In the Junior High division, KrisHop, Jack Alexander; George Lubgirls Sandra Sprick, Donna Ten tin Vogelzang placed first and Mar- represent AUegan County at the
ben, Glen Ebels, Jay Freriks and
Brink and Sharon Folkert sang a jorie Plaggemars,second. They Mackinac Bridge' Dedication CeleHarold Streeter.
couple of selections, accompaniedwAl be awarded $10 and ^ bration June 26-28, it was learned
’
,
by Mrs. M. Ten Brink. A piano dollar prizes,each. AU winners
solo was played by David Grissen. are students at Holland Christian TAa, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A film strip was shown and elec- High School. Judges for the event Alejos Ramirez, and Bridge
tion of officers for the coming were Miss HarrietCook, Mrs. Her- Queens from 82 other counties wiA
year resultedin the choice of bert Stanaway and Mrs. John participate in the colorful three-day
ZEELAND (Special)- Funeral
A giant forerunnerof the atonic There, with a special crane ing at a maximum speed of 15
president, Harvey Koop; vice pres- Kobes. These. essays wAl be en- extravaganza.
services
for
David
J.
Vander
Kooi,
age passed majesticallythrough which had been tested for sound- miles per hour. Through towns
Miss Ramirez was named Alleident, Don Stehower; secretaryand tered in the Fifth District CompeHolland Tuesday afternoon, riding ness with x-rays and magnetic- the train slowed to four miles per 78. of 215 Harrison St., who was
gan County Bridge Queen followtreasurer,
Mrs.
Ivan
Johnson.
Sofatally
injured
at
11:08
ajn.
Montition.
Mrs.
Riemersma
also
reporthour
and
at
very
close
clearances,
particle tests,, it was carefully
in state on a railroad flatcar.
cial hosts for the evening were ed the presentationof American ing the Blossom Queen Contest at
Moving carefullyat a snail’s hoisted into specially designed the engine was detached and the day when struck by a C & O train,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ver Liere Flags .to Robart and Lakeveiw Benton Harbor. She represented
were
held
today
at
2
p.m.
at
reactor pulled ahead by winch and
pade, it slipped its mighty shoul- cradles on a flat car.
Glenn in the contestand also will
and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sale.
Yntema Funeral Horae with the
schools last week.
ders past tracksideimpediments Ihe huge shell was filled with cable.
be Queen of that community’s anThe
Rev.
N.
Van
Heukelom
used
Rev.
J.
Guiehelaar
officiating.
The
Okihi
Camp
Fire
Girls
of
St.
Mrs.
E.
Slooter,
Community
and squeezed beneath tall via- nitrogen gas under pressure The train stopped at the Holland
nual pancake Festivalin June.
to keep foreign matter and dirt station for a moment while atten- Burial was in the Zeeland Ceme- Francis school held our third meet- as sermon texts at the HamAton Service Chairman, announced that
ducts.
Officials of the Junior Chamber
Reformed
Church
services,
"The
tery.
ing
of
the
month
on
April
23.
We
the
Auxiliary
Memorial
Fund
has
dants
checked
clearances
at
the
The visitor was a 91-ton reactor 'from entering the precisely•
Survivors include the wife, set the date of our potluck supper Victory of Faith” and "Personal been presentedto the city towards of Commerce, who are sponsoring
side of the track and then inched
vessel, destined to be the heart of machined interior.
Martha; two * daughters,Mrs. and decided what each mother Experience of Divine Grace.” The the purchase of a Concert Organ the Bridge Queens from most counA "mock-up” made of boards cautiouslypast.
the world’s largest breeder reactor
ties, said it was agreed before the
atomic power plant, situated at and just slightly larger than the At Lagoona Beach, a 150-ton Frank Farrell Jr. of Birmingbani would bring. On Friday of this Women’s Chorus sang "Are Ye for the Civic Center. This fund
Ala., Mrs. Charles Zumda of Palos week we are going to have another Able" at the morning service and was begun in 1920 as a memorial Blossom Queen contest that the girl
crane
will
lift
it
from
the
flat
car
Lagoona Beach, near Monroe, vessel was built upon the precedwho finished highest in the event
Heights,HI.; three sons, Albert J. meeting and make our Mother’s Miss Louise De Kleine of Drenthe for World War I veterans.
ing railroad car to test close clear- and into position in the 72-foothigh
Mich.
from each county would be named
was
guest
soloist
at
the
evening
and
Bernard
I.
Vander
Kooi,
both
At
a
hobo
breakfast
held
April
Day
gifts.
Suzanne
Fetters,
scribe.
The reactor is scheduled to ar- ranees. The height of the “mock- gastight reactor containment buildof Zeeland and E. J. Vander Kooi
On April 14 the O-da-Ko Camp service.Leaders in Junior High
at the home of Mrs. B. Jacobs Bridge Queen.
rive at its destination, the Enrico tip" was 21 feet, 3 inches and the ing.
Since TAa was the only girl from
In actual use, Uranium-238 will of Holland; 14 grandchildren;eight Fire girls of MonteUo Park met at Christiah Endeavor service ^ere the AuxUiarynetted $20.40. Mrs.
Fermi Atomic Power Plant, with- width 14 feet, 7 inches, just half an
brothers,including Johannes ' the home of their leader, Mrs. Vernon Wassink and Jerry Folkert. Jacobs was assisted by Mrs. H. AUegan County in the contest, she
in a day or so. This nuclearpower inch larger each way than the re- be used to change non-fissionable
Don Reynolds.We divided into Senior High C. E. servicewas con- Poppen Poppy Chairman,Mm- A automatically won the right to
material into a new man-made Zeeland, William,and Jelle
plant is now under construction, actor.
ducted by Wanda Brink and Mar- Stoner asked that any AuxAiary representher county at the Bridge
Canada and five in the Netherlands groups of four and presented
financed by a 43-company nonA 700-mile, roundabout rail jour- fuel, plutonium. The heat of fisHospital.

Fennville

Girl

Named

Bridge

Queen

, •

Yonder Kooi

Reactor Passes Holland

Rites

’

today.

Set

*

was laid out, dictated by underpass clearances and bridge

sion vdll be used to transform wa-

and two sisters,also in the Nether

ter into steam which will generate

lands.

weight restrictions. . One bridge
was torn down near Benton Harbor. At another point, "shims”

electricity to power conventional According to Zeeland police Vander Kooi apparentlydid not see or
turbine gnerators.
The Enrico Fermi plant is ex- hear the train as he was crossing
pected to be ready for initialnu- the C A O tracks behind the CoOp
clear operationm 1960. Eventual- Gas Station, comer of Washingtoon
ly the plant will be capable of Ave. and Church SL He was struck
producing 150,000 kilowattsof elec- by the first of four boxcars which

profit organizationcalled Atomic ney

Power Development Associates,
Inc.

By barge and train, the stainless
steel monster has been traveling
since April 10 when it left Chattanooga,Tenn. River barges transported it 928 miles on the Tennessee and Ohio Rivers to Columbus Park, Ohio.
.

We talked of our plans to go
swimming at Grand Haven. On
Apirl 12 we went on a hike for
our TraA Seekers • Rank. Judy
play.

lene Rigterink with Dawn Groenheide as pianist and Vivian Folkert
as song leader.
The eighth grade graduates of
the HamAton school,who wiA be
attending High School in Zeeland
the coining year were invited to
attend an assembly program there
during the past week and took a
tour through the building as a getacquainted gesture. A few days
later a Committee from the Zeeland school met with students and
parents in the local school to give
further Informationabout the work
of the coining school year. *

member wishing to

participatein
the Poppy Corsage contest, contact her for poppies. Hie dead
line for the local contefrt is June
1. The Unit wAl again sponsor
Poppy window downtown with
Mrs. Stoner as chairman and assisted by Mrs. C. Hopkins and
Mrs. C. Hopkins and Mrs. H. Brow-

dedication.

It was also revealed that Gloria
Garner of Covert wAl represent
Van Buren County at the Bridge

celebration. Gloria, a 17-year-old
Langworthy, scribe.
blonde, was one of eight semi-fiOn April 14 the Tanda Camp
were used on the rails to tilt the
nalists in the Blossom Queen conFire Girls of Lakeview school met
test.
cargo clear of side structures.
in the school gym to put our symTila, a sophomore at Fennville
bolgrams on our headbands. The
Five diffedent railroads particiHigh,
was the shortest girl in the
two
mothers
that
helped
were
er.
were being pushed by a diesel
pated in carryingthe vessel, mov- tricity.
The purchase of handkerchiefs,Blossom Queen contest. She is 5switch engine headed east. Brake- Mrs. Reinking and Mrs. Koeman
cards and stamps for the Mothers feet-l-inch tall and tips the scales
man Jack Skinner, route 3, Hudson- RoneUe VoUink and Roxie Speak
Pre-School Clinics to Be
Day gift Shop at Veterans Hospital at 125 pounds. She has black hair
ville, riding the lead boxcar, said treated us. Judy Reinking, scribe.
The
O-da-ko
group
started
the
ain Battle Creek and the clothing and brown eyes and her favorite
he yelled to the elderly man to get
Held in Local Schools •
for a needy veterans famUy was pasttime is dancing.
out of the way but apparentlywas meeting by pledging the flag. We
Miss Ramirez and Miss Garner*
reported by Mrs H. Brower and
Pre-schoolclinics have been ar- not heard. The train was moving had a businessmeeting and learned
HamAton has seen the third spectively.These purchases are wAl drive to the Mackinac Bridge
ranged by Parent-Teachers organ- about 3 miles per hour, police a new game "O’Leary". On April
izations of various schools for chil- said. Joe Victor, 671 East llth St., 21 the 7 girls of O-da-ko met and landmark being razed within the Mrs. B. Jacobs, Rehabilitation June 26 with their chaperones in
O’Neil (H),
MUSKEGON (Special)— Holland 220-yard dash
dren who will be 5 years old on was engineer and Robert Ness- had our notebooks checked. We past few months. The most recent and Child Welfare Chairmen,re- white convertibleswhich wAl be
High’s track team ran into two of Hunter (MH), Allore (C), C. Woltor before Nov. 15.
haver of Jenison Park was con- then played outdoors.Judith Van one was the breaking down of the spectively.These purchases are placed at the disposal of each
the strongest track aggregationsin man (H). Time 22.6.
building that served for many made possible through the Poppy Bridge Queen for the trip to and
Oosterhout,scribe.
On Thursday from 9 to 11 a.m. ductor.
Wooten (MH).
Western Michigan here Tuesday 880-yard run
back home from the celebration by
Thursday, April 17, the Wa Lu years as a Community Building, Fund.
clinics will be held at Van Raalte,
Vander
Kooi, who was dead on
and finishedthird behind Muske- Boylen (MH), Vivien (C), Maris
Jefferson, Longfellow and Lincoln arrival at Zeeland Hospital,was A Camp Fire girls of Beechwood prior to the erection of the Ham- President,Mrs. WAliam Jrilema, the Oldsmobile Division of General
gon Heights and Muskegon Cath- (H). Time 2:11.
Schools. On Thursday, May 8, clin- struck on the left shoulder which school met at the home of their ilton Auditorium in 1931. Band con- appointedcommittees for the com- Motors.
880-yard relay — Muskegon Catholic at the Catholictrack.
AU 83 County1 Bridge queens will
leader, Mrs. Crimp. We sat out certs, High School plays, lecture ing mother-daughter potluck to be
ics are scheduled from 9 to 11 knocked him down.
The Tigers, who had edged the olic, Heights. Holland. Time 1:36.7.
cross the giant span together from
doors on the lawn and elected new courses, township elections and held MaV 26.
a.m. at South Side Christian, CenCrusaders by a. point in a dual
officers as follows: * President various other meetings were held
tral Avenue Christian,West Side
The meeting closed with a suc- St. Ignace to Mackinaw City June
meet last Friday, scored 64tt
there
for many years, and in ear- cessful White Elephant auction, 27 and at Cheboyganthey wAl be
Marla
Vanden
Heuvel;
vice
presChristian,
and
Washington
public
Mrs.
75,
points, Catholic, 50V4 and Holland, Fennville
ident, Judy Bennett; treasurer, Uer days it also housed a drug with Mrs. A. Dogger acting as honored at a banquet.
school. Doctors will be present at
22. The Dutch run a dual meet
Patti Vander Yacht; scribe, Paula store operated by Parker, Davis auctioneerand Mrs. E. Slooteras
The foUowingday, the Upper
each school.
at
against CatholicFriday in MuskeJeanne Meurer. Judy 1 Bennett and Gage in the early 1900’s. The clerk. Hostesses for the evening Peninsula queens wUl gather at
Cards have been sent to the pargon.
ents of pre-school children, howev
Mrs. Christine Gaitrecht, 75, treated the girls with Ice cream past several years the Hamilton were Mrs. J. H. Riemersma, St. Ignace whUe the Lower PeninRich Woltman turned in Hol- The Fennville Blackhawks
er those who have moved to the wife of Frank Garbrecht of West and cookies.Paula Jeanne Meur Farm Bureau used it for an Elec chairman,and Mrs H. V a n d e sula queens wiA be on the Mackpounded
Bloomingdale
12-4
Monland’s only first in the 180-yard low
trkal AppAance Store untU they Bunte, Mrs. William Hoek and inaw City side. They wiU then
city since last May and who wish Olive, died Monday afternoon at er, scribe.
hurdles. He covered the distance day afternoon in baseball action
carry a huge ribbon from each'
to have their child examined are her home Hollowing an extended AlOn Thursday, April 24, the Wa moved into the large store erected Mrs. G. Andersen.
at
Fennville,
to
tie
with
Lawton
in 20.9 which is two-tenths of a secside to the center of the bridge
asked to notify their school. The ness.
Lu A Camp Gire girls met at the a year or two ago on the same
for
the
Al-Van
league
lead
with
ond off the Holland High record.
ihere it will be knotted,symbolchild should be accompanied by
She was- born in Chicago and bad home of Mrs. Crimp. We came to street further east. A new budd- Officers Are Elected
Carl Woltman, who placed fourth a 2-0 record. Fennvillegot their
izing the linking of the peninsulas,
the mother and have either his lived in West OAve for the last 52 order by saying the Camp Fire ing is to be erected on the site,
runs
on
nine
hits
off
two
Dales
in the 220-yard run, ran the race
At Lakeview PTA Meet
In one of the highlights of the dedibirth certificateor baptismal cer- years. She was a member of West law. Our leader told us some re- Which wiA house the new branch
in 23.6 which is also two-tenths of pitchers, Cady and Johnson, while
cation.
tificate.
quirements we could do at home of the Zeeland State Bank. Other
OAve
Christian
Reformed
Church
getting
a
seven
hit
performance
James Klekintveldwas elected
a second off the Holland record
to earn some beads. Mrs. Crimp buddings removed recently were
and the West OAve Ladies Club.
presidentof the Lakeview PTA at
and Wes. Heidema’s third place from Gene Luna who went all the
the
old
former
residence
of
WU
Surviving besides the husband provided the lunch. Paida Meurer
the annual business meeting held Hope May Day Events
showing in the 440 of 54.8 was al- way. Cone caught for the Dales
liam Root, an^the Albert Momare four daughters, Mrs. William scribe.
Tuesday evening in the school. Scheduled for Friday
so two-tenthsoff the Dutch mark. and Hammer for the ’Hawks.
parens
reside
nee,
which
was
Dykman of Holland, Mrs. John
Fennville picked up seven runs
Others elected were -Simon SybesStan Marcus won second in the
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